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A common occupational training policy

Under Article l2B of the EEC Treaty, the Council of the Community is
required, on a proposal of the Commission and after the Economic and
Social Committee has been consulted, "to establish general principles for
the implementation of a common policy of occupational training capable
of contributing to t]re harmonious development both of national economies
and of the Common Market."

With a view to implementing this article, the Commission submitted to the
Council proposals drawn up after consultations between its staff, on the
one hand and governments experts from the six countries, representatives of
employers' and rvorkers' organizations and of certain national bodies offi-
cially responsible for occupational training, on the other. The Council decided
at its October session to consult both the Economic and Social Committee
anrl the European Parliament on the Commission's proposals.

One of the chief aims of the experts' preparatory work was to clarify
the terms of Article 128. The Commission is of the opinion that "general
principles" does not nrean theoretical pronouncements laying on the Member
States vague obligations of an essentially moral nature ; on the contrarÿr
the expression must be understood in a positive sense, the aim being to
establish rules to be follorved in matters of occupational training policy
antl to lay down the main lines of joint action.

Such a'ction must .be directed towards the training and advancement of
the Community's halance force, young and adult ; it must not be confined
to the training of llarticular categories

The application of Article 128 of the Treaty in this sense is justified by the
fact that occupational training is an essential factor in achieving the aims
of the Treaty of Rome. Occupational training, rvhich constitutes a link
lretween population growth and technological progress, makes it possible
constantly to adapt the distribution of the rvorking population to the needs
of an economic policy of continuous antl balanced expansion.

The integration policy, of which occupational and geographical mobility
is an important element, means that workers must be trained. in advance to
enable them to fill the jobs offerecl more efficiently. Furthermore, if our
aim is a high level of employment in the Community, we must look ahead ;
there must be a constant drive to train more skilled workers 60 as to improve
the qualitative distribution of manporver and make better use of availabil-
ities.

Concerted action in the matter of occupational training implies a coherent
effort for cultural uplift, which by its very nature is bound up with far-



reaching improvements in living and working conditions. Frorn this
angle the common occupational training policy is one of the main factors
in levelling in an upward direction the living and working conditions of
labour.

Action in the occupational training field is also justified by the fact
that the development of personality, the irnportance of which can rrever
he sufficiently emphasized, is linked rvith the acquisition of knowledge an«l

skill enabling the individual to fill a useful place in society.

The scale of the joint occupational training policy to be implementerl
follorvg from the very purpose of this policy, which is to develop continuously
the social infrastructure of the Common Market - sn inssgapable condition
for the economic expansion and harmonious development of the Community.
This action must aim at developing and improving means of training, further
training and advancement, adapting these to the needs of the Community
and harmonizing progress.in this field in the six countries.

ft rvas with these objectives in mind that the EEC Cornmission laid dorvn
the general principles for the implementation of a cornmon occupational
training policy.

By marking its proposals practical, the Commission has established a

Community framework in rvhich the occupational training activities of the
Member States may dovetail into a policy at European level. The rule
of the Commission will be to co-ordinate and encourage the working out ancl

implementation of this policy. It r,vill in particular have to watch that
the common policy is applied in a manner consonant with the principles
enrtnciated ancl the objectives laid dorvn.

Some of these principlee could be rapitlly applied. For instance, objective,
complete and up-to-date documentation is a necessary prerequisite for well-
informed action ; permanent exchange of written information should therefore
be established between the member countries aB Eoon as possible.

Similarly, the Commission considers that the gradual approximation of
standards of training should have a high priority in the implementation of
a common policy. Irrespective of their country of origin and the type
of training they wish to receive, rÿage-earners or independent rvorkers shoultl
have equivalent theoretical and practical knowledge for a given occupation
in order to be able to work under the best possible conditions in any
Community country. fn this respect, the results obtained are more
important than the duration and type of the training.

Harmonization of the requirements for admission to the various levels of
training is a long-term task, in view of the number and variety of occupations
for which apprentieeships or training courses exist. An order of priorities
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must therefore be established. The aim should be to harmonize final
examinations and diplomas with a view to reciprocal recognition.

Uniform tests on the Community level and European competitive examination
would also make for'a harmonization of training standartls.

The EEC Commission further proposes that for certain branches and partic'
ular occupations special action be taken in the light of the requirements
of economic expansion and manpower needs and surplusee. Since one of the
chief purposes of the common occupational training policy is to ensure that
the EEC industries shall have sufficient manpower available, it must pay
special attention to 'remedying present and foreseeable manpower shortages

and surpluses. Action in this field is dependent on forecasts of manpower
resources and requirements and on periodical reviews to determine regione

and occupations with shortages or surpluses of skilled labour. This must be

tlone as accurately as possible in order to establish an order of priority
of the shortages to be made good; srrch reviews must also indicate for
each occupation in which manporyer is short, the requirements to be eatisfied
and the qualifications needed. Lastly, technical progress, technological change

ancl the creation of new occupations must be taken into account.

On these bases, specific short- or long-term occupational training
schemes to cover the most urgent and vital requirements will have to be eet

on foot. The schemes might be planned, for certain occupationa at leaet, in
such a lvay as to be carried out by several countries.

Such action, in line with the general priciples of a common occupational
training policy, would widen the Commission's field of activity, particularly
as regards the study of manpower trende.

Joint financing might help in solving the problems of improving and

extending occupational training. Article 4I of the Treaty expressly provides
for such financing for occupational training in agriculture as part of the
common agricultural policy. The extension of these Community measures to
all sectors of the economy would be an effective approach and would give

its full rveight to the common occupational training policy.

Certaiu categories, such as female labour, the unemployed ancl the hand'
icapped, and certain sectors of activity - among them agriculture, transport
and handicrafts - would call for special measures in view of the eocial
problems they raise.

Along rvith the principles which could be rapidly implemented, the
Commission's proposals contain others intended to be applieil in thè longer
term. Among these objectives are generalized vocational guidance syste'

matically applied for the whole tluration of general education and
occupational training, more - intense occupational training and further
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training aimed at social improvement as an economic and social necessity,
and measures to give occupational training a wide scientific and technical
basis in order to keep pace with technical progress.

As to methods of giving effect to the Commission's proposals, it is pri-
marily for the Member States to take the necessary measures to apply these
principles. Once the Council has made its tlecision, the competent national
authorities rvill have to seek ways and means of meeting this obligation.

According to the clraft submitted to the Council, the Member States woulcl
have rvide freedom of choice as regards the means usecl in carrying out this
task, provided the common principles were applied in each of the six
countries. Decisions of the Community institutions could specify the practical
measures to be adopted in a given field to attain the objectives set. The
intention is that the EEC Commission shall make concrete proposals to ihe
Council and take any other action called for. The Commission will indicate
orders of priority for the tasks to be undertaken, watch over and co-orclinate
their execution, and note the results. Joint programmes of study and
research programmes and practical schemes would be rvorked out by the
Commission and applied by the Member States at its instigation.

The Commission would be assisted by an Advisory Committee on occupational
training comprising, in equal numbers, representatives of the relevant govern-
ment departments, organizations of employers or bodies officially concerned
rvith occupational training, antl of trade unions.

The public and private circles concerned have on several occasions recognized
the indispensable need for such a Committee at Community level. The
implementation ,of the common occupational training policy calls for
close ancl permanent collaboration between the government officials of
the Member States, the representatives of the interested circles and
the Commission.



l. The right of esrablish menr
and the freedom to supply services

Âr its 53rd session on 25 october 7961 the Council approved the General program-

mes for the abolition of restrictions on the freedom of esrablishment and the
freedom to supply services.

Pursuanr to Articles 54 (l) and 63 (l), the commission had prepared in thc
first two years drafts on which the council was ro give a ruling before the end
of the first stage after having obtained the opinions of the Economic and Social
Committee and the European Parliament.

\ü7hat do the rwo General Programmes adopted by the Council involve ?

Right of establishment

The first Programme defines the restrictions on the freedom of establishment and
sets or.rt an order of priority for their abolition in the various secrors of activity.

The right of establishment goes far beyond the content of bilateral conventions
on the subject. Such conventions usually granr a cerrain number of rights, but
only in the form of an enumeration which, wharever its lengrh, is exclusive. The
Treaty goes further and establishes the principle' that EEC nationals shail enjoy
equality of rights with the nationals of the EEC country in which they wish to
establish themselves. In other words, any rrearmenr by a Member State of
nationals of other Member States which differs from that applied to its own
nationals now constitutes a restriction on the freedom of esrablishment, whether
such treatment be based on Iegislative or administrarive measures or stem from
any administrative practice which affects the access ro or exercice of non-wage-
earning activities by persons.wishing to establish themselves in that country.

In each Member Srare, therefore, rules such as those which govern certain
professions and are applied irrespective of the question of nationality, can continue
in effecc. Nevertheless, in order to avoid difficulties arising from the differences
in rules and regulations within the Community, some co-ordination may prove
necessary when restricrions are removed. The General Programme lays down
that the advisability of such measures shall be studied from case to case, with the
exception of those where they are expressly laid down in the Treaty (medical,
para-medical and pharmaceutical professions) and of insurance, where the need
for such co-ordination is already apparent.

However, freedom of establishment does not apply to acriviries which include the
exercice of public authority in a Member State. Restrictions justified by reasons of
public order, public safety or public health may also be retained.
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The General Programme, suPPlemented by a commentary which serves as an

explanarory memorandum, lays down the order in which discrimination is to be abol-

ished in the various activities. The guiding principle for this is to be found

in Article 54 (3a) of the Treaty, which accords "priority treatment to activities

in regard to which freedom of establishment constitutes a specially valuable contri-

bution to the development of production and trade".

Consequently, mosr industrial and commercial activities will be liberalized before the

end of the second year of the second stage. On the crafts level these activities

will be liberalized ar rhe same time, but the very elastic formula for co-ordination

contained in the General Programme will make it possible to safeguard the interests

of craftsmen.

Apart from the economic criterion to which the Treaty refers, account has been

taken, in working oui the timing, of the greater or lesser degree of regulation

found in the various states, because a certain internal co-ordination before, at the

time of or after the abolition of restrictions may Prove necessary. To allow the

often complicated investigations concerning co-ordination to be completed, the

time-table has been extended for certain activities such as insurance and the

Iiberal professions.

In principle, the right of establishment should be implemented in the same way

in transport as in the other branches of the economy.

The Commission's proposals provide for the abolition of restrictions by the end

of the second year of the third stage for carriers, and at the end of the second

year of the second stage for forwarding agents.

The co-ordination of legislative and adminisuative provisions, laid down in
Article 57, reveals considerable interplay between the right of establishment and the

common rransport policy where road and inland waterways üansport is concerned,

particulady in the case of the study of road transPort requirements (quotas), but
this interplay was nor expressly referred to in the General Programme as put forward.

The Commission has Iaid the result of its studies (on discrimination and the rules

governing admission to these two sectors) before the European Parliament, the

Council, and the Consultative Committee set up under Article 83, whose advice is
asked on a number of practical points.

The link between establishment and the common agricultural policy explains why
the liberalization of agriculrure, which is further complicated by its particular strucftue,

is planned to occur mainly during the last two stages of the transition period.

The order of priority is in any case very flexible since the dates in the General
Programme are the latest possible, and earlier liberalization will always be possible -with the agreement of the Member States - should it prove advisable. Because

of its general nature, the Programme is inevitably confined to settling the broad lines ;

its implementation will be governed by dire«ives.t0
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Freedom to supply services

Following much the same procedure as that applied to the freedom of establishmenr,
the Commission has laid before the Council a General Programme and commenrary
on the abolition of restrictions on rhe freedom to supply services lArticle 63 (i)].
Once again n,e have to define services and restrictions and ro serrle the order in
which these restrictions should be abolished.

The definition is largely negative ; it concerns "services normally supplied for remu-
neration, to the exteft thar they are not covered by the provisions on the free
movement of goods, capital and persons" or by those concerning transport. This
somewhat residual definition explains the lack of uniformity in this concept and
the difference between it and what is accepted by economisrs and statisticians.

The Treaty provides for the freedom to supply services "within the Community"
and the supplier of the service must be "established in a State of the Cohmunity other
than that of the person to whom the services are supplied" (Article 59, first sub-
paragraph). Service therefore rePresents a link across a frontier which can result from:

a) The supplier moaing to the recipient ol tbe teraice. Services supplied by the
Iiberal professions in the wide sense of the word (consultations, expert opinions, enter-
tainment), by industrial engineers (assembling, repairing or maintenance of machines)
and by those in certain ancillary activities (travelling representatives, market research

workers, maintenance services), or by certain craftsmen or agricultural workers who
are relatively rare and almost always frontier workers. This type of service differs
frcm estabishment in the temporary character of the independent activity in the
receiving country.

b) Tbe recipient moaing to the rupplier of tbe teruice. Services supplied on the
arrival of the recipient for personal reasons (tourism, family visits, study), for business

or for medical or para-medical care in the Community country where the service

is supplied.

c) Tbe seraice itælf being moaed. (the supplier and the recipient remaining in their
own country), it being immaterial whether:

i) The object into which the service is "incorporated" (processing, finishing, testing,
analysis and so on) is moved, or

ii) The objecr used in performing the service is moved (certain banking, insurance
or publiciry services or services provided by the liberal professions in the form of
written papers, supply of information and so on).

The distinction berween the concepr of establishment and that of the supply of
services raises no difficulties save in the bordedine case in which the person sup-
plying the service travels to the cotrntry of the person receiving the service, resides lt
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there for some time or carries out several operations there. The Commission has

outlined a few guiding ideas on this subject which will be given detailed form in
concrete cases should these arise.

As in the case of the right of establishment, one form of restriction on the supply
of services is represented by any differential treatment based on nationality. Any such

restriction hampers the professional activity of the supplier of the service when he

goes ro the recipient of the service. There are other restrictions which are absolute

and it is not possible to apply purely and simply the principle that any EEC national
shall enjoy equality of rights with the nationals of the host country; examPles of
these absolute restrictions are barriers to the movement of the object on which or with
rhe aid of which the service is performed or refusal to allow payment for the service.

As has already been indicated, these all come within the scope of the chapter on

services in so far as they do not fall under the provisions on the free movement of
goods and capital.

Article 63 (3) of the Treaty. provides a criterion for priorities in abolishing these

restrictions which is similar ro that applicable to the right of establishment, but the

rhythm is faster. In certain circumstances it may be possible to issue implementing
instmctions dealing with a particular activity both from the point of view of
establishment and from that of the supply of services. 

,

It should, however, be noted that under the terms of Article 61 (l), the free

movement of services in respect of transport is to be attained in the setting of the

common rransporr policy (Articles 75 et seq.) ; in view of the special rules provided
for in Article 75 (1a) the supply of services in the field of transport could not be

included in rhe draft general programme for the abolition of restrictions on freedom

to supply services.

Rules musr first be established under Article 75 to end discrimination on the grounds of
nationality in international transport and in transport undertaken by non-resident

carriers. These rules must moreover aim at the co-ordination of conditions for
admission in the Member States of the Community so that freedom to supply services

may be progressively ensured with due regard to the special aspects - of transport.
In this conrexr particular importance attaches to quantitative restrictions on road
trânsPort.

Opinions from the Economic and Social Cornmittee and the European
Parliament Decisions of the Couneil of Ministers

The Economic and Social Committee and the European Parliament gave on
2 February (1) and 10 March respectively their opinions on the two General Pro-
grammes which had been referred to them by the Council. The Economic and

tz 1t; See Bulletin No. 2/61, Chapter IV 
- 

The Economic ans Social C-ommittee.



Social Committee approved both Programmes in the main, with a few reservations

bearing chiefly on handicraft activities, public contracts and the time-table.

The Committee hopes in particular that different directives will be fixed for the
same activity when carried on as industry and when treated as a handicraft; that, in
the case of public tendering, the same regulations will be used both for freedom of
establishment and for the supply of services; that no differentiation be made in
services between public and private tendering but that a special solution be found
for public contracting for building and public works; that eady liberalization be
provided for a small number of activities such as the construction of locomotives,
shipbuilding and the pharmaceutical industry.

The European Parliament approved the General Programmes for the liberalization
of the right of establishment and of the supply of services. In the case of the latter,
however, it put forward a few amendments concerning more rapid measures in the
insurance field, the supply of some further details in connection with the cinema
industry, wages for manpower employed in the receiving country, and payments for
transport services. The Padiament also raised the problem of the inclusion of sea and

air transport in the chapter on services.

As soon as these opinions were received, the work was pressed forward by the
Council's experts in collaboration with the staff of the Commission, by the Permanent

Representatives, and in the Council itself. As a result, a few amendments to the

initial proposals were transmitted to the Council. Apart from some purely formal
changes, these amendments bear mainly on public contracts, transport, agriculture and

the time-table for the liberalization of certain activities.

Consequently, if we leave aside the provisions on who shall benefit and on the

limitations, the structural outline of the General Programmes and, in particular, of
their time-tables, is broadly as follows :

i) Before the end of 1-963 almost the whole of industry and wholesale trade, as well
as re-insurance, will have been freed.

The right of nationals and tompanies of Member States to be awarded public works
contracts in other States will be progressively opened up according to widely varying
arrangemenrs, af.ær lL December 1963 anà will cease to be subject to any limitations
after 3I December 1969.

2) By the end of L965, liberalization will extend to the foodstuffs industries, to the

manufacture and wholesale distribution of pharmaceutical products, to retail trade,

to certain branches of insurance (except life assurance), to certain liberal professions,

such as agronomists, architects, chartered accountants, surveyors and consultant engineers.

3) Before the end of 1967, liberalization will cover pharmacy at the retail stage,

medicine, veterinary medicine and certain branches of insuance (life assurance). The
lifting of restrictions on transport by rail, road and on inland water§/ays has also been

fixed for this date, but only in the field of establishment. The new text of the t3



General Programme adds that'this abolition of discrimination shall be accompanied

by co-ordinarion measures and that these shall constitute one of the elements of
the common transport policy.

Shipping and aviation are excluded pending a decision by the Council.

4) By the end of 1969, only a few industries, such as shipbuilding, the manufacrure
of railway equipment and the working of woods and forests will remain to be

liberalized.

Agriculture deserves a few special comments, for here liberalization, particulady liberali-
zation of establishment, is phased throughout the transition period; for instance, the

right to take over farms which have been derelict or uncultivated for more than two
years is provided for as soon as the General Programme has been adofted. Farm
hands who have worked for more than two years in a Member State other than their
own will by the end of 1961 be entitled to set up as farmers in the host country. In
the later stages of the transition period the rights and facilities available to native
farmers will be granted by stages to farmers from other Member States; they will
have, for example, access to the various forms of credit and to the co-operatives fronr
I lanuary L966. The lifting of all forms of restrictions will only be complete at the

end of the transition period.

The execution of the General Programmes will call for implementing directives. The
Commission has already begun the preparatory work on the general problems involved
and on individual activities or sectors. A systematic study has been made of the
available documentary material, and meetings of national experts, held under the

auspices of the Commission, are continuing in the various fields.

Among the general problems, that of the co-ordination of provisions governing the
entry and residence of nationals in Member States [Amicle 56 (2)7, that of the
co-ordination of the guarantees required from companies in the interests both of com-
pany members and of third parties [Article 54 (3ù7, and questions involved in public
contracts are of particular interest.

In the field of activities or sectors of activity, we should mention industry and its
relations with handicrafts, wholesale trade, activities ancillary to industry and com-
merce, cinematography, insurance, agricultural activities and the liberal professions,
in particular architecture, chartered accountancy, engineering, raedicine and pharmacy.

This procedure will, it is hoped, increase the efficiency with which directives are
prepared and allow Member States time to incorporate the directives in their own
legal systems.

t4
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ll. EEC trade in the fïrst six months of 1961

The figure for intra-Communiry trade in the first six months of L96l was 5 700 mil-
lion dollars increase of 767o over the same period in 1960 and 70Vo
over the corresponding figure for 1958. Communiry imports from the resr of
the world totalled i0 200 million dollars, 6Vo more than in L960, as against a figure
of 9 800 million dollars for exports, an increase of 3%.

The ouerall deficit in the EEC trade balance - 400 million dollars - is accounted
for mainly by the heavy deficit in trade with the United States (1 100 milüon dollars),
only partly offset by the 700 million dollars surplus on trade with other countries.

In the increase of intra-Community trade the Iargest factors are sales by France
(+ 22%), §(restern Germany 11 23%o) and Italy 11- L67o), and purchases by the
Netherlands (+ 26%),Italy (f 20 %) and B.L.E.U. (+ l8%).

EEC imports from the associated overseas countries - 900 million dollars - increased
by l0/o, whereas exports to the same countries fell off in the same proportion, as a
result of the decline of French exporrs to Algeria and those of B.L.E.U. to the
Congo (Icopoldville).

EEC imports from non-member countries moved up by 6/0. This increase was recorded
in all the member countries save in B.L.E.U. where there was no change, but it is
still below the increase in imports from other member countries. The countries
which benefited most from the growth of EEC imports from outside the Community
were the countries of North America (+ L4%), Eastern Europe (+ l2%) and the
Europeân Free Trade Area, (* 97o).

Exports to non-member countries $/ere up by 4%o for the' Community taken as. a
whole. In contrast with increases recorded by Germany (+ 9 %),Italy (* 6 %) and
the Netherlands (* 6Vo), this category of exports was down in B.L.E.U. (- 9Vo)
and France (- L%). French exports, however, have since March resumed their
upward trend.

The growth of EEC exports was mainly in those toward Eastern Europe 1a MVo)
and the EFIÂ countfies (* ll%). By contrast there was an appreciable decline in
sales to the United States (- l3Vo).

A srudy of the monthly trend in intra-Community trade since the beginning of 196l
reveals that the very modest rate of expansion in i960 has been followed by a fresh
surge forward in which expansion has been at much the same 

^yeruge 
rate as in 1959,

a record year in this respect.

The growth of EEC trade with the rest of the world continued to be rather disap-
pointing though it seems to have gathered some momentum in the second quarter. r5
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The growth in overall EEC imports from the first six months of 1960 to the first six

months of 1p6l is accounted for entirely by the growth in imports of manufacrured

goods, and particularly of equipment goods (+ 32%). On the other hand, imports

of foodstuffs and raw materials remained at much the same figure.

Exports of equipment goods also improved considerablyt * l37o as against only

+ 3% for other manufactured goods.

EEC TRÂDE IN THE FIRST HÂLF OF 1961

(Figures in million dollars. Percentage increases over the first half of 1960 are given in brackets)

EEC B.L.E.U. Netherlands §flestern
Germaoy

Italy

Imports from

EEC 
'729 

t04L
(+ 16) (+ 14)

Associated overseas states 921 648

(+ 10) (+ 11)

Noa-member countries 9 300 L 73)
(+ 6) (+ 2)

Exports to

EEC 5826 1220
(+ 18) (+22)

Associated overseas sates 882 '771
(- 10) 1- 10)

Non-member countries 897, L 606
(+4) (-1)

1 080 1262
(+ 18) (+ 26)

127 25

(- 1) (-2)
907 L 269

(o) (+ 7)

LO$ 974
(+12) (+ 9)

29 '22
(-44) (0)

8$ 1073
(-9) (+ 6)

t 6rt 73,
(+ 9) 1.120)

79 44

(+ 30) (0)

S rrt 1 840

(+ 6) (+ 10)

L977 612

1423) (+ 16)

38 20

1.u 19) (+ 8)

4160 t28t
(+ e) (+ 6)

t6
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lll. Accession of other countries to the EEC

The British application for rnembership of the European Economic
Community

On 9 and i0 November the representatives of the six Governments of the Member

States held a meeting in Brussels with the British delegation led by Mr. Heath, Lord

Privy Seal, who had been appointed by the British Government to conduct the nego-

tiations on rhe accession of the United Kingdom to the Coômunity. Held at ministerial

level, this meeting, which followed a co-ordinating meeting of the delegations from
the six countries and the Commission on 7 and 8 November, marked the opening

of the negotiations proper.

M. Iahr, lü7est German Under-secretary of State, read a statement to the United

Kingdom represenratives on behalf of the Member States' Governments in which they

expressed the deep satisfaction of the six countries at the prospect of the United

Kingdom's taking part in the work of Community integration. The Governments noted

the assurance given by Mr. Heath that the British Government understood that the

negotiations could not be allowed to slow down the Pfogress of the EEC. They

also noted the fact that the British Government supported the decision on the

European political co-oPeration taken in Bonn on 18 July by the heads of States

or Government.

It was desirable, the spokesman went on, thrt the negotiations for the accession of the

United Kingdom to the two other Communities should be got under way as soon as

those on accession to the EEC had reached a sufficiently advanced stage.

M.Iahr also referred to certain points raised in Mr. Heath's statement of 10 October

and expressed the Member States' pleasure that Great Britain accepted without

reservation the objectives set out in Articles 2 and 3 of the Treaty of Rome and the

institutions provided for in Article 4. He observed, however, that although the

basis of the Treaty was a customs union, its main objecrive was to create an

economic community, and thar the establishment of this community was a condition

for the customs union itself.

In this conrext, all the Treaty's provisions had their importance and should be subject

ro the same negotiations.

Turning to rhe norion of accession, M. Iahr stressed an important consideration, namely

that in no field could a Treaty rule become the exception and the excePtion the rule.

It was in the common interest to Preserve the Treaty of Rome and its dynamic

equilibrium.

In this respecr the six Governments had learnt with satisfaction of the British

Government's intention of settling by protocols the special problems its accession would

involve. However, the exceptional system of protocols should not be of a scope or of l7
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a duration likely- to undermine the rules themselves. These principles might be

applied in particular to the preparation of solutions for the problems facing the Com-

monwealth countries.

The statement continued: "The fact that our Community is called the European

Economic Communiry defines not only its purpose but also its limits, which must
be taken into account in the special agreements. In considering these limits, we

shall not prove ourselves narrow-minded, as we have shown in a series of talks on asso-

ciation now under way but we cannot move very f.ar away from the path set out
for us wirhout running the risk of the basis of our action being lost to view."

As regards agriculrure, M. Lahr noted the United Kingdom's willingness to make the
changes necessary to adapt the British system to that of the Continent.

Iastly, he stressed the contribution that the Commission of the European Economic

Community could make to the smooth progress of the negotiations. By its very
character, it was well placed to unravel the often difficult problems that would be

encountered, and it would thus facilitate the quest for common solutions which would
make possible the arrainment of that happy conclusion, desired by all for the greater

good of 1üTestern civilization.

The President of the Commission; Professor Hallstein, then explained the Com-
mission's position on certain essential problems involved in the accession of the
United Kingdom.

These considerations, he said, v/ere put forward at the present stage as a preliminary
to bringing the discussion down to practical issues; they were intended to clarify the
methods to be used in approaching the problems.

He discussed first of all those aspects of the accession of the United Kingdom which
were connected with internal and external duties of the Community. He observed

that the value of a common external tariff could not be appraised without knowing
to what countries and what trade the tariff would actually be applied. It was impracti-
cable to base their discussions on the assumption that they would succeed in solving
the problem of EFTA or that of the Commonwealth by methods which meant abol-
ishing customs duties completely. It would be preferable to take the problems of
relations with the EFTA countries and the Commonwealth countries one by one and
arrive at the most appropriate solution having regard to special siruations and
difficulties arising.

M. Hallstein then spoke of the provisions of the EEC Trary which deal with economic
union, that is to say the co-ordination, approximation or merging of economic policies.
He stressed the importance of this part of the Treaty ; here political unification was
not merely being prepared, it was already to some extent being put into effect,
inasmuch as important fields of domestic policy were already being subjected to
a common discipline, so that the transition to integration of a more political nature
seemed to be a logical development. He felt that it would be useful to make clear thet8



narure of the difficulties which might arise for the British Government in these fields.

Turning to the general application of the Treaty of Rome, and considering the pref'
erence shown by the British delegation for protocols to settle the problems involved

in accession, M. Hallstein recalled the legal and economic aspects of the existing Pro-
rocols; they were nor, he said, such as to affect the balance of rights and obligations

stemming from the Treaty.

\üTirhout going into derail, the conversations bore upon certain more technical aspects

of Mr. Heath's declaration, particularly with reference to tariff matters and the pro-

visions of the Treaty of Rome which were concerned with economic union. A
quesrionnaire was handed to the British delegation with the object of clarifying the

implications of some of Mr. Heath's statements. The British delegation largely

reserved its replies to the questions raised, intimating that they should be dealt with
during the negotiations themselves

Ir was agreed that agricultural problems should be left aside for the moment. The

heads of delegations were asked to study certain points of major importance (tariff
problems and problems concerning the trade of Commonwealth countries) before

meeting in Brussels from22 to 25 November.

The negotiations ar ministerial level will be resumed on the basis of the conclusions

reached by the heads of delegations. This next meeting is planned for 8 and

9 December.

Danish application flor membership of the European Economic Community

On 10 August 1961, the Danish Government requested the opening of negotiations

with a view to Denmark's accession to the EuroPean Economic Community (1).

ht its session of 25-27 September, the Council of Ministers unanimously agreed

ro the opening of negotiations. It proposed to the Danish Government that a first
meeting which would enable the Community Member States to acquaint themselves

more fully with certain problems raised by the Danish Government's application

should be held in Brussels on Thursday 26 October. (2)

In a letrer of 21 October 196l addressed to M. Ludwig Erhard, President in office

of rhe Council, M. Kampmann, Primé Minister of Denmark, stated that his Government

accepted the proposals contained in the Ietter from.the President of the Council

àated 27 September. This letter read as follows :

(1) See Bulletin 9-10, Chapter I, p. 18.

(2) S€e Bulletin 9-10, Chapter I, p. 19. t9
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"Mr. President,

I have the honour to refer ro rhe letter of September 27th, 796L stating that the
Council of Ministers of the European Economic Community had, at its session
of September 25th, 26th and 27th, 196l unanimously approved the opening of
negotiations with a view to the accession of Denmark to the Treaty of Rome.

I am glad to be able to inform you that the Danish Government agrees with the
procedural proposals contained in that letter and will be pleased to attend a first
meeting in Brussels on October 25th,7ÿ61.

M. J.O. Krag, the Foreign Minister, will represent the Danish Governmenr at the
meeting in Brussels and will lead the Danish delegation in the negotiations
proPef.

I beg Your Excellency to accept the expression of my highest consideration."

(sgd.) Kampmann

Minister of State
Acting Foreign Minister

The first meeting between the Governments of the EEC Member States and that of
Denmark was held on 26 October under the chairmanship of Professor Alfred Müller-
Armack, Under-Secretary of State in the Ministry for Foreign Affairs of the Federal
Republic of Germany.

The Danish delegation was headed by M. Jens Otta Krag, Danish Minister for Foreign
Affairs, the other members being M. Eding Kristiansen, Under-Secrerary of State
in the Ministry for Foreign Affairs, M. V. Brorson, acting Director General of the
Ministry of Agriculture, M. E. Thrane, Assistant Under-secretaty ^t the Ministry
for Foreign Affairs, M. Erik Nielsen, Assistant Under-Secretary at the Ministry of
Commerce, M. P. Gersmann, Assistant Under-Secretary at the Ministry for Economic
Affairs, M. K. Darmsgaard Hansen, Assistant Under-Secretary at the Ministry of
Finance, M. J. Noergaard, Assistant Under-Secretary at the Ministry of Fisheries, and
M. Iars Tillitse, Ambassador, Head of the Danish Mission to the Communities, M. Hani
Tabor, Economic Advisor, acting Head of the Danish Mission ro rhe Cornmunity,
M. Ole Bech, Attaché with the Danish Mission to the Communities.

' The leaders of the EEC Member States' delegations were as follows: Germany -M. Rolf Iahr, Under-Secretary of State in the Ministry for Foreign Affairs ; Belgium -M. Henri Fayat, Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs, and M. Maurice Brasseur,
Minister of External Trade and Technical Assistance ; France - M. Georges Gorse,
Under-Secretary of State at the Ministry for Foreign Affairs ; kaly - Ambassador
Antonio Venturini, Permanent Representative with the European Communities;
Luxembourg 

- M. Eugène Schaus, Deputy Prime Minister of Luxembourg and
Minister for Foreign Affairs; the Netherlands - M. G.M.J. Veldkamp, Minister fo,

zo Social Affairs and Public Health.



The delegation from the EEC Commission comprised M. lüflalter Hallstei4, President,
M. S.t. Mansholt, a Vice-President, and M. Jean Rey, a member, assisred by senior
officials.

I

Irish application for membership of the Eüropean Economic Community
I

At its session of 23, 24 and 25 October 1961 ttie Council approved the terms of its
reply to the application for membership of the European Economic Community
submitted by lreland, dated 31 July 1961. (1)

This reply, addressed to Mr. Sean Lemass, Prime Minister of Ireland, was handed to
Ambassador Mr. Biggar, Head of the Irish Mission to the Commnnities, on
24 October by M. Müller-Armack, President in office of the EEC Council.
It read as follows :

Your Excellency,

I have the honour to refer to your letters of 3L July and 19 August 1961 and to
inform you, further to my letter of 14 August 7961, that at its session of 23, 24 and
25 October 1961 the Council of Ministers of the European Economic Community
studied the request of the Irish Government to enter into negotiations for accession

to the Treaty of Rome under Article 237 thereof.

I have pleasure in informing Your Excellency that the Council of Ministers has

unanimously instructed me to propose that a first meeting be held in Brussels at
the beginning of January 1962 in order to enable the Member States of the
Community to examine with the Irish Government the problems arising from its
application, to reach conclusions thereon and to consider certain questions of procedure.
The negotiations proper would take place larer, at a date to be fixed according to
the time required to study the results of this firsr meeting.

Please accept, Your Excellency, the assurance of my highest consideration.

(Sed) A. Müller-Armack

On 1 November the Prime Minister of Ireland replied to M. Erhard, President in
office of the EEC Council, as follows :

Excellenry,

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of the letter of 26 October intimæing
that the Council of Ministers of the European Economic Community decided, in the
course of its session from 23-25 October, to propose that a meeting be held in
Érussels at the beginning of January 1962 to enable the Member States of the Commu-
nity to have an exchange of views with the Irish Government about our application
for membership of the Community and that this meeting would be followed by
negotiations proper at a date to be fixed later.-r

1t; See Bulletin No. 9-10,/61, Chapter I, p. ? 2l
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I wish to thank Your Excellency for this communication and am happy to inform
you that these proposals are agreeable to my Government.

It is my intention to lead the Irish delegation to the January meeting. I should

be grateful to be informèd,'at your Excellency's convenience, of the date on which
it will take place.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurance of my highest consideration.

(Sgd.) Sean F. Lemrss

Taoiseach

Cornmuniqué of the neutral EFTA countries at the rneeting in .Vienna

The Ministers of the neutral EFTA countries mec on 19 October 1961, in Vienna
in order to consult about the ways and means appropriate to achieve the objective

laid down in the Decision of the EFTA Council of 3i July 1961 - the crsation of
an integrated European market.

On the basis of previous stndies, the Ministers were able to establish that, as regards

the form of the future relationship with the EEC, they see in the same light the
problems posed by the neutrality status of their countries. They however found
themselves also confirmed in their view, that neutrality does not constitute an obstacle

ro their participation, through association in appropriate form, in the economic
integration of Europe, and to their taking the measures necessary for the functioning
of an integrated European market.

The Ministers subsequently conferred about further steps as regards the formal offer
to the EEC of negotiations and the conduct of the negotiations. In order to attain
the goal of a simultaneous entry into force of an overall solution for all the EFTA
countries, the Ministers concluded that, in the light of satisfactory progress with the
integration negotiations, it would be justified to follow up with formal steps

by the individual countries, before the end of the year, their readiness to negoriate -already indicated in the EFTA Declaration of 3l July 196l: Before taking final
decision in this regard, the neutral EFIA countries will co-ordinate their actions
with the other EFTA members during the next EFTA Ministerial meeting, which
is due to take place in the course of November, and they will iniriare consultations
with their parliamentary bodies or report to them.

The.Secretary-General of EFTA, who took part in the meering, underrook to inform
the other EFTA members about the proceedings of the meering.

z2
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IV. Activities of the Community

EXTERNAL RELATIONS

Association of Surinam with the Community

1. Following the Council's decision at its September session to extend to Surinam

all the benefits of the association system provided for in Part Four of the Treaty
and the Convention on overseas countries and territories, the Council agreed, at its
October session, to the simplest procedure being used to effect the association of
Surinam. The Netherlands will add to their instrument of ratification aî act

making Part Four of the EEC Treaty applicable to Surinam.

Association of the Netherlands Antilles with the Community

2. The association of the Netherlands Antilles may be regarded as finalized from
tire Community point of view, following the Council meeting on 13 and 14 November,
when the remaining open questions were resolved on the basis of the proposals put
forward by M. Rey, Chairman of the working party, "Netherlands Antilles".

These questions concerned the legal form of the act of association and the system

for importing petroleum products from the Antilles into the Community.

As regards rhe first point, the Council decided that the Nethedands Antilles'
association with the EEC will be effected by means of a modification of the Treaty
in accoàance with the procedure provided for in Article 236.

As for the system for imports of petroleum products, the Council has approved a

protocol to which Member States will subscribe, and a declaration concerning the

application of this protocol which will be subscribed to by the Member States and

the Commission meeting in the Council. These tüo documents provide the Member
States and the Community with safeguards, should imports into the Community
countries of refined petroleum products from the Netherlands Antilles cause real

difficulties on the market of one or more of the Member States.

These safeguards will apply at both the Communiry and the national level. Limits
wilt be set on the tonnages of imports of refined petroleum products from the

Netherlands Antilles.

The safeguard clause for the Community sets a limit of two million tons.

As regards rhe guarantee given the Netherlands Antilles, pending revision of the

protocol the tonnage is fixed at 2.5 million tons. This is a provisional arrangement

and will be revised when a common definition of origin is adopted for petroleum
products from non-member countries (including the associated countries) or when 23
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the Community takes decisions on these products under a common commercial
policy or in establishing a common energy policy.

The Council having given its consent, rhanks to M. Rey's efforts as Chairman of the

working party and the undestanding shown by its members, the association of the

Netherlands Antilles with the Community is practically an accomplished fact, subject
ro the procedures stipulated by the Treaty being put into effect. The Council has

therefore authorized the Committee of Permanent Representatives to put this decision
in legal form, with a view to transmitting it to the European Padiament as soon

as possible.

Association of Turkey rvith the Community

3. At its October session the Council approved, with some reservations, a general

framework within which the negotiations for aî association agreement with
Turkey might be pursued.

The agreement would take the form of a convention on economic and commercial
co-operation for a definite duration including a certain number of measures designed

to help Turkey to put its economy on a sounder footing.

The Community would commit itself to continuing the association after this convention
had expired, provided that Turkey had fulfilled its obligations.

The Commurrity and GATT

The Tarilf Conference

4. In October the Commission's delegation opened tariff negotiations with Australia
and also made contact with delegations from several countries seeking clarification
on the Community's offer to make an across-the-board reduction in the common
customs tariff.

In the same month, the multilateral negotiations already under way with nine
countries (r) approached the critical stage. The Commission's delegation strongly
urged certain of these countries to improve their offers of tariff concessions as a
counterPart to the across-the-board cut, and added that if a substanrial improvement
in these offers were not forthcoming, the Community might find itself obliged to
adjust its own offer in order to reach an agreement based on reciprocity and mutual
advantage.

The progress of the negotiations is being closely followed by rhe special committee
sct up under Article i 11 by the Council. The Council will give this subject initial
consideration on 6 and 7 November.

(1) Âustria, Canada, Finland, IsraëI, Pakistan, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom and
United States.24



Other work of GATT

5. The Commission took parr in the meeting of the GATT Council of Representa-
tives held at Geneva from 25 September to 3 October 1961. The Council made
preparations for the next plenary session of GATT, to be held from 13 November
to 8 Decernber 1961, and the meeting due to take place at ministerial level during
this session from 27 to 30 November.

One of the topics of special interest to the Community discussed by the Council of
Representatives was the effect of the common tariff under the terms of Article XXIV,
paragraph 5 (a) of GATT (r). This discussion revealed that opinions still differ on
the interpretation of the provisions of the General Agreement, as was already apparenr
at GATT's last sesion in June. The Community considers that the effect of the
common tariff should be compared with that of bound customs duties or, failing these,
thc autonomous duties of the Member Srates in force on I January 1958, while other
contracting parties maintain that the duties to be taken into consideration are those
actually levied by the Member States in their national tariffs at that date. The Council
agreed to place this item on the provisional agenda for the next plenary session of the
Contracting Parties.

The Council also decided to include the item dealr wirh above, i.e. the possible
rcpercussions of the association system of the overseas countries with the EEC on the
exports of certain non-member countries. Several developing countries that are not
associated fear that duties imposed under the common customs tariff on tropical
products might cause a certain deflection of trade towards the associated countries.

During this preparatory work for the ministerial meeting, the Council decided to
invite the Ministers to address themselves to the main problems of international
trade which had been identified by the Contracting Parties in the course of their work
under the programme for the expansion of international trade which was pur into
effect as from 1958. These problems include plans for the further reduction
of custôms duties, agricultural trade problems and obstacles to the trade of less-

developed countries. The Commission will take part in this ministerial meeting.

Probl"rrr. concerning imports of cotton textile products

6. The Provisional Cotton Textile Committee, set up under the short-term arrangement
regarding international trade in corron rextiles, signed on 21 July 1,96L (2), held its
first meeting at Geneva f.rom 23 to 27 October L961.

(1) See Bulletin 6/61, Chapter I, sec. 10.

1:r; See Bulletin 9-10/61, Chapter V, sec. 2. 25



The meeting began with the discussion of two proposals, one submitted by the

United States and the other by Japan.

The American proposal calls for total abolition by the expiry of the arrangement

(five years) of quantitative restrictions by those countries still applying them, a

progressive widening of quotas in accordance with a time-table drawn up during the

negoriations and which fixes the minimum yeady increases. This time-table would

be reviewed each year in the light of the economic situation. Those countries not

applying quanrirarive restrictions would retain the liberalization measures now in
force for the duration of the arrangement. Should unrestricted imports of certain

categories of corton texriles lisred in the arrangement disrupt their domestic market,

they could ask the exporting country to cut their exports of the category or categories

in question to the level fixed for the current year.

The annual levels, reviewed each year in the light of the economic situation, are fixed

for the duration of the arrangement, taking as a starting point the base level corres-

ponding to imports during the period ended 30 June 1960, plus an annual increase

according to a growth formula to be determined.

The Japanese proposal is Iess flexible ; although it allows quantitative restrictions to

be abolished as soon as possible, it specifies that if special circumstances prevent them

from being rapidly eliminated they can only be maintained until 30 September 1967,

. subject to imports for re-export being freed immediately. The proposal also calls

for alarge annual increase of quotas.

Should the countries without restrictions suffer disruption of their markets (written
proof being required), they may resort to a consultation procedure with the exporting
counrry, who may also be requested to reduce exports of the categories in question

to a level equivalent to that of imports in the previous year, plus a certain percentage.

If agreement is not forthcoming in 60 days, the importing country may refuse to
admit imports above this level.

Provision is made for emergency procedure if circumstances are critical, but the

restrictive measures taken in such a siiuation can only be maintained for 60 days.

The agreement proposed by Japan would be valid for three years.

The six Community States jointly tabled proposals for the main lines of a long-term
solution, which partly correspond to those of the United States but differ . from
rhem on two points.

Firsr, the date for the rotal liberalization of cotton textile imports: in the American
draft this is the expiry of the arrangement, whereas the Six prefer a vaguer commitment,
i.e. Iiberalization should be completed as soon as possible.

Second, recourse to the safeguard clause: according to the Six, this may take place

when markets are disturbed by wider import quotas, while according to the American' 
proposal the safeguard clause only comes into operation if there is a disturbance

26 of completely liberalized markets.



Unlike the American proposals, those of the Six provide for an emergency procedure,
as well as the possibility of negotiating mutually acceptable bilateral agreemenrs
containing other stipulations.

After discussing the main fearures of the proposals from the United States, Japan
and the Community, the Commirtee decided to ser up a technical sub-committee
ro meke a choice between the alternatives offered by the proposals and, in the lighr
of the Committee's discussions, formulate a recommendation on the form and
substance of a long-term arrangement.

Th. 
tco--ittee 

also decided to establish " ,rrrir,i., sub-comrhittee charged with
assembling the 'statistics needed by the technical sub-committee for irs study of
the subject.

There was no difficulty in maintaining throughout the meeting of the Provisional
Cotton Textile Committee the Community solidarity already made manifest during
the negotiations on the short-term arrangement. The representatives of the Member
States or the Commission spoke solely in rhe name of the Community.

Relations with European organizations

Committee for Agriculture of OECD

7. The Committee for Agriculture of OECD held its first meeting on 10 and
11 October 1961. The Commission was represented by M. Rabor, Director General
for Âgriculrure.'

The meeting on l0 October was at ministerial Ievel ; it had been suggested by the
United States, as Mr. Freeman, Secretary for Agriculture in the American Adminis-
tration,.was in Paris ac the time. The Committee held a broad exchange of views
on the world's main agricultural problems and on the Committee's furure work.

On.11 October the Committee met at the level of senior officials. M. Cépède (France)
was elected Chairman and a working party was instructed to submit proposals for
the programme of work.

Prohlems of hasic pro«lrrcts

International Lead and Zinc Study Group

8. The International Lead and Zinc Study Group held its fourth session at Geneva

from 18 to 24 October 7961. In accordance with their usual practice at these

meetings, the Community Member States and the Commission's representatives '
adopted a common attimde forthwith.' 27.
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At the suggestion of the delegations of the Six, the Group decided at its first meeting

to admit representatives of the European Economic Community and of OECD to its
meetings as observers. This decision was approved by all the members of the Group
with the exception of the Soviet Union.

International Conference on sugar

9. The International Conference on sugar, which opened at Geneva on 12 Septem-

ber L96l under the auspices of the United Nations, to review the 1958 International
Sugar Agreemenr, adjourned on 23 October until the last week of Novembet as a

result of the uncompromising attitude of Cuba. The Commission was represented

at the Conference.

It is interesting to note that in addition to the Member States of the Community,
several associated African States were represented, namely, Congo (Brazzaville),

Congo (Leopoldville), Gabon, Upper Volta, Madagascar, Mali, Central African
Republic, Chad and Senegal, which also represented Dahomey.

Establishment by the associated countries of missiors to the Community

10. On 15 October the President of the EEC Commission, M. 'üTalter Hallstein
received Ambassador Joachim Hunlede and Ambassador Joseph Mbeka as represent-
atives to the EEC of the Republics of Togo and Congo (Leopoldville) respectively.
The competent instirurions of the EEC have taken note of the appointment of
Ambassadors Georges Bresson and Marcel Dadjo as representatives to the EEC of
the Republics of Upper Volta and Dahomey.

Establishment by. non-member countries of missions to the Community

11. Ambassador Rubens Ferreira de Mello, new Head of the Mission of the United
States of Brazil to the Communiry, presented his letters of credence to President
Hallstein on 27 October.

,

ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL AFFAIRS

Conference on regional economies

12. The EEC Commission has finalized the programme of the conference on regional
economies to be held in Brussels from 6 to 8 December L961. (t)

z8 (l) See Bulletins No. 7-8161, Chapter V, sec. 14 and No. 11/61, Chapter IV, sec. 21.



Twenty working Papers on the preparation and execution of regional policy in each
of the six counffies will be presented in two sets in two technical committees. The
Chairman of the first will be M. Mansholt, a Vice-President of the EEC Commission,
and it will examine the following papers :

a) hrigation and improvement work in the development of Southern Italy, presented by
Dr F. Curato, a director of Italconsult, Rome ;

b) The Bas-Rhône Languedoc experiment and the programme of regional acrion,
by M. Ph. Lanour, Chairman and Managing Director of the Compagnie du Bas-Rhône
Languedoc ;

c) I-abour market problems in an outlying region (Schleswig-Holsrein), presented
by Dr lV. Stothfang, Ministerialrat at the Ministry of Labour, Bonn ;

l) Manpower and occupational training in Southern Italy, presented by M. C. Marrinoli
and Dr G. de Rita of the Svimez, Rome ;

e) Structural change, flight from the land and economic developmenr in §(/estern
France, presented by M. G. Pierrer, Secretary-General of Maine Expansion, Le Mans ;

l) tne Emsland scheme: development of an agricultural frontier area in §Testern
Germany, presented by M. J.D. Lauenstein, Ministerialdirektor a.D., Director of
Emsland G.m.b.H. ;

g) Development of a backward area : Eifel-Hunsrück, presenred by M. F. von Berghes,
Under-Secretary of State, Ministry for Economic Affairs, Rheinland-Pfalz,Mainz;

h) The frontier regions of Belgium, presented by M. O. Vanneste, Director of the
"\Westvlaamse Economische Raad", Bruges ;

i) Harmooizing the development of frontier arsas : the ,south Luxembourg districr
in Belgium and the north of Lorraine in France, presented by M. B. de Maud'Huy,
Chairman of the Committee of the Lorraine basin, Metz ;

l) A frontier ara it the heart of the Committee, by M. P. Camy, Minisuy of Economic
Affairs, Luxembourg.

M. von der Groeben, a Member of the EEC Commission, will be the chairman of the
second committee, which will consider the following working papers :

a) Co-operation berween public and private enterprise in developing an industrial
centre : Lacq, presented by M. J. Echard, Administrateur directeur général de Ia

Sodic in Paris ; 29



b) The growth of an industrial enterprise against 'the background 'of regiorial

development, presented by M. T.P. Tromp, Vice-Chairman of the Board of Directôrs
of N.V. Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken ;

c) Industrial conversion of a Belgian area on the decline, presented by M. F. Persoons,

Assistant Director at the Bank of Brussels, Advisor to Socorec ; ' '

d) An outlying industrial area (Oberfranken) and the difficulties caused by the

division of Germany, presentd by M. G. §7acher, a Member of the Bundestag ;

e) Development of central points in agricultural and structurally weak arsa in \ùTestern

Germany, presented by Dr §ü. Langer, Ministerialdirektor, Ministry for Economic

Affairs, Bonn ;

/) Equipment companies and the infrastrucrure of various French industrial areas,

presented by M. F. Bloch-Laine, Director General of the Caisse de dépôts et consigna-

tions, Paris ;

g) Public action in Southern Italy and the role played by the Cassa del Mezzogiorno.
presented by Professor G. Pescatore, President of the Cassa del Mezzogiorno ;

b) The European Economic Community and regional planning in Italy, presented

by Professor G. Della Porta, Director of the Research Bureau of the Banco di Roma ;

l.) Regional planning and the co-ordination of geographical, industrial, agriculrural,
cultural and social and space facors in the regional development of the Netherlands,
presented by M. S. Herweijer, Iand Improvement- Service, Ministry of Agriculture,
Utrecht;

il The participation of regional research institutes in regional programmes, presented

by M. J. Milhau, President of the Regional Productivity and Economic Research

Centre, Montpellier.

The comments on the work of these two cornmittees will be made by M. Mansholt
and M. von der Groeben.

M. Marjolin, a Vice-President of the Commission, will presenr the final report
summing up the conclusions of the studies and discussions.

30
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Policy relating to eeonomic trends

13. Notes on economic trends at the end of
November 196L

COMMI..INITY

May June Julv August September

Industrial production (1)
1958 = 100

Imports frorn non-member coun-
' tries cif (z; in million i

Exports to non-member countries
fob 121 in million $

Trade balance (2)

. in million $

Trade between member coun-
üies (2)(3) in millioa $

Gold and foreign exchange
reserves (2) (4)

in million $

tzt 722 722
128 t28

t 647 t 47' L r2t
L602 tr24 t602
t 609 t 406 L )68
1 697 I 611 1740

-38 -69 + 47

+9t +87 +138
8r8 761 871
99r 9t5 1 001

1960
L96L

1960
L96r
1960
796t
L960
196L

1960
. L96L

tt9
127

t 64)
1 7r8
t 611
L 661

-10
-978rg

986

120
127

r oor
7 741

1 
'68L 727

-3'
-14Bi!
I 017

1960 t2 516 .12 9t4 t3 250 73 697 14 0t9
l96t 14807 rr 2t8 t, 564 tr l7L . rr Srt

(1) Indcx of thc Statistical officc of thc Europan communirid, rdjutcd for sesonal and forruitou varhtionr.
(2) Thc Goman Mark and rhc Guildcr wcrc rcvalucd by 5/. at thc bcginning of March 1961.
(E) Celculatcd on thc bati! of importr.
(l) Âmosr hcld by thc moncury authoritic at cnd of month,

To judge from the incomplete information no\u available, industrial production again
made little progress in september. Clear grov/rh was recorded.only in ltaly, Belgium
and - to a lesser degree - in France. In the Netherlands, too, ourput rnay have
recovered slightly. By contrast, the now familiar physical difficulties, coupled wirh
rather inhibited demand in certain sectors, causd the expansion of outpur to falter
in_ §Testern Germany. As in other countries, a cèrtain tendency for dealers and

,industrial users to run down stocks played a role in this developmenr.

'Greater 
caution over stockbuilding might also account for the somewhat weaker

growth in trade between community counrries recorded in september. The
slackening in the growth of imports from non-mernber countries which has been
evident for some months would seem also to stem partly from shifts in stocks. However,
'exPorts to these countries again moved forward, with the result that the surplus on
the balance of trade with non-member countries once more increased.

Despite further exPorts of capital, the development described above led in September
to an increase in the official gold and foreign exchange reserves. 3t



GERMANY

June Julv August September O«obcr

Industrial production (1)
1958 = 100

Number of unemployed
in thousands

Orders received

- 19J8 = 100

Turnover in reail trade
' 1918 - 100

Price to consumers
1958 = 100

Imporrs cif (2)
in million $

Exports fob (2)
in million $

Gold and foreign exchange

feserves ner (2) (3)
io million $

1960 tzt
196L L28

1960 t34.4
r96t 99.2

1960 13,
196t L4'
1960 704
r96L 11'
1960 t02.6
L96t 10r.6

1960 862
r96L 934
1960 902
r96L 1 108

1960 5 516
1961 6605

t?r r22
128 L28

119.4 113.1

93.1 98.4

143 tAL
r)7 r)2'rr2 103

L20 lt7
102.8 102.,
10r.8 10r.,
867 801

930 870

97r 8r0
I 0r8 I 019

t 623 5 914
6 521 6 t50

t22 12)
128

.111.6 121.7

94.9 98.6

r49 1r1
742

106 l2l
Lt7 131

t02.2 102.4
t0t3 10t.4

80, 899
gzL 1 000

926 998
L 079 1 089

6t96 6443
6271 6 060

(1) Indcr of thc Sraristical Officc of thc Europcan Communitio, adlutcd for reronrl and forruitou veriatioro.

(2) On 6 Nlarch 196l thc Gcrman Merk was rctalucd by 5% ($ | = DM 4)'
(9) Hcld by thc Dcut.chc Bundcsbank rt cad of month.

The relatively modest tate of economic exPansion picked uP a little in October

despite some slackening in the growth of exports, for which a considerably smaller

seasonal rise was recorded than in October last year. tlowever, the level reached

in October 1960 was exceeded by 9%. By contrast, fixed investment again rose

vigorously and plivate consumPtion once more showed an aPPreciable increase.

According ro rhe national index, rhe rare'of growtÈ in industrial Production climb€d

frorn a barc l/o in Septernber to alrnost 57o in October. The fact that the seasonal

rise in unemploymenr in October was only very slight also suggests that production

was moving forward somewhar faster. In this month there were 5 l/2 vacancies

ro every unemployed worker. Imports developed at a ÿely lively pace: in October

the figure w,§ some lLTo over that for October 1960.

The upward trend in prices has htèly'gathered a little speed. Consumer goods in
particular, aparc from foodstuffs, have become more exPensive. As a result of
heavy shorr-term and long-term capiral exports and an appreciably smaller surPlus

on rrade, the freely converrible gold and foreign exchange reserves of the Bundesbank

fell by about 135 millioo dollars.32



FRÂNCB

June Julv Âugust &ptember October

Industrial production (1;
1958 = 100

Number of persons seeking
employment (2) in thousands

Turnover of latge retail stores
Paris 1958 = 100

Prices to consumers (Paris)

1958 = 100

Imports cif
in million $

Exports fob
in millioo $

Trade balance (with - foreign
exchange areæ)

io million $

Gold and foreign exchange
resêrves (3) in million I

7960 ttz
r96t tt9
1960 123
r96t 106

1960 Ltg
r96L L40

1960 109.,
1961 111.4

1960 499
r96L 607

1960 551
r96t 640

1960 + 17.4
1961 - 2.0

1960 t 987
L96t 2777

174 Lt4 11' 11'
119 120 120

127 t28 127 t25
109 111 110 110

107 89 t46 L56
114 100 147

110.0 110.9 111.1 111.3
112.2 172.9 113.' t14.7
515 449 499 473
5L2 466 50' 545

,64 429 
"0 

62t
606 50, 5$ 634

+ 2.6 - 46.0 - 10.1 + 60.6

+ 54.7 + 14.2 + 36.t + 40.'
I 988 2 098 2 710 2 t)6
2965 28tt 2816 2829

(1) lndcx of thc Statistiql officc of thc Europcan Communitics, adjutcd for rcasonal and fortuirous vrrhriont.
(2) End of month liguro rcaromlly adiutcd.
(9) Âmount hcld by thc moocury authoriric ât cnd of month.

Economic expansion continued in october; the rising trend in prices and \ilages also
persisted.

The tendency for exports ro mounr was once more in evidence. Sales in North
America in particular have again increased appreciably. The trend of investment
was also uPward. New orders for industrial equipment goods were appreciably larget
than a year eadier, and there appears to be a brisker demand for agricultural machinery.
Private consumption - encouraged by further pay rises - agaiî increased.

According to the national index, industrial production is steadily expanding. Imports,
which in the summer had expanded little, rose again appreciably in October.

Prices to consumer rose in October by l.L% and were 1% above the corresponding
figure for last year. The prices of foodstuffs and industrial consumer goods again
hardened. The Governmenr found itself obliged ro take direct steps to damp down
this uend. For example, retail price contracts were re-imposed on beef and .retail
margins for foorwear have been made subject to official conüol. Because of the
pelsistent upthrust of prices, the guaranteed minimum wage had to be raised by
2.9% oî L December. 33



Âlthough further special payments were made to the International Monetary Fund,
rhe increased surplus on trade and. heavy net surpluses on -services resulted in- a

further growth in official gold and foreign exchange reserves.

ITÀLY

May June July Àugust September

Industrial production 1r;

. 7958 - 100

Number of unemployed
' in thousands

Ioterül trade üroover in maio
investment goods (z)

1958 = 100

Cost of living
1958 = 100

Impora' cif
io million $

Exports fob

. in million $

Official gold and foreign
6;rhangê reserves (8)

in million S

Yield on fixed-interest-bearing
securities ia /p

t2t rù
t4t t43

t 406 t 4i8
1 281

144 trg
t6, 198

102.1 t02.6
705.2 10r.1

371 432
426 434

28' 112
126 .376

2898 2992
3 r08 ) 2)2

,.20 5.16
4.98 4.99

13) L)2

\44 t4, '

| )89 t 404

149 111
156 139 ..
102.5 702.4
r0r.3 tor.6
345 186
401 (428)

288 107'
348 ()49)'

3097 )083
3364 ,3369

,.1 I 5.lr(1)
4.97 5.00G1

1960 128
r96L 138

1960 t 48t
r96L t 347

1960 152
1961 t9'
1960 tot.g
196r r0r.0
1960 416
r96t 467

1960 330
1961 335

tgào 2s76
1967 3 003

1960 5.20
r96t - 4.97

34

(1) Indcr of thc Statistiel olficc of thc Europen Communirics, adiurrcd for rerolal and fonuitou 
"aiiatioi:,(2) Machiao, apparatu and clcctriql cquipmcnt, calcuhtcd on thc bari: of rcvcnuc from turnotcr rlr.

(8) 
^Eout 

hdd by thc noncury authoritic.
(4) Octobcr 1960'and 196l : 5.30 and 4.98 rctpccrivcly,

vigorous economic expansion q/as mainrained in september and, judging from the
latest economic survey carried out by ISCo-Mondo Economiêo, should persist in
the coming rnonths.

In september the year-to-year rare of growth of exporrs, despite a loss of pace in
comparison with the figure for July and Augusr, was 13.7%, sales of moror cars,
qguipment goods and agriculrural products having develoied parriculady srrongly.
The rate of growth of invesimènt may have fallen sohewhai. .By ..ontrâst ,o"ring
incoines led to an appreciablè growrh of privaie'consumprion. ,.

hftei the <iuieter 'summer monrhs, industrial production rose sharply; the figure for
September was 9.LVo over the previous year, whereas the July-Àgusr increase had
beet 7.5%. The rate of growth in'steel ôutput was also higher, rising from 1,0/o
in July-August to 76.3Vo in September and almost l5Vo in ôctobàr.
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Higher prices for services and. foodsruffs led to a slight increase in the cost of living.
After the exceptionally large increase of July and August, official gold and foreign
exchange reserves were up by only 5 million dollars in September.

:'
NETHERLANDS

June Julv August September October

Industrial production (1;' L9r8 - 100

Number of unimployed'
.' in thousaods

Building permits for
housing

Reail sales (value)

. 1918 = 100

Pricei. to .oosràers
. 1958 = 100

Imports cif 1z; : in million E

Exports fob (z)
: in million $

Gold. and foieign exchange
reserves (2)(8) ' in million $

L29 729 130 L32
r27 127 727

39 3' 32 33
29 28 27 28

8 13' 6802 8 070 10 01'
9 267 10 r97 9 078 8996

t25 110 111 LL9
711 Ll6
103 103 10' 104
10, 10, 106

388 n9 ' .' )8' 4ot
399 396 428 : 40t
)26 )06 166 )69
138 336 406 368

t 4r8 L 450 L 547 | 572
1743 1699 . .L7r2 . .L720.

1960
196L

L960
.L961

1960
196t
1960
196t
L960
1961

1960
196t
.r960
196L' 1960
L96L

129
126

3'
24

6 111

8 824' 
111
tt7

' 
101
t04
384

-447
' 

122

142

t 446
L 693

(1) Indcx of thc Statiltial Officc of thc Europan Communitics, adlutcd for scasonel and fortuirou variationr.
(2) On 6 March 1961, thc Guildcr was realucd bv 5% (l | - 11.3,62).
(3) Hcld by thc Ncdcrhndschc Bank N,V. at cnd of mooth.

The shortage of reserve productive capacity 
'meant'that 

once again the growth in
economic activiry was only modetate. :

In October exports were slighrly below the corresponding figure for October 1960.
It would seem, however, thar fortuitous factors had something to do with this
development. In any case it would be too early to talk of an end to the recovery
in the growth recorded in exports during the previous months. Investment activity
continued buoyant. It is true that in October ihe number of building permits issued

for dwellings was for the first time this. year below the corresponding figure for the
previous year : the building sector' however, is still subject to severe strain. Private
consumption did not exert significant Pressure in any direction. :

To judge from the national index, industrial production expanded a little; it still.
remains, however, below the corrésponding figure Lo1 7960,.as the number of
working hours.has been cut down considerably. In October, for the first time this

ÿear, the value of imporrs was below. the -figure for 1960; .here again fortuitous
factors would seem to have affected the figures. . .. 35



Faced with the definite upward trend in prices, the Government is taking vigorous

mezsrues to Pæs otr to the consumers the reduced prices for imported goods which
stem from the re-valuation of the Guilder and from the cuts made in customs

duties since 1959.

BELGIUM

June July Âugust September October

Iodustrial produaion (r)
1958 = 100

Number of unemployed
io thousaods

Number of non-residential
buildings put in baod

Turoover of large reail stores
1958 = 100

Prices to coÀsumers
1958 = 100

Impora cif
ia million $

Expons fob
. io million $

Gold and foreigo exchaoge
rescrves (2) ia million $

tlz Lt2 Ll2
118 119

97 9' 92
78 72 70

,40 559 
'41648 546 620

106 Lt6 10'
Lt6 118 103

r01., 101.3 101.2
t02., L02.9 103.1

3L7 707 308
1tL 124 3r9
)L7 301 262
140 3t4 284

t267 1189 1109
L075 r 101 Lt47

90 94
69 69

492 478
568

Llz L2t
110

101.3 101.7
L02.9 102.8

328 337
33r
296 129
348 .156

1 107 I t29
tt79 L226

L960
L96t
1960
L96t
1960
196L

1960
196t
1960
196t
L960
L96L

L960
196L

1960
196L

tt,Ltz

(1) Indcx of thc Sutirtiql officc of thc Europen Comnuniticr, adiutcd for rasonrl and fortuitou variatios.
(2) Hcld by thc Banquc Nrrioulc dc Bclgiquc at cnd of mooth.

The growth of investment and of demand from abroad, which had for several
rDooths been sustaining the expaosion of the economy, Iost some momentum irl
October: for exports the year-to-year rate of growth fell back to 8.27o, but the
figure was still appreciably higher than that for July-Augusr. The Iatest industrial
survey, as well as cettain other factors, indicate some loss of vigour in the development
of investment. So far private consumption does not seem to have exerted significant

Pressue in any direction.

The national index of the IRES (after further revision) shows that the year-to-year
rate of gro\r,th in industrial ptoducrion fell from 5.8% in July to 4.LVo h August.
This development was in the maia due to stagnation in iroa and steel and in some
branches of chemicals

The slighi tendency for prices to yield ground continued in October, particularly
in the wholesale prices of steel, noo-ferrous metals and agricultural produce, which
were again appreciably dowo. Official gold and foreign exchange reserves continued
to tise as they had done since July.36



LI.IXEMBOURG

June Julv August September October

Industrial production (r)
1918 - 100

Ouqrut of crude steel
in thousand tons

Building and construction (2)
1958 = 100

§Torkers employed in industry
in thousands

Prices to consumers

, 1958 - 100

1960
196t
1960
196t
1960
196L

1960
196L

7960
1961

tL4
119

329
346

98
LL2

46.5

47.t

100.8
101.9

tt4 11,
118 119

)14 350
36t 359

97 96
108. 110

46.6 '46.5

46.9 47.0

101.1 100.8
101.3 101.3

1r, 11'
119

3t1 348
352 

"393 92
10,
46.7 46.6
47.2 47.3

101.6 101.4
101.8 101.6

(1) lndcr of thc Statistiql officc of thc Europcan Communirics, adiutcd for sqsoul rnd fortuitou variatiom,
(2) tndcx brscd on thc figurc for man.hour worlcd,

The hopes of a more powerful recovery in the demand for steel, through which the
prosPect of a somewhart faster rate of economic expansion would have been enhanced,
were disappointed in October.

Despite thinner foreign order books in the third quarter, sales abroad of iron and
steel in this period \Â,ere up on the corresponding figure lor 1960. In the iron and
steel industry the backlog of foreign orders in October, instead of growing as in
some States, conrinued to decline, though only slightly.

The setback in steel output compared with the corresponding period of rhe previous
year, slight as it was, doubtless accounts in the main for the fact that rhe year-to-ysar
figure for the growth of industrial production, according to the national index,
dropped from 5% in August to 2Vo in September. In October, however, steel
outPut was once again slightly up on the figure for the previous year. The conrracrion
of building activiÿ, which none the less is still at a yery high level, did not go
beyond the usual seasonal limits.

Because revenue from taxation v/zls so buoyant, the Government has held over the
floating of the usual autumn loan; it has also been found posible to cut public
indebtedness by 4% since the beginning of the year.

Energy

14. On 26 October 1961 the special Council of Ministers of the ECSC held a
meeting devoted mainly to energy problems.

In the main, the energy balance sheet for 1961 was approved by the Ministers, in
pa$icular the basic conclusions drawn not only for the current year but also fot
L962; the authors had found that the consumption of energy was growing less 37



rapidly than industrial production, that the consumption of coal was marking time

with a slight tendency to fall off, and that the consumPtion of petroleum was

incieasing both in absolute terms and in proportion tô the'total consumption of energy.

There was a discussion on the common commercial policy for coal. It arose out of
the 'fresentâtion of the High Authority's proposals for a co-ordinated policy on

imports of coal by the Community, but the discussion moved very rapidly to wider

issues. 
: - .

Thê discussion showed,that though all the Member States still agreed in principle
on.the need for a Community policy on €n€rgÿ, there was'considerable divergence

of view on the means to be used in pursuing this objective.

Sinte the Council was unable to reach agreement, the matter was referred to the

mixed committee of the Council and the ECSC High Authoiity.

Working Party for the study of problems of structure and long-1s1m econontic
development

15. The \Torking Parry on problems of strucrure and long-term economic develop-

ment. mer.in,Rrussels on 17 October L96I with M. Pierre Uri in the chair.

It considered the economic surveys and ten-year forecasts submitted by the Commission's
staff. In order to enable the general snrdies to be nariowed down to those of sectors,

a table of trade between industries for the Communiry in 1955 - the base-year

of the projections - has been studied by the lVorking Party.

:'
Working Party on electricity prices

16. The sub-group of the group of experts instructed .o ,,rliy eleclricity prices met
on 30 October to decide upon methods for the inquiry which the group is'to conduct
for its srudy of electriciry prices to industrial cônsumers. It devised a set of

' consumption models, for which a price per kilowatt will be worked out for each

country.

Working Party for the eomparativc study of the lmdgets of the Member
States

17. The '§7'orking Parry for the comparative study of the budgets of the Member
States met in Brussels on 26 and 27 October. Resuming their survey of the
functional breakdown ôf public experiditure, the experts decided to coritinue aoalyzing
thè causes oÏ the differences noted in the comparative figures for this expendirure,
claisifying them according to functional and economic criteria.38



The \üTorkin g Parry also undertook to supplement the srudies on public expendirure
in 7957 aû 1959 with a briefer analysis of the budgetary siruation of the six
countries for the latest period for which figures were available. Based on the same
classifications as previous work, this srudy will concern the budget forecasts for
1961 and 1962.

THE INTERNAL MARIGT

Customs problems

Customs legislation

L8. The government experts have continued their work in conjunction with the
Commission on the implementation of the Traty provisions on cusroms regulations
for trade amongst.Member states and on rhe alignment of custorns legislations. 

.

'a) 
Trad,e and.er tlte Atsociation Agreement wirb Greece

19. Expérts àre drawing up the rules needed for trade under the Association Agree-
ment between the EEC and Greece. The Association Committee of the Permanent
Representatives has instructed them to prepare the entry into force of the Agreement
in customs matters. Provisions have already been drawn up to implemenr Protocol
No. 2 relating to exports after the date of signature, and they will shortly be
submitted to the Greek authorities. Under these provisions reductions may be granted
on customs duties for goods imported from Greece before the date of entry into
force of the Agreement, bur cleared from cusroms after that date (bonded goods).

For the implementation of futicles 7 and 8 of the Agreement the scope of the
reciprocal preferences musr be defined and the details laid down for a sysrem
analogous to that applicable to movement cerrificates in the EEC.

b) Alignment ol crlîton r legillation
.:

?0. 'A draft recommendation will shortly be submitted to the Commission, proposing
trniform rules within the EEC for the tariff treatment of goods re-imported after
temporary export for processing, working or repair (passive processing traffic).
Ihe iropôsed system is intended to encourage ifris tind of traffic in the EEC pênding
the complete disappearance of customs barriers.

Moreover, recommendations and Council decisions for a uniform system governing
non-commercial imports (goods carried by travellers or sent by post) are being
prepared. Provided they meer certain conditions, especially with regard to value,
imports of this kind are to be either free of duty or subject to a flat rate of 18 %. 39
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All the Customs departments in the Member States have approved this new system,

which is in line with the most liberal practice hitherto followed in the Community.

Increase of tarif.f. quotas

21. On 10 October the Commission adopted a decision to increæe from 3 to 5 tons
the ferro-rungsten (item 73.02 G) tariff quota granted to the Netherlands for 1961.

On 24 October the Commission adopted a decision increasing from 31 000 to
39 000 tons the unwrought lead (item 78.01 A) quota and from 7 700 to 9 000 the
unv'rought zinc quota (item 79.0i A) granted to the Netherlands for 1961.

22. Also on 10 October the Commission approved a proposal to the Council for
an increase from 85 to 130 tons of the tariff quota granted to the Italian Republic
for 196I for vanadium pentoxide (item 28.28 G.I) used for the production of ferro-
alloys.

On 13 October the Commission submitted this proposal to the Council, which will
examine it at its session of 13 and 14 November.

The Commissioa further approved a proposal to be submitted to the Council to
authorize an increase frcm 4100 to 7000 tons in the tariff quota granted to the
Federal Republic of Germany for iron or steel powders (item 73.05 A).

On 15 October the Commission submitted this proposal to the Council which will
examine it a its session of 13 and L4 November.

COMPETITION

Rules, applicable to enterprises

First draft Regulation pursuant to Articles 85 and
86 of the Treaty

21. At its session from 16 to 20 October, the European Parliament gave the opinion,
in the form of a resolution, for which it had been asked by the Council on
8 December 1p60, on the first draft Regulation pursuant to Articles 85 and 86.

In the resolution embodying this opinion the European Parliament recalls the aim
of the European Economic Community, which is to promote throughout a harmonious
development of economic activities, a continuous and balanced expansion, an increased

stabilicy, an accelerated raising of the standard of living and closer relations berween
its Member States ; it declares that the cstablishment of a system ensuring that
competition is not distorted in the Common Market is one of the surest means

. to reach this goal.40



It believes that rhe problem of competition musr be regarded as a homogeneous
whole, requiring a uniform carefully co-ordinated policy in concepr and implementa.
tion ; in the Parliament's opiniôn this principle means thar no regulation should
be made concerning the agreemehts, decisions or pracrices listed in Arricle 85 of the
Treary without finding at the lame time at least an equivalent solution for the
problem of enterprises holding dominanr position in the market (Article 86).

The Parliament is of the opinio| that in view of the wide differences in legal and
economic concepts among the I various countries, only a common solution can
facilitate the development of Euiopean'law on competirion, thar in consequence ar
least the rules on competition iontained in the Treary must be uniformly applied
in the Six Member States, and dhat the powers of the EEC instirutions and àf tn"
national authorities musr then t cleady defined.

The Parliament further beli.uJs that in the pracrical application of the rules
governing competition r I

, rn".ff".,iu. supervision r,iplt.r.a by Article 87 (2b) must take place through
the simplest possible machinery dnd by flexible and realistic administrative practices ;

ii) That the Regulation must ilclude whatever provisions are necessary ro ensure
that those who are directly affeited by ir, and rhird parties, shall be in no doubt
as to the law; 

I

iii) The Commission of the EEC must be empowered to declare certain agreemenrs,
decisions or concerted practices ndt incompatiblô with the provisions of Article A5 (1) ;

iv) That a solution which as far al possible ensures a smoorh transition must be found
for existing agreements, decision's or concerted practices.

The Padiament considers i, .rr.nl,i.l that this first Regularion should already contain
sanctions to be applied in case of violations of Articlei 85 and 86, that the question
of compensation for damage re'sulting from such violations should be un-iformly
settled as soon as possible, and that with a view ro maintaining certainry as to the
law, which is essential to the en'terprises concerned, to the authorities and to third
parties, the measures concerning iublication be broadened, without however involving
any prejudice to business secreti.

The Parliament finally requests the Commission of the EEC, within a year from the
entry into force of the first Regulation, to submit draft regulations for certain
specific branches of rhe economf io which special provisions a[ply in the Member
States.

Interpretation of Àrticle 85 of the Treaty
I

24. rn an award of 30 June 1ÿ61, the court of Appeal at The Hague, deliberating
on a judgement of the court of Rotterdam, requesred the courr of Justice of the
Communities, in conformiry with Article L77 of the Treaty, to give a ruling oa a

point of interpreration concerning Article 85. 4t
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This is the first time that the C.ourt of Justice of the European Communities has

had before ir a request under Article 177 of the Treary, which says that the Court
' of Justice shall be comperenr to make a preliminary decision concerning the interpreta-

tion of the ïeaty and on the validity and interpretation of acts of Community

institutions, The award will be of great interest for the uniform application of the

Treaty rules on comPetition'

The reasons for referring this case to the European Court of Justice of the Communi-

. ties were the following :

The proprietor of a German refrigerator firm and his sole rePresentative in the

Netherlands had lodged a cornplaint against a dealer in Rotterdam who had sold

the firm's refrigerators in the Nethedands independently of the Netherlands' repre-

sentarive and at prices lower than those charged by him. The plaintiffs claimed

that the firm had made it an obligation for its German customers that they should

nor exporr these refrigerators to other countries and that the Rotterdam dealer in
profiting by a breach of contract had acted contrary to law.

The defendant's case was rhar agreements of this nature were forbidden and nul

aàd void under Article 85 of the EEC Treaty, and the Rotterdam Coun had reiected

this view on the grounds that paragraph 2 of Article 85 was not directly applicable

as long as the Common Market had not been fully established (or the rules and

direcrives referred to in Article 87 for the implementation of the principles laid

down in Articles 85 and 86 had not been issued). It was on this question og

interpretatiori thar the case was referrecl to the Court of Appeal in The Hague.

Fiscal problems . :

Haimonization of direct taxes

ZS. On 5 October 196l ameeting of tn. heads of the tax administrations of the

Member States was held in Brussels under the chairmanship of M. von der Groeben,

a Member of the Commission of the Ministers of Finance. The meeting dealt

with problems arising as a result of the establishment of the Common Market in
connectroo with direcl taxes and charges on capital movements.

It was d.cided ar rhe meeting ro set up three.working parties. One to deal with

lroblerns of the basis of asessment of direct taxes on enterprises, one to srudy the

pôssibiliry of a èommon fiscal policy vis-à-vis non-member counuies, in particular
the fiscal treatment of investnrents from these countries in the EEC, and the .third' ro consider the harmonization or adjustment of charges on capital movernents.

26. Aworking party has begun to study in the Iight of the provisions of Article 93 (1)

of . the Treaty the various general systems of aid to economic development in the

42 Member States. It met on Lÿ September and on 18 and 19 October.
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At the first of these meetings the experts examined, on the basis of documents
prepared by the comrnission, the various kinds of government aid granted in the
form of subsidies.

The second meeting was mainly concerned with a study of aids granted by way
of "preferenrial credits" to enterprises.

27. Continuing its discussion of 19 September, the working parry made an iàitial
comparison of the measures applied in each of the Member states either by way
of subsidies or preferenrial credits ; this work was based on documents prepared
by the Commission.

The working parry will meet again on 15 and 16 November to srudy the aids granted
in the Member States by way of interest rebates.

28. Under the terms of Article 93 (3) of the Treaty the Italian Goveinment has
notified the Commission of a Bill concerning various aid measures taken to promoie
economic development in Southern Italy. The text is at present being studied by the
Commission.

29. Discussions have taken place with French and German experrs on aids proposed
for the cinematographic industry. The proposed measurês will be iubject to a
multilateral examination after official notification to the Commission.

Approxirnation of legislation

30. The second meeting organized by the Directorate General for Competition on
the approximation of laws and re'gulations concerning pharmaceutical products was
held in Brussels on LI and 12 October.

Agreeing on the need for a speedy harmonizatioh of these provisions in order ro over-
come the present difficulties in the pharmaceutical products marker, the delegations
from the various nations have reached agreement in principle on the following points:
thc definition of the terms "proprietary products", "medicine" and "subsrance"; they
have also agreed on the criteria for the registration of proprietary products and on the
documents to be furnished to the competent authority for such registration.

The next meeting has been fixed for 73 and 14 December 1961.

§ocrAL.AFFArRS

Ilmploynrent problerns -

.'
Occupational training

31. On 3 O«ober 7961,M. Hallstein, the President,of the.Commission,-transmitted
to the President of the Council a proposal by the Cômmission to the Council, under
rhe terms of Article 128 of the TÀatÿ, on rhe .rt"biiih-.nt of general principles for 43
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the implementation of a common occuPational training policy (1). The Commission

suggested in its covering letter that the European Padiament also be consulted, although

Article 128 makes consultation obligatory of the Economic and Social Committee only,

and requested thar this item be placed on the agenda for the Council's session of
23-25 O«ober 1961.

At that session the Council decided to consult the European Padiament as well as the

Economic and Social Committee, as the Commission had suggested. This Council did

without previously studying the Commission's proposal.

Application of Article ll9

32. The Commission has submitted to the Council the first report on the findings

of the 1ùTorking Paity which it set uP by agreement with the Council (2) to srudy

problems connected with the application of Article 119 of the Treaty (equal remu-

neration as between men and women workers).

In this reporr the Commission first notes that there has been appreciable Progress
of late in the matter of equal pay and that in some cases a considerable step forward

has been taken in certain counrries, although it is very difficult to say exactly how far

this has gone. But the fact that Article 119 has not yet been given a uniform inter-
pretation by the Governments of the six countries constitutes a stumbling block to
further progress. Articule 119 can only be properly applied if all the Governments adopt

an interpretation on the lines of the Commission's recommendation in July 1960 (3).

Since this categorical obligation musr be fulfilled under the terms of the Treaty before the

end of the firsr stage of the transitional period, the Commission considers that the

Governmenrs should lose no time in adopting all the requisite measures in particular

the following:

a) They should grant to \rÿomen wotkers, where this is not yet the case, a right to
equal pay which can be upheld in the courts;

b) They should incorporate in collective bargaining agreements a clause guaranteeing

equal pay whenever the Government has a hand in guiding wages policy or is in any

event entitled to extend the compulsory 
. 
enforcement of co[ective agreements erga

ornnes, any clause to the contrary being then deemed null and void;

c) Employers' and workers' organizations, which are mainly responsible for imple-
menting Article 119 as regards collective agreements, should be urged to revise and

readjust the pay systems in force, omitting all reference to the worker's sex where pay

is concerned.

(1) See the Editorial of this Bulletio.
(2) See Bulletin No. 6,/61, Chapter II, sec. 35.
(s) See Bulletin No. 6-7/60, Chapter III, sec. 29.44



European Social Fund

33. The Administrative Committee of the European Social Fund held its anoual
session at Brusels on 13 October l96L under the chairmanship of M. Levi Sandri,
President of the EEC Social Affairs Group.

At this session the Committee approved a first draft list of public boards referred to
in Ardcle 18 of Regulation no. 9, which may incur expendirure qualifying for the
Fund's suPPort. The Committee then vÿent on to consider several draft opinions
concerning retroactive applications for reimbursernenr connected with occuparional
training.

Meetiog on 6 October L961, the Committee's §forking parry on Occupational Training
adopted a draft opinion by the Administrative Committee of the European Social
Fund agreeing to a retroactive application from the Italian Republic concerning
expenditure on occupational training incurred by the Italian Miaistry of labour.

Social security

The Auditing Committee

34. Ttre Auditing Committee attached to the Administrative Committee for the Social
Securiry of Migrant §Torkers met in Brussels for its fifth session on 17 and 18 October
1961. The subjects of discussion included, on the one hand, certain difficulties met
with in the application of the financial provisions of Regulations Nos. 3 and 4, and,
on the other, the procedure to be followed when the social security bodies of thc
different countries apply for reimbursement from one another after the closing date.
The Committee also made suggestions concerniog arrangements for provisiolal
Payments berween the debtor and creditor institutions of the various Member States.

Revision of Regulation No. 3

35. On27 October, following a request from the Italian Government for the revisioo
of certain clauses of Regulation No. 3 on the social security of migrant workers and
in order to improve the working of this regulation, the Commission submined a dt"af.t

regulation to the Couocil concerning the application of Articles 20 (2) and 40 (5) of
Regulation No. 3, and amending Article 42 (1).

The Commissioo's proposal aims at eliminating certain redundant restrictions in
Regulation No. 3 whereby the right of migrant workers to certain benefits expires on
31 December 1961. k is proposed that the expiry of the three-year period laid down
in Article 20 (2) of Regulation No. 3 on the subject of illness or materniry case benefits
in kind should be put forward to the closing date of the second stage of the Treaty
in all cases where the worker concerned arrives in the new country of employment
more than three years before this date. This provision is also valid for family allow-
ances. +5



Occupational diseases

16. The \üZorking Parry on compensation for occupational diseases contracted by

workers in the course of work done in more than one Member State held its third
meering on 4, 5 and 6 October 7961. Several drafts were prepared dealing with
conditions for entitlement to benefit, the legislation under which benefit would be

granred and apportionment of the cost of benefits granted to sufferers from certain

' occuPational diseases.

These drafrc will be studied by the Administrative Committee at its meeting on 22 arrd'

23 November 1961...

Indus ttial Protection f or women and young perbons

37. The '§Torking- Parry composed 'ôf government êxperts and representatives of
employers' and workers' organizations, which is studying problems connected v/ith

industrial prorection for women and young petsons, met in Brussels for the first time

on 17 October 1967.

Using documenrary material prepared by thé Commission's staff, the §Torking Parry

_ srudied the law in force on this subject in each country. It also drew up its future

programme and decided to hold its second meeting at the beginning ôf December.

S.ocial.service, .aî adjunct to social security
j \ .. l

38.''A symposium, in which the national experts took part, was held in Brussels from

79 io28 October on the theme "social Service, an adjuncc to social security". .It was

organized by the Belgian Ministry of National Insurance, the European Office of the

United Nations and the International Iabour Office, with the co-oPeration of the

EEC Commission. 
-

yïio:: P"P.*,s'ete Presented by officials of the Commission.

Â special meeting was devoted to the EEC's social policy, which was the subject of a
paper read by M. G. De Muynck, Director General for Social Affairs.

Housing problems

39. On 9 October the Commission's staff organized a meeting in Brussels with
experrs from the institutes which had made a survey of the housing conditions of
migrant workers in B'elgium, the Gérman Federal Republic and France.

This'àeeting, ai ùhich the dtatistical Office of ihe European Communities was akô

rèpresented, was called to consider the collective repoff PrePared by the Commission's

rt"ff on the basis of the three national reports. The Experts from the institutes
46 signified their approval of this summary rePott.
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Study coriference rvith both sides of intlustry

40. As on! of a series of informatory meetings with representatives of the employers'
and workers' organizations of the Member states on the social policy of the EEC, the
Commission organized a one-day srudy conference on 9 October at Cologne with the
Confederation of German employers' organizations (BDÂ).

M. revi sandri, President of the social Affairs Group in the Commission, gave an
introductory survey of social problems seen from the European angle. The Directors
in the General Directorate for Social Affairs then dealt more specifically with their
own se{tors. This was followed by a broad and fruitful exchangà of views.

Free moveurent of rvorkers

41. 'Article 47 of Regulation no. Ii on the free movement of workers instructs the
Commission to propose direètives to the Council for establishing a corrmon list of
diseâses or disabilities justifying a Member State in prohibiting the entry of a worker
and members of his family from anorher Member State.
'On 

26 anà 27 October the Commission held a first meeting with the àedical experrs
of the governments with a view to drafting such a lisr.

AGRICULTURE

The"coÉmon agricultural policy

42. Atits session from23 to 25 October lgilLthe Council, on the basis of 
" r.pori

drawn up by the special committee for Agriculrure, examined the commission's
propbsal èoncerning iegulations for setting up a levy systdm and for the giaduai
establishment of common market organizations in 

-the 
grain and pigmear sectors.

In the course of the discussion several important points were raised which were still
a fotential souce of disagreement. These included : in the grain secror, the system
of target prices, the abolition of guantitative restrictions and measures with equivalent
effect and the machinery for securing Community preference ; in the pigmeat sector,
thé mèthod of calculating the levy, the abolition of quantitative restrictions and
rrieasures with equivalent effect and the poliry of marker suppàrt. The Council
decided to instruct the Special Committee for Agriculrure to conrinue studying these

.questions on the lines indicated during the discussion.

Th'e speciat committee will again reporr to the Council at its session on 20 and
21 November next when the agriculrural problems still outstanding will be considered,
as well as the Commission's proposal on objective criteria for fixing minimum prices
(futicle '44 of the Treaty). The Council proposeÈ to' call a second. seÈsion on
30 November and L Decernber ûext to consider decisions in agriculrural matrers. +7
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The Agricultural Section of the Economic and Social Committee will hold a three-day

s.ssioriin the interval between these two Council sessioos to consider the Commission's

proposals.

In addition, the Council decided forthwith to consult the European Parliament

(obligatory consultation) and the Economic and Social Committee (optional consulta-

tion)-on ihe Commission's proposals concerning the control of bluemould in tobacco

and the alignment of regulations in the Member States concerning colouring matters

in food products for human consumPtion.

41. The Special committee for Agriculture met on 16 and 17 october 1961, when

it drafted " 
,.pom to be presenteà at the Council session f.rom 23 to 25 October'

The Committ." "l* finished its srudy of a draft regulation to give effect to certain

rules of comPetition applicable to the production of and trade in agriculrural products,

in accordance witfr Ariicte 42 of the Tieary. Certain questions of principle concerning

this regulation will shortly be referred to the Council, the point being that some

delegatàns have general ràseruations on the way this regulation is to be linked up

witli the implemàntation of measures regarding the common agriculrural policy on

the one hand and with the adoption of a regulation under Article 87 on the other'

Furthermore, the Council will also be called uPon to consider the position of agricultural

co-operatives and the problem of applying the Treaty rules on dumping to agriculture'

44. At its session from 16 o 2L October the European Padiament rendered its

opinion, as requested by the council, on the draft regulations presented by the

iommission concerning the grain, pigmeat, Poultry and eggs sectors and on the

Commissions revised proposal concerning objective criteria for fixing minimum

prices. (1)

The EuroPeaÀ Parliament's opinion on the draft
regulation for grain

45. ln its opinion on the draft regulation for grain (2) the European Parliament

approved the-Commission's proposals subject to certain changes regarding the procedure

for the necessary factors for the functioning of the levy and target price systems.

The Commission had proposed that in the preparâtory stage threshold prices, target

prices, the monthly phfuing of target prices, intervention prices and guaranteed prices
-1or 

hard wtreat shàuid be fixed by the Member States in the framework of the regula-

tion. The Padiament accePts this procèdure only' for thé first on'o years of the

preparatory stage, and ProPoses thàt the-se factors be determined by the Commission

ufr.r .o*it,ing the M.tnb.t Sr"t.t. Th. s"me applies to the issue of export and

import certificates.

(1) S€e Chapter "Iostitutiods aod Organs", btief account of the debate on egriculture.

(2) For text of draft regulation see Bulletin No. 7-8/61, Annex I'/t8



The same method would be used in calculating rhe amount of intra-Community
Ievies and those for non-member countries.

As regards the price system for grain, the Parliament proposed not only rhat a
minimum intervention price be fixed, equal to the target price less 7 % (in the
Commission's proposal the reduction is hr,ween 5 and 10 %o),but also that a maximum
intervention price be fixed, equal to the-target price increasedby 7/o; the minimum
price would be a guarantee for the farmer, while the maximum price would be the
indicator for releasing buffer stocks

The Padiament also suggested that the Guidance and Guarantee Fund should share
in the costs of intervention on the internal market from the second year onward of
the systemt operation and not from the fourth year only. Turning to the subject of
Communiry preference, the Padiament suggested a nevÿ article whereby, if during the
transitional period the establishment of the preferential lump sum failed to produce
the normal advance to be expected in intra-Communiry trade, the Commission would
take the appropriate steps to bring this about. Finally, the Padiament considered that
the compulsory mixing regulations for homegrown grains should be adapted rather
than abolished when the levy system came into force.

The European Parliamenr's opinion on the draf t
regulations for poultry, eggs and pigmeat

46. The Parliament also proposed, in its opinion on rhe draft regulation for poultry (r),
eæs (') and pigmeat (2), that so far as procedure v/as concerned, the Commission be

given more powets, particularly in fixing sluice-gate prices, calculating the levies and
supervising the optional interventions by the Member States on their domestic rnarkets.

For poultry and eggs, the Parliament would like to see some additions to the
Commission's proposals, and, in particular that provision be made for intra-Community
sluice-gate prices, which the Commission only laid down for pigmeat, and that it
should be made possible to adjust the amount of the levy (taking into consideration
special conditions and at the request of the Member States).

This amount should normally result from the effect on feeding costs of the difference
berween the price of coarse grain in the importing Member State and the price in the
exporting Member State, plus a measure of protection proper.

For poultry, eggs and pigmeat the Padiament wished to see the price level resulting
from the application of the levies and sluice-gate prices taken as guide price which,
if the need arose, should be maintained on the market by interventions in the form of
stockbuilding export aids or the release of stocks. Furthermore, the Commission,

(t) These draft regulatioos have been published as a supplement dated JuIy 1961.
(z) Por text of draft regulatioa see Bulletin No. 7-8/61, Annex I. 49



after consulting the Member States, could suspend imports from non-member countries

should such imports be disrupting, or liable seriously to disrupt the markets.

The Padiameni proposed a number of other amendments designed to limit the

possibility of scaling the levies down by independent action, to place those Member

States with relatively high prices in a more favourable position at the moment of
refund on exporrs in inua-Community trade and to strengthen the provisions concerning

the maintenance of the Guidance and Guarantee Funds and their intervention in the

case of refunds on exPorts in trade with non-member countries.

The EuroPean Parliament's opinion on the
Commission's revised proposal concerning obiective
criteria for the establishment of mini prices

47. T]ne Parliament approved the Commission's revised proposal concerning objeaive

criteria for the establiihment of minimum prices (1). It was propôsed to make

additions to three articles without, however, changing the substance of the revised

draft decision

In particular the Parliament proposed that not only technical . 
progress and the

development of the common agriiultural policy, but also the trènd in agriculrural

incomes, be taken into account in reviewing the objective criteria.

48. At its plenary session on 25 and 26 October 1961 the Economic and Social

Committee approved, unanimously with one abstention, the opinion prepared by its
Agricultural Section otr the Commission's draft proposal for a corrlmon policy in the

rice sector. In the opinion it adopted the Economic and Social Committee approved

the general principles but pointed our that the actual results of the planned common

policy might well differ according to the spirit in which they were applied.

Ic is stressed that it should be possible, within the framework of the Commision's
proposals and in the spirit of the Treary of Rome to establish a fair balance berween

the various interests.

Elaving requested that the Commission, in drafting the contemPlated regulation,

enlist the services of professionals representing the interests in question, the Economic

and Social Committee concludes by suggesting a number of minor alterations.

The amendments and additions reguested by the Economic and Social Committee

include the following ; that a different date be set for fixing the annual intervention
price (the Committee proposes the end of December instead of the end of November) ;

that the rice section of the European Grain Office should make use of the existing

national organizations; that the contribution calculated according to areas cultivated

and payable by producers into the rice section of the Guidance and Guarantee Fund be

abolished ; that the Commision select a system other than that of varying conversion-

50 (1) See Bulletin No. 9-10161, Chapter V, sec. 57.



rates in order to take into account, when fixing the treshold price for imports, the
existence of customs duties which differ according to procesing srages ; that it be
made clear that the abolition of restrictions and aids applies to exports as well as to
imports. Finally, the Economic and Social Committee requested that the provisions
concerning the common market for rice be applied simultaneously with those laid
down for the other grains.

DEVELOPMENT AID

Teclrnical assistance for developing countries

49. The Technical Assistance Group for rhe developing countries, set up in
October 1960 by the Council to co-ordinate the policies of member countries and of
the Commission in this field, held its sixth meeting in Brussels on 10 October 1961.

Resuming its discussion of problems involved in the presentation and comparability of
facts and figures on technical assistance submitted by the Member States and the

Commission, the Group adopted the necessary meastues to co-ordinate action and avoid

ovedapping.

The Group also began a discussion on the report submitted by rhe EEC and Euratom
Commissions pursuant to the decision of the Council of 19 October 1960 concerning
the establishment of a European development instirute (1). The report contains an

inventory of facilities for study and research in connection with the developing
countries, and an inventory of facilities for training experts for them.

These two documents take the form of a series of index cards with information in
standardized form giviog essential facts and figures on the 240 centres and institutæ
in the six member countries and in the associated countries which replied to the

enquiry.

The Group agreed that the Commission should request the national technical assistance

departments to help in obtaining replies from the institutes and centres which have not

yer senr them in. This should be done before the inventories are brought up to date

and published in loose-leaf form. The object is to fill in as far as possible any remain-

ing gaps in these two basic working documents.

Symposium on EEC policy torvards the developing countrie

50. From 7 to 9 October alatge delegation from the Commission led by M. Marjolin
and M. Caron, Vice-Presidents, and M. von der Groeben and M. Lemaignen, Members,
took part in a syrnposium organized in Bari in connection with the "Fiera del lævante"
by the Italian Government and the National Confederation of Italian Industries. :

(1) See Bulletin No. 11/61, Chapær IV, sec. 48. 5I



§fith M. Emilio Colombo, Italian Minister of Trade and Commerce in the chair, the
Bari Symposium brought together 300 leading figures in politics, administration and

business in the "six', the associated countries and the United Kingdom.

The introductory repoft was drafted by a committee of experts comprising M. Robert

Marjolin, a Vice-President of the Commission, M. Hans von der Groeben, a member

of the Commission, M. Herman Abs, President of the Deutsche Bank, M. Pierre

Moussa, Director of Air Transport in France, M. Albert Kervyn de lettenhove,

Administrator of ttre Planning Bureau in Belgium, M. Pasquale Saraceno, Professor

in the Universiry of Venice, M. Jan Tinbergen, Professor at the Rotterdam School

of Economics and M. Pierre Uri, Director of Iæhman Bros.

Speaking on behalf of the Commission, M. Roberc Lemaignen, President of the

Overseas Development Group, expressed his satisfaction that the experts' proposals

on the renewal of the association of the overseas countries were almost completely

in line with the Commission's views. Looking back over the European Development

Fund's years of operarion, he stressed the importance of financial aid for the associated

overseas countries and emphasized the need to suPPlement such aid by efforts to
ensure regular incomes for farmers.

After two days' discussion the Symposium came to an end with the unanimous adoption

of a set of re<ommendations ro rhe Community Instirutions and to the Governments of
the Member States. These recommendations urge the pursuit of a resolute development

policy taking inro accounr the diversity of levels already reached as well as the efforts

of the developing countries themselves, either alone or in groups, to co-operate in
solving their problems; the recommendations also suggest the bsis on which asso'

ciation with the overseas countries should be renewed.

OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT

Trade

51. The Commission's staff are continuing their work on quota and tariff problems.

Arrangements are being made for a fact-finding meeting of experts from the Membcr
States and from the associated States. The date has not yet been fixed.

In connection with the stabilization of markets for tropical products, the Commission
has been pressing forward srudies on which to base a poliry in this matter. The
rerenr recornmendations of Committee No. 1 of the International Study Group on
Coffee (1) have been studied from the angle of the contribution that the EEC
institutions and the Member States might make to the implementation of the measures

planned. It will be remembered in this connection that at its meeting in Iù(iashington

at the end of September Committee No. 1 confined itself to laying down basic

52 (1) See Bulletin No. 11161, Chapter IV, sec. 51.



principles for a long-term agreement on coffee. Several problems, connected in
particular with the concrete form of aid from consumer countries, remained out-
standing, and efforts are being made to find a solution.

The projeca for action to put the cocoa market on a sound footing have also been
examined by the Commission, which has on several occasions shown its interest in
this problem, notably at the Iast session of the FAO Study Group on Cocoa at
Accra (I).

Training periods and symposia for nationals of associated overseas states

52. For 196L/I962 300 scholarships have been awarded to nationals of associated

African states, and arrangements have been approved for placing the scholarship
holders in the various educational establishments in the six member countries.

Two symposia were organized by the Commission in October. The first was held
in connection with a srudy tour of agricultural co-operatives in the EEC countries ;
it took place in Brussels on 9 and 10 October and was attended by 40 African
managers from the National Centre of 'Agricultural 

Co-operation. The second

symposium was held on 23 and 24 October, agait in Brussels, and was attended by
40 srudents from the diplomacy section of the Institut des Hautes Etudes d'Outre-mer,
a group of English-speaking Africans srudying in Germany, and a group of Dutch
students.

The first phase of the 196l/1962 (2) rraining period gpened on I October, and will
end on 3L lanuary L962. A second phase will run from 1 March to 30 June 1962.

The Commision hopes that by.shortening the length of each phase (four montlx,
instead of nine months as h 1960/L961) it will be able to receive in the course of
one academic year a srudent from each of the EEC associated overseas states and

territories.

The trainees now with the Commission come from Cameroun, Gabon, Upper Volta,
Senegal, the Somali Republic and Chad.

Nineteen candidates vÿere successful in the examination set by the Statistical Office
of the European Community for the award of scholarships in economic statistics.
They are nationals of Cameroun (5), Mauritania (i), Niger (1), Ivory Coast (L), Congo
(Brazzaville) (1), Ruauda-Urundi (1), Upper Volta (3), Togo (1), and Madagæcar (5).

(1) See Bulletin No. 5/61, Chapter III, sec. 7.
(z) See Bulletin 7-8/61, Chapter V, sec. 62. 53



Eurollean Developrnelrt Funtl

SOCIAL PRO]ECTS

53. In October 1961 the Commission approved the financing by the European

Development Fund of the following six social projects:

In the Republic of Senegal
Building of a Higher Teacher's Training College in Dakar, which will allow of
the training of 100 to 150 teachers annually, with a provisional commitment of
220 million frs. CFA (about 891000 units of account). For a number of years

the United Nations Special Fund will provide staff to run the college.

In the Republic of Mali
Building of an instirute of human biology at Bamako, for a total of 87 million frs. CFA
(abut 352 000 u.a.).

The completion of this project will enable Mali to meet all its requirements in the

field of medical biology research in one establishment directed by the Institut
Pasteur of Paris.

In the Republic of Dahomey
Systematic prospecting of the territory of Dahomey by aerial survey methods and

srudy of rhe extenr and quality of a lime stone deposit near Adan for a total sum

of 172 million frs. CFA (abut 697 000 u.a.).

The proposed studies wil provide the basis for detailed investigation and later
exploitation of. any mineral deposits found.

In the Republic of Togo
Construction of accommodation for five primary continuation courses with boarding
establishments, for a total of 1250 pupils, and of sheds and equipment for 20 primary
schools, for a total sum of 333 millior, frs. CFA (1349 000 u.a.).

The aim of these projects is to double the potential recruitment for medium grade
supervisory and administrative jobs in Togo and to make primary education homo-
geneous throughout the country.

In the territory of Ruanda-Urundi
Completion of soil srudies in the area of Mayaga-Bugesera, with a provisional
commitment of two million Ruanda francs (about 40 000 u.a.).

Survey for land improvement schemes in the Nyawarongo Valley, with a provisional
commitment of 15725 000 Ruanda francs (about 314000 u.a.).54



ECONOMIC PRO]ECTS

54. ln the same month the Council, on the proposal of the Commission, approved

the financing by the European Development Fund of the following seven economic

projeas:

In the Republic of Mali

1. Improvement of the Bougouni-Sikasso-Zégoua road, with a provisional commitment

of 1250 million frs. CFA (about 5 064 000 u.a.).

The section - about 315 km -- which is scheduled for improvement is Part of an

arterial road linking Barnako, the capital of Mali, with the Ivory Coast.

2. Construction of a slaughter-house and cold store at Bamako with a capacity of
about 8 000 tons per year and storage space for 140 tons of meat with a provisional

commitment of 440 million frs. CFA (about 1 782 000 u.a.).

In the Republic of Mauritania

1. Construcrion of a fishing port at Port-Etienne, rvith a provisional commitment
of 710 million frs. CFA (about 2 876 000 u.a.).

2. Harbour works at Nouakchotr, with a provisional commitment of 500 million
frs. CFA (about 2 025 000 u.a.).

The scheme is to construct a wharf equipped with cranes, launches, barges and

wagons; a sea-line will be added for the unloading of oil and petrol ; a storage shed

and approach road will be built, and water and electricity supplies Iaid on.

In the Republic of Cameroun

Imptovement of the road from Maroua to Mora, with a provisional commitment

of 215 million frs. CFA (about 871000 u.a.). The road will link up a vigorously

developing area with the rest of the country.

In the Somali Republic

1. The supply of 70 fumps for wells providing water for animals, with a provisional

commitment of 3.5 million Somalos (about 490 000 u.a.).

The object is to ensure a cotlstant water suPPly from a certain number of wells.

2. Improvement and asphalting of the road from Afgoi to Vittorio d'Africa with
a provisional coqrqitme.gg of -15 million.Sornalos (about 2.1 million u'a.). 55



OPERATIONS
OF THE EUROPEAN DEVELOPMENT FUND

Financing approved as at 3l October 1961

(in lhousanil unils ol account)

Countries or territories
Number of

projects Total amount

Congo (Leopoldville)
Ruanda-Urundi

Cameroun
Central African Republic
Comores
Congo (Brazzaville)
Ivory Coast
French Somali Coast
Dahomey
Gabon
Upper Volta
Madagascar
Mali (former Sudan)
Mauritania
Niger
New Caledonia
Polynesia
Senegal
Chad
Togo
Réuiion
Martinique
Groups of States
Guadeloupe
Algeria

Somali Republic

Netherlands New Guinea

8

I
I 384
2 683

tt 087Total 17

t7
ll
5
6

t0
I

t0
s
8

22
t6

7

2

4
2
7

t0
tl

3

I
I
o

7

16 021
4 398
2 069
6 009

t7 496
742

7 652
8 058

14 806
26 683
14 375
s 780
7 290

273
2 769

t3 85Ô

rt 861
I 060
I 682
2 642
2 0r0

970
17 680

Total l7t t92 294

4 780

,r*
Grand Total 198 22t 608
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SIGNATURE OF FINANCING AGREEMENTS 
.

55. During the same period the following financing agreeinent and codicil were
signed:

An agreement with the Republic of Mauritania to finance one social project and
one,economic project for. a total amounr of 626 million frs. CFA (about 2 536 000 u.a).

A codicil to an agreement with the Somali Republic to finance a social projecr, with
a total supplementary commitment of 200 000 u.a.

ADMINISTRATIVE AFFAIRS

Statute of Service

56. 
'At the end of October the European Parliament and the Court of Justice

rendered the opinion requested them by the Council on the draft statute of service
provided for in Article 212 of the Treaty of Rome (1).

Budget matters

Draft b'udgei of the EEC
for the financial year 1962

57. At its session of 23,24 arrd 25 October 1961 the Council drew up the preliminary
draft budget of the EEC for 1962, which will probably be disorsseâ in the European
Padiament during its session of November 1961.

Staff movements and appointments

58. On 27 October the Commission appointed M. Pierre Millet Director General
for the Internal Market in succession to M. François Ortoli. Before this appointment
M. Millet had been Director of Economic Structure and Development in the Directorate
General for Economic and Financial Affairs.

He'holds the degree of Doctor of Law (political economy) of the Universiry of Paris
and is a former student of the Ecole Nationale d'Administration. M. Millet has

successively been "administrateur civil" in the Budget Department in the French
Ministry of Finance (L948-195L) and Depury Director of the International Patent
Institute in The Hague (L952-1954).

(1) See Chapter V, A. 57



From 1955 to 1958 he was head of the Office for the Co-ordination of National
Accounts in the Financial and Economic Studies Defartment of the French Minisuy
of Finance. 

I

From 1949 to 1951 and from 1955 to 1958 M. Millet was also a lecturer of the

Ecole Nationale d'Aministration and at the Institut d'Ettides Politiques in Paris.
I

The Commission has appointed M. C. Segree Head of the Movement of Capital
Division in the Directorate General for Economic and Financial Affairs.

Ohituary

59. The Commission regrets to announce the death in Geneva on 31 October 1961

of M. Frédéric Donne, Head of the Relations with iustoms and Commercial Organ-

izations Division in the Directorate General for Ex'ternal Relations, and leadei of
the delegation of the C,ommission and Community to the GATI Tariff Conference.

The Commission was represented at his funeral by M. Jean Rey, President of the
External Relations Group of the Commission, M. G. Seeliger, Director Genetal,
M. Th. Hijzen, Director, and M. J. C. Richard, Exeortive Secretary of the Commission.

The delegations of the Member States of the Communiry, the Secretariat of ttre

Councils of the European Communities, the Secretariat of GATT and the delegations

to the Tariff Conference were also represented.

The death of M. Frédéric Donne is a grievous loss to the Commission for the
European Economic Community, who wish to pay tribute to his memory.

VISITS

60. Among the visits paid to the Commission were the following:

lv{r. Fowler, President of the Canadian Association of PuIp and Paper Manufacurers
and other Canadian industrialists visited M. Rey, President of the External Relations
Group of the Commission on 6 October. During their stay in Brussels (5 - 6 October)
they also made contact with several senior officials of the Commission.

On 2 and 3 October the Commission received the Japanese 'lcommitt.e for Economic
Development". Headed by M. Yoshimoto Ninomiya, a group of seven prominent

Japanese personalities from the wodd of tommerce and industry, who were studying
European economic integration, were received by M. Rey and several senior officials.

58
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V. lnstitutions and organs

A. 1'IIB EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT

October session

The presentation and discussion of the following reports were on the agenda for the
session of 16 to 20 October 1961 :

1) Report on the Stasute of Service for the European Institutions (Rapporteur
M. M. M. A. A. Janssen) ;

2) Reporc on the Community Tax (Rapporteur M. F. G. van Dijck) ;

3) Report on Equal Remuneration for Men and 'ù7omen 
\ùTorkers (Rapportzur

M. Bertrand Motte) ;

4) Report on the Establishment of a Levy System and the Organization of the Agricul-
tural Markets (Rapporteur M. René Charpentier) ;

5) Report on the Definition of Objective Criteria for Establishing Minimum Price
Systems in Agriculture (Rapporteur M. Gaston Thorn) ;

6) Report on the Establishment of. a Council of European Communities and a

Europan High Commission (Rapporteur M. Maurice Faure);

7) Report on Procedure for the Conclusion of Accession Agreernents (Rapporteur
M. Van der Goes van Narers) ;

8) Report on the Implementation of Articles 85 and 86 of the Treaty (Rapporteur
M. Arved Deringer) ;

9) RePort on Lcgislative and Administrative Provisions for Transport (Rapporteur
M. Ernst Mueller - Hermann).

Debate on tbe Statute of Seruice and tbe Commanity Tax

In the debate which followed the presentation of the reporrs by M. Janssen and
M. van Dijck on 16'October, M. §"sr.n, a member of ite Euratom 

-Comrirission

welcomed the fact that the Padiament was examining the draft Starute of Service
for the European Communities and the Regulation on the Communiry Tax.

"In the draft resolution submitted to the Padiament, the Budgets Committee has

found a happy solution for the uniform Statute, because this uniform Statute
remains possible whilst adhering to the provisions of the Treaties : there can be no
question of a cornmon statute, but only of identical Statutes".

M. \Wehrer, a member of the High Authority of the ECSC, noted with sarisfaction
that on behalf of the ECSC the Committee of Presidents had agreed to find a solution 59



ro the Communiry tax. The Committee would now have to contact the authorities
of the EEC and Euratom to reach the agreement which was indispensable if there

were to be a uniform systen'r for the staff of the three Communities.

M. rüTalter Hallstein, President of the Commission of the EEC, presented the C,ommis-

sion's views on the subject. The following are extracts from his statement :

The draft statute, which is the first point to be dealt with in this debate is not a
proposal made by the Commission of the European Economic Community or the

Commission of the European Atomic Energy Communiry. But these Executives do
havc an interesr in, and a responsibility for it. They are interested in it because on

this statute depends the quality of their officials and on the quality of their officials
depends in rurn their own efficiency ; they have a responsibiliry for it because in
rhe terms of the administrative Iaw of our countries the Exmrtives are the emPloyers

of our staff.

Let me first touch upon the question of career and promotion. These are of course

limited in any international organization.

Therefore the Commission of the EEC is glad to note that the reporc recommends
the adoption of a rule intended to remedy these disadvantages which was established

in the ECSC and has proved its value throughotrt the years. I refer to what is known

as the ECSC career system, which enables officials to rise within a bracket of certain
previously fixed grades without changing their function.

Secondly, the report shows convincingly that the pay decision of the Councils of
Ministers, which dates back as far as Novemkr 1959, needs to be reviewed. The
staff of the new Communities - the Brussels Communities - at present receives pây

equal to that of the ECSC. However, the Councils have decided that under the future
statute of service, pay in the European Economic Community and Euratom is to be
reduced by an average of 6 %o.

There is unquestionably a certain antinomy here. The pay regulations of the ECSC

were drawn up in L952 and have remained substantially unchanged since then. There
has only been one small pay raise, in 1957. The report very rightly points out,
however, that over the same period wages and salaries evolved considerably in the

Member States, the main purpose of the changes being to allow wage and salary

earners to share in the growing national product of their countries.

As a result, the originally intended difference between pay in the ECSC and in the

civil services of the Member States has been Iargely levelled out.

Against this background it is easy to see how much more difficult it is bound to
become to find suitably qualified personnel, if in addition pay in the new Communities
were to be reduced by at average of 6 7o, as decided by the Council of Ministers.

The Commission of the European Economic Community is therefore, very grateful to
the Administration and Budgets Committee of this House for its urgent recommendation
that the salary levels decided on by the Councils of Ministers should be changed.60



Thirdly, pension arrangements are a decisive factor in securing the rights of the

individual and ensuring the independent exercise of office by completely disinterested

standards. Unforrunately I must say that not all the Commission's wishes have been

fulfilled in this respect.

I wish to make the point of view of the EEC Commission very clear, that naturally
a uniform statute is better than several separate statutes, but that these are better than

no statute at all. The position in which our staff find themselves at the moment
is that there is no statute of any kind, and that at the end of the fourth year of the

life of our Community, and after the not inconsiderable services they have performed

for us. I hope therefore there will be no misunderstanding when I say qirite clearly

that should - contrary to expectation - no agreement be reached by the end of the

year on the subject of a uniform sratute, we shall continue to insist that at least

a statute for the Brussels Communities be approved.

M. Fohrmann(Luxembourg, Socialist) noted on behalf of his group that the Communities
had been in existence for fotrr years and the position of their employees had still
nor been put on a firm basis or their employment guaranteed. The socialist group

considered it imporranr that the employees of the Community should be able to perform

their work with the requisite independence... The Treaty had laid down that the

institutions should carry ouc their functions with a small and highly qualified adminis-

trative staff... If such a staff was wanted, if its composition was to remain stable,

and if the officials were to be independent in their work, they must be properly paid.

M. Fohrmann fully supported the view of the Budgets Committee that the Councils

should immediately rrndertake a review of salaries.

M. Poher (France, Christian Democrat) submitted on behalf of his group a number

of legal arguments concerning certain Articles in the Statute of Service.

The Parliament adopted a Resolution on rhe Statute of Service to the effect that
the drafr Statute for the EEC and Euratom must take into account the special features

of these Communities. It points out that the Institutions have taken on permanent

responsibilities and that the Communiry's officials must devote themselves entirely to
the service of these institutions, and must at the same time retain their independence.

It emphasizes that the administrative machinery of the institutions must not be unduly
large, whatever the considerations of national representation. It hopes that identical
rules will be adopted at an early date, embracing the staff in the institutions of all
three Communities, due regard being had to the Statute of Service for the ECSC,

which has been in force for several years.

The Parliament also voted a Resolution on the Community Tax, in which it emphasized

that the salaries and emolumenrs paid by the EEC and Euratom as soon as possible

be made subject to a tax levied for the Communities.

Debate on agricatare

This was held on L7 and L8 October on the basis of two reports presented on behalf
of the Agricultural Committee by M. Charpentier and M. Thorn. 6t



M. Charpentier's report dealt with the draft proposals for the establishment of a levy
system and the gradual building up of a common market organization in the grain,
poultry mear, pigmeâr and egg secrors, proposals on which the council had consulted
the Parliament.

À{. Thorn presented a reporr on the EEC commission's revised proposal for the
definition of objective criteria for the establishment of minimum price systems and
for fixing such prices.

The following spoke in the debate : '

M. Boscary-Monsservin, the chairman of the committee on Agriculture, MM. Duponr,
carboni, Lücker, van campen, Herr, Sabatini, Engelbrecht-Greve, Richarts of the
christian Democrat Group, MM. Briot, Blondelle and Dulin of the Liberal Group
and MM. Vredeling and de Block of the Socialist Group.

The levy sysrem as proposed by rhe Executive and amended by the Agricultural
committee was approved by most speakers. Some speakers were opposed to the
quota system, the inrerventions and the sLrice-gate prices for pigmeat, poultry and eggs.

All speakers stressed that the proposals Iaid before the Parliamenr v/ere the first step
towards the implementation of a common agricultural policy. The levy system was
really a Commtrniry method and rvould put inro pracrice a real preference amongsr
the six cottntries. Concurrent decisions musr, horvever, be taken on the approximation
of prices and the elimination of distortion in competirion.

M. Mansholt, a Vice-President of the EEC Commission, explained that it was essenrial
to make real progress in agriculture by the end of this year. If not, the absence of any
decision in this field would lead to a very gruve situation. It would also be difficult
to move on to the second stage if the Ievy regulations were_not adopted... There
vr'as no question, said M. Mansholt, of holding up the implementarion of the Traty
provisions because requests for accession had been submitted. on the contrary, it
q/as necessary to go ahead and to continue the implementation of the Treaty. The levy
system was only part of the common agricultural policy. The Executive would draw
up proposals on strucrure, social problems and price policy. on this latter point
a decision worrld have to be reached before the levies were applied. No market
organization could function withour a decision on the fixing of prices.

At the end of the debate the Padiamenc adopted, on 1g october, the drafr opinions
contained in M. Charpentier's report.

on grain, the Parliament unanimously adopted the opinion submitted. It approved the
Commission's proposals subjecr to cerrain changes in procedure. (1)

The opinion on pigmeat, poultry and eggs was adopted by a very large majority, only
four votes being cast againsr it. The opinion proposes that the gurr.i." to producers

62 (1) See analysis of the opinion in Chapter IV, sec 4I.



be strengthened and an analogous system be included among the provisions on grain,
pigmeat, poultry meat and eggs.(1)

On 19 October the Parliament adopted the opinion conrained in M. Thorn's report
on the Commission's revised proposal concerning objective criteria for the fixing of
minimum prices. The Parliament voted in favour of this proposal. (r)

Debate on tbe t'irtt regulation pilNildnî to Articlu 85 and 86

The debate on the draft of the first regulation made under Articles 85 and 86 opened
on 19 October. Before M. Deringer presented the reporr of the Padiament's Internal
Market Committee, M. von der Groeben, a member of the Comrnission, made a

statement on the Commission's view of rhe parr to be played by European policy on
competition and, consequenrly, the draft regulation on agreemenrs, in rhe general
economic policy of the Community.

M. von der Groeben recalled that between now and the end of the year, at the end,
that is to say, of the first stage, cusroms duties would be cut by at least 40Vo anà
all quantitative restrictions would be abolished : in the new phase the transition
from customs union to economic union would be of decisive importance. It would be

idle, added M. von der Groeben, to bring down the trade barriers if the Governmenrs
or private industry "were to remain free through economic or fiscal legislarion, through
subsidies or cartel-like restrictions on competirion, virtually to undo the desired opening
of the markets... If there were no Article 85, business could simply ser up international
regional cartels by which the nascent European markets could be re-divided into
national markets". _ "In the Common Market", M. von der Groeben continued,
"competition has an importanr part to play as a guiding insrrument". As sr.rch competi-
tion was essential for an economic system where there rvas private enterprise in which
workers chose their place of employment and consumers decided rvhat they wished
to consume. An economy organized on competitive lines rvas in harmony with the
Cornmunity's federalist structure, since the European institutions had no powers of
decision in matters of prices, wages, investment and production planning.

He was further of the opinion thar if the Treaty aims were to be achieved, the
competitive system could not only do with but in fact called for amplification or even

some correction through a common policy on currency and economic developments,
an active regional policy, and measures of social policy. Lasrly, there were two
sectors - agriculture and transport - in which as a resulr of government action
there had for some time been no free play of competition.

M. von der Groeben voiced the Commission's opinion that insistence on the grearesr
possible freedom in competition would produce the best possible supply condirions
for the Community countries. He concluded with some commenrs on the Commission's

1t; See analysis of the opinion in Chapter IV, sec.

(z) See analysis of the opinion in Chapter IV, sec.

46.
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draft, stressing that no uniform policy on competition would be workable in the

Community unless certain powers were transferred to the Commission, quite apart from
the need for the closest co-operation with the national cartel authorities.

M. Deringer then presented the Internal Market Committee's rePort concerning the

opinion requested of the Padiament by the Council on the draft first regulation under

Articles 85 and 86. (1)

Speakers were numetous and 22 amendments were tabled. Two main points of
view emerged, one in favour of controlling all agreements and the other urging

intervention only against "harmful" agreements. The first was upheld by the

Socialist Group supported by the Dutch Christian-Democrats and a section of the

German Christian-Democrats, and the second by the French members of the überal
Group and a number of Italian Christian-Democrats, notable among them M. Sabatini.

M. von der Groeben intervened to point out that the problem of vertical agreements

should be studied and would have to be settled in a further regulation; he recalled

that the Member Stares were not unanimous as to the acceptabiliry of vertical agreements,

and explained that the Commission had discussed the exclusion of certain branches

of business from the application of the Regulation.

Subject to amendments adopted during the debate, the Parliament on 19 October

approved the resolution contained in M. Deringet's rePort.

In its opinion the Parliament gives its approval to the principles laid down by the

EEC Commission; these interpret Article 85 as constituting "a prohibition with
the possibility of obtaining authorization". Authorization is therefore required to
establish an agreement which comes under Article 85 (1) but meets the requirements

laid down in Article 85 (3). On the matter of provisional arrangements for existing
agreements, the Parliament rejected the Internal Market Committee's proposals and

reverred to the Commission's draft regulation. Articles 5 anà 6 of the Commission's

draft were restored; they refer to provisional arrangements enabling existing agreements

to adapt themselves to the provisions of the new regulation. The Parliament further
proposed to the Council that the objection procedure (Article 4 of the draft
regulation) be retained, which means that an agreement will be provisionally considered

as not prohibited under Article 85 of the Treaty unless the Commission objects within
six months to an application made under Article 85 (3).

The Parliament also suggested strengthening the powers of the EEC Commission.

A proposed alteration in this sense would transfer to the Commission, apart from
its exdusive competence to rule on the application of Artide 8, (3), the sole power
to decide whether Article 85 (1) or Article 86 has been violated. The Parliament also

approved the rapporteur's proposals on strengthening the rules concerning publication
of agreements. (2)

(1) See Bulletin 9-10, Chapter V, sec. 23,

1z; See Chaprer lV, sec. 23.6+



Debate on eqaal remunerulion f or tnen dnd' women uorkers

This debate was held on 20 October. An interim report of the Social Committee
prepared by M. Bertrand Motte was presented.

M. Troclet (Belgium, Socialisr) said that the fifth paragraph of the resolution submitted
stipulates that the date of l January i962, which was implied in Article i19 of the

Treary, rnust be adhered to. Bur the Socialist Group was convinced that no satisfactory

solution would be found in the time allowed. He thought that the EEC Commission

should perhaps be asked to reconsider the question of procedure. The Commission,

and possibly even the Council of Ministers, should put more pressure on the

governments.

M. Trocler spoke of the great disappointment of the workers at this failure in an

important social marrer (if the date of 1 January 1962 was not adhere to) particulady

as this was the subejcr of a precise stipulation of the Treaty. This disappointment
would have political repercussions because there could be no real integration of Europe

without the workers sharing in it.

M. Sabatini (Italy, Christian Democrat) on behalf of his Group supported the proposal

of the Social Committee.

M. Levi-Sandri, a member of the EEC Commission, interposed that the obligation

flowing from Article 119 concerned not only the governments; rates of pay were

also a rnatter for employers' and workers' organizations and sometimes even tribunals.
M. Levi-sandri added that the Commission had no power to issue rules, give directives

or take decisions in this matter ; it could only make recommendations to the

SOvernments

The Parliament approved the resolution in M. Motte's report on equal remuneration
for men and women workers. The following are extracts from the resolution :

The European Parliament

i) Approves the interpretarion ser by the EEC Commission, in its recommendation

to the Member States of 20 July 1960, upon the provisions of Article 1i9 of the

Treaty establishing the EEC ;

ii) Notes the declarations made meanwhile by the EEC Commission to the effect
that it adheres ro rhe interpretation contained in its recommendation of 20 July L960

and proposes to instrucr the special group to work on the basis of that interpretation;

iii) Draws the attention of the Council of Ministers to the importance of the problem

involved in applying the principle of equal remuneration for equal work as between

men and women workers ;

iv) Emphasizes the obligation to adhere to the date of L January 1962, imPlied in the

provisions of Article 119 of the EEC Treaty ; 65



v) Urges the EEC Commisiion to communicate to the Social Committee at an eady
date after 1 January 1962 any information pertaining to the application of the
measures proposed.

Debare on tbe merging of the Councils and. ot' tbe Execathtes

This debate took place on 20 October. M. Battista, Chairman of the Political
Committee, presented a report drawn up by M. Maurice Faure (who was unable to
attend the debate) on a draft convention establishing a Council of the European
Commissions and a European High Commission, which had been submitted to the
Council by the Nethedands' Government.

The question was raised of how many members rhe High Commission should have.

The Netherlands Government's suggestion of i4 members was supporred by M. Hirsch,
President of the Euratom Commission, M. Schuijt (Netherlands, Christian Democrat)
and M. Dehousse (Belgium, Socialist).

The Political Committee's proposal, which was finally adopted by the Padiament, was
to fix the quorum at 9 members, in line with EEC Commission's opinion, and was
supported by M. Hallstein, President of the EEC Commission, M. Vredeling (Nether-
lands, Socialist) and M. Jarosson (France, Liberal).

M. Malvestiti, the President of the High Authority of the ECSC put forward the idea
of a "functional and geographical decentralization of the High Commission".

In the resolution adopted, the Padiament reaffirms the political desirability and
practical necessiry to merge the Executives ar an eady date, and approves the draft
convention subject to certain modification including that referred to above.

Debate on the concl*sion of accession agreements uiîb non-menber countries.

The report on the procedure to be observed in the conclusion of accession agreemenrs
was Presented by M. van der Goes van Naters and led several speakers to express
regret that the EEC Commission had not been entrusted with conducting the negocia-
tions with Great Britain and Denmark.

The following resolution was unanimously adopted by the Padiament.

The European Parliament

i) Having noted with satisfaction the request for the opening of negotiations wirh
a view to the accession to the European Economic Community submitted by the
United Kingdom, and similar steps taken by other non-member countries;

ii) Regretting that the commission has nor yer been entrusted with condu«int
negotiations in connection with the preparation of accession agreemenrs, considers
it essential, in order to preserve the Communiry characrer of the procedure, that the
EEC commission be füy associated with the negotiations, and that in view of the66



.onrulr"rion provided for in the Treaty on several aspects of the negotiations, the

Padiament be regularly informed in the most suitable manner;

iii) Notes with satisfaction that the Council and the governments concerned have

decided that any application for accession to the EEC implies accession to the other
two Communities, namely the ECSC and Euratom ;

iv) Insists that the Community spirit of the Treaties of Rome and Paris shall not be
jeopardized, in matters of substance or of procedure.

Debale oi, transporÿ

On 20 October the Padiament also heard a report presented by M. Müller-Hermann
on behalf of the Transport Committee on the draft decision submitted by the EEC

Commission ro the Council concerning a preliminary examination of the laws and

regulations of the Member States in the field of transport and the consultation procedure

envisaged. After a short debate the Padiament adopted a resolution approving
the draft decision whilst expressing the opinion that the consultation procedure should

also apply to the transport of gaseous, Iiquid or solid substances by pipeline.

ts. THE COUNCIL

The Council of the European Economic Community held its 53rd session in Brussels

on 23,24 anà 25 October, M. Müller-Armack, Under-Secretary of State at the Ministry
for Economic Àffairs of the Federal Republic of Germany was in the chair and the

President and Members of the Commission were present.

The following quesrions were discussed :

Applications for membersbip of the European Economic Comrnunity ubmitted by tlte
Gooernnents of Great Britain, Denmark and lreland

The Brirish application : The Council held a discussion following the meeting in Paris,

on 10 Ocrober with the British Government, and agreed on the Programme of work
for the opening - fixed for 8 and 9 november 1961 in Brussels - of the negotiations 

/

ProPer.

Tbo Danish applicarion.' The Council held a discussion preliminary to the first meeting
wirh-the Danish Government, fixed for 26 October in Brussels.

The Council agreed to suggest to the Danish Government a date early next Januaty
for the opening of the negotiations proper.

The lrhh application.'The Council approved the terms of the replytotheapplication
for membership of the Community submitted by Ireland on 31 July 1961. 67
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This reply includes an invitation to the Irish Government to a first meeting with the

Governments of the N{ember States. This would take place in Brussels early in
Ianuary 1962.

Association of Tarkey with the Commanity .' After a full discussion rhe Council
unanimously agreed on a basis for further negotiations with the Turkish Government.
The negociations will be resumed by the Commission at a date to be agreed with
the Turkish Government.

Attociation of Sarinam witb tbe Commanity .' In accordance with the decision taken
at its previous session to admit Surinam to the benefits of the Association system Iaid
down in Part Four of the Treaty and in the Implementing Convention for the
overseas countries and terrirories, the-Council held a discussion with the Commission
on the necessary arrangements.

Meeting subsequently in the Council, the Member Governments agreed that the
Kingdom of the Netherlands should deposit a further instrument of ratification making
Part Four of the Treaty of Rome applicable to Surinam.

Association ol tbe Netherland.s Antillet uitb tbe Community : The Council insrructed
the groups of experts of which M. Rey is Chairman to seek a definite solution to rhe
problems arising in connection with petroleum products and to submit a proposal to
the Council at the latrer's session of 13 and 14 November. (r)

Asociated, oÿerseds sîdter : The Council continued the discussions which ir had begun
at the previous session on future relations between the Community and the associated
African states and Madagascar.

It emerged from the discussion that in tireir approach to certain major problems rhe
Member Governments were in agreement or could soon reconcile their differences.

The Council instructed the Committee of Pcrmanent Representatives ro prepare for its
next session on 13 and 14 November a report serring our rhe principles which might
be proposed to the associated African states and Madagascar at the ministerial meeting
which will take place in Paris on 6 and 7 December betwecn the Council of Ministers
and the competent Minisrers from Africa and Madagascar.

Tariff negotationt witbin GATT,' M. Rey, a member of the Commission, gaye aî
account of the tariff negotiations in progress in Geneva. The Council decided to
re-examine these questions ar an ad hoc meering fixed for 6 November 1961.

Agriculture .' On the basis of a report from the Special Committee for Agriculture,
the council examined the Commission's proposed regulations for a levy system and
for the gradual introducrion of a common marker: organizations in the grain and
pigmeat sectors. The Council instructed the Special Committee for Agriculture to

68 (1) See Chapter IV, sec. 2.



continue srudying these questions and to rePorr again on 20 and 21 November at a

session of the Council to be devoted to agriculture.

In accordance with the programme of work it drew up at its session of 24 and

25 Jily 1961 (1) the Council decided to hold a second session on 30 November and

1 December 1961 to consider the decisions to be taken on agricultural matters.

Examination of the Commission's proposal regarding objective criteria for the fixing
of minimum prices (Article 44 of the Treaty) was held over to the session of 20 and

21 November 1961.

The Council decided to consult ,h. Errop.un Parliament and the Economic and

Social Committee forthwith on the Commission's proposals for the control of bluemould

in tobacco and the approximation of regulations in the Member States concerning

colouring matters in foodstuffs for htrman consumPtion.

Abolition of rcstrictiont on freed,om ol establishrtent and, lreedom to tilp|ly setoicet :

The Council approved the General Programmes for the abolition of restrictions on

freedom of establishment and on the free strpply of services. The approval of these

Programmes represents an important milestone along the road to integration. (1)

lmplementation of Article 119 of theTreaty.'The Council exarnined the Commission's

progress report on its work in connection with Article 1I9 of the EEC Treaty
(equal pay for equal work). It was agreed to come back to this matter after considera-

tion of suggesrions made in discussion by the Governments, the Commission and the

special §Torking Party.

Committee ol tbe European Social Fand, : The Council has appointed M. Bruno Corti,

National Secretary of the Italian Labour Union, to the Committee of the European

Social Fund in succession to M. Enzo dalla Chiesa, who has resigned. M. Corti will
sit on rhe Committee for the remainder of M. dalla Chiesa's term of office, i.e. until
26 September 1962.

Cotzsu.ltatiue Commiuee proaid.ed, for in Regulation No. 15 on the lree moaenzent of

uorkers .. The Council has appointed the members and alternates of the Consultative

Committee provided for in Regulation No. 15 on the free movement of workers

within the Community.

A comnzon pclicy on occapational training .' In accordance with Article 128 of the

Treaty, the Council decided to consult the Economic and Social Committee and the

European Parliament on rhe Commission's proposal concerning general principles

for the implementation of a common policy on occuPational training.

Dralt EEC budget.' The Council established the draft budget of the European Economic

Community. It will be tabled in the European Parliament before 31 October 1961.

(1) See Chapter I. 69



Transfers of appropriations : The Council approved the transfers of appropriations
from Chapter to Chapter requested by the EEC Commission.

The EEC and EAEC Councils have decided to refer to the Commitee of Permanent

Representatives the opinions and reiolutions adopted by the European Parliament at

its October session.

C. THE COURT OF JUSTICE OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES

The term of office of the three Judges and the Advocate General (M. Delvaux,
M. Hammes, M. Catalano and M. Roemer) was recently extended by the representatives

of the governirents of the Member States and will noq/ run from 7 October 1961

to 6 Octobet 1967.

At irs meeting of 11 October 1961 the Court of Justice elected M. A.M. Donner,
President as from 8 October l96L to7 October 1964.

At the same meetini the Court elected M. O. Riese to be President of the First
Chamber and M. J. Rueff to be President of the Second Chamber, both appointments

to run for one year.

At present the Chambers are composed as follows :

First Chamber : M. O. Riese, President; Judges : MM. L. Delvaux and N. Catalano;
Advocate General: M. M. I-agrange.

Second Chamber : M. J. Rueff, President ; Judges : MM. C. H. L. Hammes and
R. Rossi ; Advocate General : M. K. Roemer.

The Court further decided that for a period of three years the First Chamber should
be competent to hear cases brought by officials of the Communities.

D. THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE ,

The Economic and Social Committee held its 17th session on 25 and 26 October in
, Brussels under the chairmanship of M. Rosenberg.

On the first day the Committee prepared an opinion on the draft decision submitted
by the Commission to the Council concerning the preliminary examination of provisions
of the Member States in the field of transport and consultation procedure in this matrer.
The Council had requested this opinion of the Economic and Social Committee on
26 July 196r.

M. Schaus, a member of the'Commission and President of its Transport Group, attended
70 the meetings of the Committee.
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The opinion rendered was unanimous. The Committee fully aPProves the consultation

procedure proposed by the Commission. It nevertheless feels that the consultation

procedure will not yield all the desired results until the basic principles of the

common transport policy have been worked out. The Committee further hopis

that this procedure witl be applied not only to measures taken by the Member States

in the rail, road and inland waterways sectors but also to pipeline transport of

gaseous, liquid or solid substances.

M. Schaus expressed his satisfaction with this opinion and hoped the Council would

be able to pfonounce on the Commission's proposals at its session of 28 November 1961.

On the second day the Committee drew up its opinion on the Commission's draft

proposal for a common policy in'the rice sector. The opinion was unanimous, with

one abstention.

The opinion approves the general principles underlying the Commission's draft proposal

for rice, but points our rhar the actual results of the common policy envisaged in the

draft proposal may be somewhat different according to the spirit in which these

principles are observed, the measures adopted and their practical application. The

opinion also refers to the.report of the Committee's agricultural section which contains

the comments, feservations or positions adopted on particular asPects by members

of the various Groups.

At this session the Committee heard a general statement from M. Mansholt on the

common agricultural policy.

The Committee decided to hold its next session, which would be devoted to energy

problems, on 15 December 1961. The Committee will return to questions of agriculrural

policy towards the end of Jawary L962.

E. THB MONETARY COMMITTEE

The Monetary Committee met on 3 and 4 October 1961. Continuing its periodical

review of the monetary and financial situation of the Communiry countries, the

Commirte examined the situation in France and the Netherlands. It also studied recent

trends in the other EEC countries.

7l
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PUBLICATIONS OF' THE EUROPEÂN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY

Â. Llst of publlcatlons concernlnll the actlvltles of the European Economlc
Community, appearinÉ, In the Offlctal Gazette (1) of the European Communltles
from 28 October - 20 November 1961

EUROPEAN PARTIAMENT

§flritten questions and answers

No. 47 de M. Bracessi à la Commission de Ia C.E.E. Objet: Mise en
euvre des propositions du Comité d'a«ion pour les Etats-Unis d'Europe
(No. 47 by M. Braccesi to the Commission of the EEC. Subject: Imple-
mentation of the proposals of the Action Conimittee for the United
States of Europe). No. 70 p. 1269/61

No. 48 de M. Vredeling à la Commission de la C.E.E. Objet: Exporta-
tion de beurre en provenance des Pays-Bas et de la Belgique vers I'Italie
(No. 48 by M. Vredeling to the Commission of the EEC. Subject: Export
of butter from the Netherlands and Belgium to Italy). No. 70 p. 1670/61

THE COUNCIL

INFORMÂTION

Decision du Conseil concernant une procédure de consultations sur les

négociations des accords relatifs aux relarions commerciales des Etau
membres avec les pays tiers et sur les modifications du régime de libé-
ration à l'égard des pays tiers (Decision on the procedure for consulation
concerning negotiations for trade agreements between Member States
and non-member countries, and for changes in liberalizatioî ar:,aîEe-
ments affecting non-member countries). No. 71 p. 127)/61
Décision du Conseil relative à I'unification de la duree des accords
commerciaux avec les pays riers (Decision on standardization of the
duration of trade agreements wirh non-member countries. No. 71 p. 1274/61

THE COMMISSION

INFORMÀTION \

Décision de Ia Commission relative à I'autorisation accordee à la Répu-
blique italienne, en application de l'article 226 dtT:m.iré, pour une periode
d'un an à compter de la date de la notification de la présente decison,
d'effectuer, pour l'iode (position du tarif italien 28.91d) un rappro-
chement de 20 fu au lieu de 30 % vers le tarif douanier commun
(Decision under Article 226 of the Treaty, authorizing the Italian Republic
to operate, for one year from the date of notification of the decision, an
approximation of 20/6 instead of 30Vo towards the common tariff, for
iodine (heading 28.91d of the ftalian tariff). No. 75 p. 1453/61

72 (1) The Officiat G"r.*" is published in the four Community laoguages.



Décision 6. 1" Cemmission relative à I'autorisation âccordee à la Répu''
blique ialienne, en application de l'article 226 du Traité, de maintenir
pour une période d'un an, à compter de Ia date de la notification de la
présente décision, les droits specifiques minima en vigueur au 2 mars L960
pour le plcmb brut (positicn du tarif italien No. 78.01 a) et le zinc

brut (position du tarif italien No. 79.01 a). (Decision under Article 226

of the Treaty, authorizing the lalian Republic to maintain, for one year

from the date of notification of the decision, the specific minimum duties

in effect on 2 March 1960 for unwrought lead (heading 78.01 a of üe
Italian tariff) and unwrought zinc (heading 79.01 a of the Italian tariff).

Décision de la Commissioo relative à I'autorisation accordee à Ia Républi'
que italienne, en application de I'article 226 du Traité, de maintenir
pour uÀe ffriode d'un an, à compter de la date de la notificatioo de la
présente decision, le régime acnrel .d'approvisionnemeat du marché natio'
nal pour les soufres de toutes espèces, à I'exclusion du soufre sublimé,

du soufre precipité et du soufre colloidal (Position du tarif ialien 2).03)
et pour le soufre sublimé ou précipité et Ie soufre colloidal (position du

tarif italien 28.02). (Decision under Article 226 of the Treaty, authorizing
the Italian Republic to maintain, for a period of one year from the
date of notification of the decision, the preseot atrangemeots for the
supply of the' domestic rnarket with sulphur of all kinds other tlun
sublimated sulphur, precipitated sulphur and colloidal sulphur (heading

2).03 of the Italian ariff) and with sublimated or precipitated sulphur
and colloidal sulphur (heading 28.02 of. the Italian tariff).

Décision de Ia Commission relative à l'autorisation accordee à Ia Répu'
blique ialienne, en application de I'article 226 du Traité, de maiotenir
pour une période d'un an, à compter de la date de la notification de la
présente decision, Ies droits de douane en vigueur à la date du 2 mars 1960

à l'éeard, des pays membres de la Communauté Economique Europ&nne,
pour le sulfure de carbone (position du tarif imlien 28.11 b) et pour

le sulfure de sodium (pôsitioo du arif ialien ex 28.15 a) et à l'égard

des pays tiers pour le sulfure de carbone (position du tarif italien 28.11 b).
(Decision under Ârticle 226 of. the Treary, authorizing the Italian
Republic to maiaain for a period of one year from the date of notifica'
tion of the decision the customs duties in effect on 2 March 1960 vis'à'
vis the Member States of thi European Economic Community for catbon

sulphate (headiog 28.L, b of the Italian tariff) and sodium sulphate
(heading ex 28.15 a of the Italian tariff) and vis-à-vis non-member

countries for carbon sulphate (heading 28.1, b of the Italian tariff).

Decision de la Commission portant octroi d'un contiogent arifaire à.

la République italienne. (Decision granting a tarif.f. quota to the Italian
Republic).

No. 75 p. L$5/6L

No. 75 p. t$6/61

No. 75 .p. t457/61

No. 75 p.1459/6L

. 
The European Development Fund

Résultaa des appels d'offres Nos. 84, lancé par la République du Mali,
lancé par la République du Gabon, et 113 lancé par la République du
Tchad. (Results of calls for tenders Nos. 84, issued by the Republic of
Mali, 106, issued by the Republic of Gabon, and 113, issued by the

Republic of Chad). No. 69 p. 1264/61 73
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Âvis d'appel d'offres No. 153 lanêé liar la République Malgache pour
un projet financé par Ia C.E.E. (Notice of call for tender No. 153, issued

by the Malagasy Republic, for a project financed by the EEC).

Avis d'appel d'ofires No. 154 Iancé par Ia République togolaise pour
un projet financé par la C.E.E. (Notice of call for tender No. 154, issued

by the Togo Republic, ïor a project financed by the EEC).

Âvis d'appel d'offres No. 155 lancé par la République Malgache pour
un projet financé par la C.E.E. (Notice of call for tender No. 155, issued

b7 the Malagasy Republic, for a project financed by the EEC).

Avis d'appel d'offres No. if6, hnté'p; h République du Tchad pour
un projet financé par Ia C,E.E. (Notice of call for tender No. 156, issued
by the Republic of Chad,_fàr a projéct finanèed by the'EEC).

Âvis d'appel d'offres No. 157 lancé par la République du Mali pour
un projet financé par Ia C.E.E. (Notice of call for tender No. 117,
issued by the Republic of Mali, for a project financed by the EEC).

Additif à I'appel d'offres.No. 156 lancé par la République du Tchad
pour un projet financé''pàr la C.E.E. (Âddendum to call for tender
No. 116, issued by the'Refublic of Chad, for a project financed by
the EEC).

Approbation d'investissements de caractère social dans les Républiques
togolaise, du Mali, du Dahomey, du Sénégal et au Territoire du Ruanda-
Urundi (Approval of social investments in the Republics of Togo, Mali,
Dahomey and Senegal ahd in ihe Territory of Ruanda-Urundi).

Approbation d'investissemènti economiques dans la République du Mali
et la République somalienne (Approval of economic investments in the
Republic of Mali and the Republic of Somali).

Approbation d'investissernents économiques dans la République du C.ame-
roun et la République Isla--mique de Mauritanie (Àpprovat of economic
investments in the Republic of Cameroun and the Islamic Republic of
Mauritania).

Âvis d'appel d'offres No.'158 lancé par Ia République gabonaise pour
un projet financé par la C.E.E. (Notice of call for tender No. 118, issued
by the Gabon Republic, for a project financed by the EEC).

Résultaa des appels d'offres Nos. 41 Iancé par la République du Niger,
57 lancê lzr la République du Cameroun, 9l lancé par la République
Centreafricaine, 98 lancé par la République Malgache, 105 lancé par la
Nouvelle Guinée Neerlandaise (Results of the calls for tender Nos. 41,
issued by the Republic of Niger, 57, issued by the Republic of Cameroun,
91, issued by the Central Âfrican Republic, 98, issued by the Malagasy
Republic, and 105, issued by Netherlands New Guinea).

Signature de conventions de financemenr entre la C.E.E. et la République
somalienne er entre la. C.E.E. et le Territoire du Ruanda-Urundi
(Signature of financing conventions berween the EEC and the Republic
of Somalia and between'the EEC and rhe Territory of Ruanda-Urundi.

Âddirif à l'appet d'offret'No. if: UniC'par la République'Malgache
(Addendum to call for tender No. 155, issued by the Malagasy Rcpublic).

No. 69 p. 126)/6t

No. 70 p. t27r/6t

No. 7t p. 1276/61

No. 7l 'p. 1278/6t

No. 72 p. 1.282/61

No. 72 p. 1284/61

No. 74 p. 1492/61

No. 74 p. 1.$0/61.

No. 74 p. 14)l/61

No. 74 p. t41l/61

No. 75 p. 1460/61

No. 75 
.p. 

1462/61

No. 75 p. t462/6174



THE COURT OF JUSTICE

Decisions

[leiticn du Président de la iour (Election of the President of the Court). No. 69 p! 1257/61

Election des Présidents et composition des Chambres ; affectation d'un

avocat général à chacune des Chambres; répartition des affaires (Election

of the Presidents of the Chambers and composition of the Chambers ;

appointment of an advocate-general to each Chamber; assignment of

business). No' 69 P' 1b7/61

À. Occaslonal publlcatlons:

EEC _ ECSC

Tableaux comparatifs des régimes de sécurité sociale applicables dans les Etats membres des

Communautés européennes (au 30 juin 1961) (Comparative tables showing the social seorrity

systems applicable in the Member States of the European Community (as at 30 June 1961)'

Régime général (Genetal system).

1961. 66 pp. French (German, Italian and Dutch being printed) (Offse0'

Ia politique dans la C.E.E. à l'égard des pays en voie de développement. (EEC policy relating

ro developing countries).
Address Ly tU. nob"rt Lemaignen - 

msrnfgs of the Commission of the EEC (Symposium at

Bari from 7 to 8 ctober l96L) 1l pp. (French, German, Italian and Dutch) (Offset).

Address by M. von der Groeben to the European Pariament on 19 October during the debate

on the drafr Regulation pursuanr to Articles 85 and 86 of the Treaty establishing the EEC.

1961. 12 pp. (French, Italian, Dutch and English).

B. Perlodlcal publlcatlons:

Graphiques er notes rapides sur la conjoncrure dans la Communauté (Graphs and Notes on

Economic Trends in the EEC).

lll6L - bilingual : French/Italian ; German/Dutch.

Joint Press and Information Service

Bonn : Europâische Gemeinschaft (weekly) ;

Thê Hague: Europese Gemeenschap, No. 32, November 1961 ;

Paris: Communauté européenne, No. 11, November 1961 ;

Rome: Comunità Europea, No. 10, October 1961 ;

London: European Community, No. 6, September 1961 ;

§üashington: European Communiry, No. 49, October 1961. 75
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Siatistical Office of the European Communities

Bulletin général de statistiques No. 10/1961 (General statistics).

Bulletin général de statistiques No. 1111961 (General 
.statistics).

Commerce extérieur: Statistique mensuelle No. l0/1961 (Monthly external trade satistics).

Statistiques agricoles No. 3/1961 (Agricultural statistics).

Informations satistiques No. 3/1961 - 
juiltet/septembre (statistical informatioo).
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ANNEX I

General principes for the implementation of a common policy
on occupational tralnlng,

(Proposal of the Commission to the Council)

INTRODUCTORY NOTE

a) Le§,al bases

1. Article 128 of the Treaty establishing
the EEC lays an obligation on the Council
of the Communiry to establish, on a proposal

of the Commission and after the Economic
and Social Committee has becn consulted,
"general principles for the implementation
of a common policy on occupational training
capable of contributing to the harmonious
development both of national economies and

of the Common Market".

The first question to be answered in inter-
preting this provision is whether the act
of the Council involves legal obligations for
rhe Member States.

Here it must be observed that Article 128
would be robbed of all substance if the
Member States did not have to observe the
principles established by the Council under
this Àrticle: planning a common policy on
occupational training whose principles did
not bind the Member States would amount
in effect to establishing no common policy
at all in this field. It is obvious that the
expression "general principles" involves rules
of conduct and the achievement of concrete

results. The act of the Council is therefore
one which will be binding on the Member
States by reason of the pledges they have
given in Article 5 of the Treaty ; this means
that the Member States, must, in the field
of occupational training bring their attirudes
and actions into line with the general
principles which will be approved.

It is clear in the second place from
Article 128 that though it is for the Council
to establish the general principles of the
common policy, the Member States have the
responsibility of taking the necessary measures

to give effect to these principles within
their own frontiers.

After the Council's decision, the competent
national authorities must therefore consider
ways and means of fulfilling üis obligation.
Here the Governments have a wide freedom
of choice, provided that the general principles
are put into effect in each of the six
countries. Moreover, it will probably be
found useful if the concrete measures to be
taken by the Member States to implement
rhe general principles are specified by acts

of the Community institutions.

In this connection, two observations are
called for. Firstly, the advisability in certain
cases of concerted action by the Member
States or some of the Member States should
be considered. This contingency may arise,
in particular, if the objective established is

not such as can be attained in each of the
Member States separately but is one that
calls for common action. There is no
question but that such common action
accords with the wording "implementation
of a common policy" used in Article 128.

Again the role that the Commission will
be able to play in stimulating cornmon
action and bringing it to a successful
conclusion should be stressed. §Tithout
prejudice to the scope for action afforded
by Article 118 of the Treaty, the Commis-
sion has clearly-defined work to do on the
basis of Article 128. Specific functions
may also be assigned to it under Article 121.

As for the field of application of Article 128,
its terms leave no room for doubt as to the
persons for whom the common poliry is
intended. The expression "common policy
on occupational training" is to be understood
in its widest sense and concerns therefore
all those who are, or will be, engaged in a
gainful activity, whether as wage-earners or



self-employed workers, without prejudice to
the measures which will be adopted for the
latter'under the provisions of the'Treary
concerning the right of esablishment.

2. A close study of the wording of
Article 128 throws further light on the
importance of the provisions which provide
the basis for action to be takeo ia this
field.

In this connection, the Commission, having
weighed carefully the significance of each

expression used in the Article, takes the view
rhat :

a) The expression "general principles" does

not meiln abstract statements laying vague
moral obligations on the Member States ; on
the contrary it is to be understood in a

concrete sense. The question is, then, one
of establishing rules of conduct with regard
ro policy on occupational training and of
settling the broad lines of common action,
consistent with the necessarily pragmatic
nature of any definition of policy;

b) The expression "implemenation" is
linked here with the notion of progressive
development which is also referred to
explicitly in other Ârticles of the Treaty,
on subjects closely connected with occupa-
tional training, such as the free movement
of workers. The expressicn refers therefore
to all the preparatory work which serves to
determine the lines of political action and
to ensure its progressive improvemeni and
development ; these are therefore not

r principles to be defined once and for all,
but rather general ideas to be adapted . to
the requirements of each siruation ; 

.

c) The expression "common policy" concerns
a co-ordinated set of measures, concerted
action, plans and programmes for occupa-
tional training, prepared, implemented, co-
ordinated and superviæd as to results with
a constant concern to adapt the common
and individual activities of the Member
States to the requirements stemming from
a srudy of the actual situation according to
uniform p_rinciples against a Community
background.

d) The expression "occupational training"
refers not only to manpowet in a narrow
sense, but, more generally, to all individuals
engaged in gainful activity: the development
both of the national economies and of the
Common Market demands the active partipa-
tion of both workers and staff of all grades;

e) The expression "harmonious development"
refers to the national economies as well as

to the Common Market as a whole. It is

to be interpreted in the light of the general
principles of the Treaty and, in particular,
of the statements contained in the Preamble
and of the objectives set out in Article 2:
according to this Article the Communiry
has the task of promoting, through the
establishment of a common market and the
progressive approximation of the economic
policies of the Member States, the harmonious
development of economic activities through-
out the Community. Such harmonious
development, according to the Preamble,
must aim at reducing the differences existing
between the various regions and at remedying
the backwardness of the less favoured; the
expression "harmonious development" there-
fore implies an undertaking to exploit to the
full the resources of all geographical regions
and in all economic sectors, even those which
for structural reasons can benefit only
partially from the impetus of a wider
market.

3. The Treary of Rome contaios orher
provisions which refer explicitly to occtrpa-
tional training. Articles 118 and 41 of the
Treaty contain provisions under which the
Community is called on to play an essential
role in the common field of ocopational
training.

Ârticle 118 includes occupational and further
training among the spheres in which the
Commission has the aim of promoring
"close collaboration between Member States" :

the same Article adds that this duty musr
be carried our by means of studies, the
issuing of opinions and the organizing of
consultations, "both on problems arising at
the national level and on those of concern
to inrernational organization".

Article 41 of the Treary, which deals spe-
cifically with occupational training in



agriculrure, plovides, in order to permit the

attainment of the objectives of the comrnon

agricultural poliry, for an effeaive co-

ordination of effons undettakea in the
spheres of occupational training, research

and agricultural advisory services, which may
involve projects or institutions financed
jointly.

Problems in occupational training for agri-
culture are however of the same nature as

those on occupatidnal training in general;
for this reason it may be assumed that in
the implementation of Àrticle 41 the tasks

assigned to the Communiry, and. more

especially the Commission, by Ârticles 118

and 128 must be taken into account, and

the converse also holds good.

4. Articles 49 and 50 of the Treaty of
Rome, and the provisions of the Protocol
concerning ltaly, may also be considered

as having a certain bearing on occupational
training. The same is true for Article 12)
of the Treaty which mentions, among the

objectives of the European Social Fund, the
promotion of the occupational mobility of
workers.

Article 49 of the Treaty provides, inter
alia, for the establishment of appropriate
machinery for coonecting offers of and

request for employment, with a view to

balancing them in such a way as to avoid
serious threats to the standard of living and

employment in the various regions and
industries. The results achieved by this
machinery will very largely depend on the
implementation of an effective common
policy and on occupational training.

The application of Ârticle 50, which says

that the Member States shall encourage'
undei a cornmon programme, the exchange

of young workers, is only conceivable in the
wider framework ôf a common occupâtional
training policy,

Moreover, the link between the definition
of a common training poliry and the
European Social Fund's obiectives .- which
include the promotion of the occupational
mobility of workers (Àrticle 123 of the
Treaty) - is confirmed by the provisions of
Article 1 of the Regulation on the Fund.

Iastly, specific measures for occupational

training may be contemplated in the frame-

work of the common transport policy dealt

with in Article 75 of the Treaty' as the

Commission has already pointed out in its

memorandum on the general lines of that
policy. 

:.

5. The common occuPational training policy

is not only one of the fundamental aspects

of the co-ordination of economic and social

policies to be carried oul within the ,

Eurolran Economic Communiry, it is also

part of the responsibilities of the other
Eurofean Communities and for this reason

calls for concerted action by the threc
' Executives. .' 

'

Àrticles 56 and 69 of the Treaty establishing
the Eurolran Coal and Steel Community, and
Article 9 of the Euratom Treaty have a
bearing on the implementation of occupa-

rional training measures. .

à) Soctal and economlc conslderatlons
and practlcal aspects

6. Under Article 104 of the Treaty of
Rome the Member Sates commit themselves

to pursuing the economic policy necessary

to attain certain general obiectives, among
which is mentionned explicitly a high level

of employment.

The common policy of occupational training
is a most important means of creating a

social situation to harmonize with a full
employment policy. This common policy
would be complementary to the action which
the Member States and the Communiry
institutions ate to develop in order to
promote general economic expansion.

Occupational training, in its usual form
as long-term training for ysun, people or
in the form of rapid coutse fot the training
or re-training of aduits, makes a connecting

link between demographic and technological
development. Training makes it possible to
distribute the working population according

to the requiremen$ of an exPanding

economy. It is consequently, a basic factor

in a dynamic employment policy capable of



strengthening the trends emerging in general
economic development and in the progress
of production techniques.

Even an economic policy which gives priority
to creating the greatest possible number of
new jobs might prove ineffeaive if the
available manpower lacked the appropriate
training..

7. The free movement of workers in the
Community tends in lact to encourage
greater geographical mobiliry. Although the
Commission considers this aD. important
instrument of general employment policy,
free movemenr cannot be fully achieved, as
provided for in the Treaty, without common
àction by the Member Sates in the field
of occupational training: the occupational
mobility of labour has a far-reaching
influence on its geographical mobility;
something rnusr therefore be done to
establish a' correspondence between the
demand for employment and the kinds of
employment offered. The manpower reserves
actually available in the Community consist
to a great extent of unskilled workers or
agricultural workers, whereas the severest
labour shortoges often occur in sectors where
highly skilled work is required.

8. Moreover, in the implementarion of
national development policies, the free
rnovemenr of workers in the Community
can only make a limired contribution towards
solving regional problems, partiorlarly those
of under-developed areas, to which the
Communiry is giving parricular attention.

For this reason, the aim being maximum
employment, and a narrowing of disparities
betç,een Community areas, an occupational
training policy is required which will
facilitate industrial development in certain.
areas by improving the quality of skilled
labour, thus encouraging a more balanced
geographical distribution of economic activi-
ties. Such an occupational training poliry
will also help to bridge the gaps between

the living and working conditions of
workers in different economic sectors.

9. The technical training of supervisory staff
and non-manual workers is another matter
calling for special attention.

An effort must b€ made in the training and
higher training of teachers and instructors in
general. The proper training of such staff,
the shortage of whom today causes 

^bottleneck in economic development, is an
essential fa«or for the success of any policy
of occupational training. There is also a
need for more medium and higher-grade
qualified staff and universiry traiaed techni-
cians such as engineers, physicists, chemists,
pharmacologists, etc., who are becoming
more and more highly specialized and form
an evergrowing proportion of the total staff
of firms, in most economic sectors.

10. Iastly it must nor be overlooked that
the common occupational training policy
involves, aparr from its technical objectives,
systematic efforts for culrural advancement
which of its narure is bound up with a far-
reaching improvemenr of working and living
conditions, In this respect the corûrnon
occupational training policy constirutes one
of the rnaio factors for equalizing living and
working conditions of labour in an upward
direction as called for by Ârticle ll7 of the
Treary.

11. In working our the principles set forth
in the following pages, the Commission has
based itself on an objective survey of the
present situation with regard to occutr,arional
training in the member countries.

The proposals are based on commoÂ require-
ments in this field and due accounr has been
taken of the work already done and the
suggestions of those responsible for occupa-
tional training in the six countries. The
Commission has also made full use of the
research and experimental work carried out
by the other two Eurolran Communities and
by ILO and OEEC.



Draft.order setting out general principles for the irnplementation of a common

policy on occupational training

THE COUI*CIL OF THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC
COMMUNITY,

Noting the provisions of the Treaty

establishing the Eurolran Economic Com-
munity, and particularly Article 128 thereof ;

Noting the proposal made by the Commis-
sion;

Noting the opinion of the Economic and

Social Committee;

Noting the opinion of the EuroPean

Parliameot;

Considering that the obligation laid on the

Member States by Ârticle 104 of üe Treary

to implement an economic policy which
will ensure among other things the mainte-

nance of a high level of employment implies
a need for corresponding action to adapt

skilled labour and the distribution of workers

by sector to the trends of general economic
development and changes in the technology

of production;

Considering that, with a more rapid attain-

ment of the Common Market in prospect and

in relation with the co-ordination of regional
policies and with the progressive establish-

ment of a cornmon agricultural policy, the

structural alterations now taking place in
certain economic sectors raise urgent prob-

lems of occupational training and retraining;

Considering that a common policy on
occupational training capable of contributing,
according to Article 128 of the Treaty,
"to the harmonious development both of
the national economies and of the Common
Market", must be defined with due regard

to the general aims of the Treaty and, in
particular, to the Preamble and Ârticle 2,

as an instrument to remedy the disparities

between the various areas and the back-

wardness of the less developed by means

of a more balanced geographical distribution
of productive activities ;

Considering that the free rnovement of
workers depends to a great extent on an

effective common policy for occupational
training ;

Considering that this common policy must

embrace all forms of training for all persons

intending to take up an ocorpation, and

that special importance must be attached to
the training and further training of teachers

and instructors, of foremen and overseers,

of medium and higher grade supervisory

staff and of techniciani at all levels;

Considering that the implementation of a

cornmon policy of occuPational training will
require close co-operation between the Mem-
ber States and the Commission including
exchanges of information and joint studies

and practical measures ; that it lies with the

Commission, in accordance with the general

objectives of the Treaty, and by virtue of the
powers conferred on it by Atticle l5J and

of the task assigned to it by Ârticle I'18'
to seorre this co-operation and to Promote
the necessary action by appropriate steps,

without prejudice to the more specific duties

with which it may be entrusted by the

Council under Article 121 ;

Considering that the implemenation of a

comrnon policy on occupational training will
'also require, apart from the measures that
the Member States are to take, joint measures

such as the preparation and execution of
joint research programmes and Practical
operations at CommunitY level ;

Considering that close co-operation between

the Commission and the representatives of
the public and private bodies in the Member

States responsible for or concerned with
occupational iraining problems constiutes an

essential factor in the effective implementa-

tion of a common policy on occupational

training ;

HAS ESTÂBLISHED THF,REFORE THE FOLLOWING
GENERAL PRII"CIPLES FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION

?x^,$*o.l"roN 
PoLIcY oN occuPArloNÂL

..9



GENERAL PRINCIPLES

Fira principh

By the implementation of a common policy
on ocorpational uaining is meant progressive

concerted action based on a co-ordinated set

of plans, programmes and schemes in the
field of occupational training, adopted, co-

ordinated, given concrete form and supetvised
as to results in order to attain the objectives.
set out in Article 728 of the Treaty ; this
concerted action extends to all persons who
are to Pufsue an ocflrpation or who are

already doing so.

- Second principle

The common policy on occupational training
is designed to contribute to the attainment
of the following basic objectives:

a) To create conditions under which all can

enjoy the right to adequate occupational
training;

b) To promote general education and
occupational training on as wide a scale as

possible to meet the need of a balanced

development of personality and the needs

arising from technical advances and social

and economic progress ;

a) To impart to the individual the technical
knowledge and skills needed for the pursuit.
of a specific occupation; ,

/) To encourage the intellecnral and general

development of all those undergoing
occupational training and to promote the
physical development of young people;

e) To avoid any undesirable break between
general education and the beginning of
o(cupatiooal training;

l) To provide opporrunities for occupational
or further training throughout working life
at the various levels;

g) To offer every worker, according to his
aptirude and ability every opPortunity for
advancement, that is to say either promotion
or transfer to a more remutrerative iob ;

É) To esablish closer links between educa-

tion and occupational training in its different

forms on the one haod industry on the other
so that trainiog may better suit the real
needs of productive work and that the world
of labour may take a more active part in
social and .cultural life.

Third yinci.ple

The implementation of the common policy
of occupational training must be based inter
alia on:

a) Surveys and forecasts of the qualitative
and quantitative labour requirements of the
different branches of industry at national aad
Community level;

à) Systematic and general vocational guidance
throughout the period of general education
and occupational training; opportunities for
using vocational guidance and information
services shall remain open beyond this
period.

Foutb principle

For the purpose of implementing a common
policy of occupational training, the Com-
mission shall make concrete proposals to
the Council, take any other appropriate steps,

lay down an order of priority for measures

to be taken, follow up their development,
ensure their co-ordination and observe the
results.

In particular, joint srudy and research pro-
grammes and practical schemes shall be
drawn up by the Commission and imple-
mented . by the Member States at the
instance of the Commission. These pro-
grammes shall take as their targets immediate
and more long-teim objectives at both
national and Community level.

The Commission shall also study and work
out solutions for the technical problems
iavolved in carrying out a common policy
of occupational training.

In carrying out these tasks, the Commission
shall be assisted by an Âdvisory Committee
on ocorpational training, comprising an equal
number of represenatives of the competent
national administrative services, representa-
tives of the employers' organizations or of
instirutions officially responsible for occu-r0



pational training, and representatives of the

trade unions.

In the examination of specific problems, the

Commission may call on experts from
bodies competent in the field of occupational

training as well as specialists in the subject

to take part in this Committee's work.

Piftb !ùnci?h

The implementation of an effective common
policy on occupational training is dependent

on acorrate information on all aspects of
this subject. To foster this knowledge, the

Commission shall take all appropriate steps

to collect, disseminate and exchange among

the Member States information, documentary

material and appropriate teaching material.

In particular, it shall ensure the systematic

dissemination within the Community of all
documentary material on innovations already

introduced or on the point of being intro-
duced by each of the Member Sutes in all
fields of occupational training. For their
part, the Member Sates shall supply the

Commission with all relevant information on

situations and trends in national systems of
occupational training.

Sixtb PrinciPla

The Commission shall, with the help of the

Member States, develop all forms of direct

exchange of experience in the field of
occupational training such as will enable

those responsible for the ptogrammes, as

well as specialists in occupational training,
to acquaint themselves with and to study

the schemes of other Community countries

and any new methods inuoduced.

These exchanges shall in particular take the

form of study semiûars and programmes of
visits to, and periods spent in occupational

training institutioos, whether they be educa-

tional esablishments or Àot'

Seaettb PrioeiPle

The training of teachers and instru«ors in
growing numbers and of the requisite tech-

nical and teaching ability is one of the

basic elements in any effective policy of
occupational training.

Vith the co-operation of the Co--ission,
the Member States shall ensure that such

training is improved and expanded by

appropriate means such as the dissemination

of the most modern teaching methods, the

creation of new centres for training instnrc'

tors and the adaptation of existing centres

to current requirements, the introduction of
close co-operation between these centres, the

exchange of teachers and instructors and

arrangements to keep them abreast of tech'

nical progress and innovations in teaching

methods,

Curricula for training teachers and instructors

shall be progressively harmonized aod certain
particularly suitable national centres shall be

developed as pilot Eurolran centres for the

training and further training of instructors.

Special steps shall be taken to promote, in
the Community countties, the uaining and

further training of instructors who are to
work in the overseas countries and territo-
ries.

Eightb PrinciPle

The ievels of training shall be progressively

brought into line.

For this purpose there shall be drawo up,

according to needs, occuPational monograPhs

including harmonized descriptions of basic

requirements for access to the various levels

of training; furthermore, special attention
shall be given to the diffusion of teaching

syllabuses suitable for occutlational and

further training.

On this bæis, interim and final examinations

and certificates awarded ^t the end of
training courses, including those for com-

plementary practical training where required,

shall be harmonized with a view to reciprocal

recognition.

Uniform tests at üe Community level shall

be introduced and Eurolran comp€titive

examinations shall be organized.

Nintb PrinciPh

To assist in seorring an overall balance

between demand and supply of manpower

in the Community, the Commission shall II



be empowered to take, with the active
participation of the Member States and in
respect of occupational categories and specific
occupations, the special steps required having
regard to the exigencies of economic expan-
sion and to rnanpower needs and surpluses,
These steps shall be taken in the light of a

regular assessment of occupations and areas
in which there are shortages or surpluses.
In particular, special programmes for rapid
occupational training and retraining at
Community level shall be carried out.

In the medium and long term, special atten-
tion shall be given to areas and sectors or
branches of economic activity which are
expanding or undergoing technological or
structural alteration, in order that measures
designed to promote the training or retraining
of the labour needed shall be adopted in
good time.

Tentb principle

Special operations may be carried out, in the
Community framework, with respect ro
categories of workers and sectors of activiry
in which speci.rl problems arise, parricularly
in connection with :

a) Agricultural and non-agricultural training
of agricultural workers, without prejudice to
regulations, directives or decisions which may
be adopted by the Council on the basis of
Articles 41 and 43 of. the Treaty;

â) Occupational training in transport;

r) Occupational training in artisan activities;

/) Occupational training of women I

e) Occupational and further training of
foremen and overseers, medium-grade and

Pirst principle

This principle defines the na:ure of the
common occupational training policy called
for by the Treaty. Stressing that this must
be an enduring and forwardJooking policy,
this principle lies at the root of all the

senior supervisors and technicians at all
levels ;

l) Occupational retraining of the unemployed
to assist in balancing labour surpluses and
labour shortages at Communiry level ;

g.) Occupational, linguistic and social pre-
paration of workers travelling to another
part of the Community;

â) Systematic furrher training of young
vorkers taking part in exchanges berween
member countries on the basis of a common
pfogramme ;

r) O:cupational training and rehabilitation
of handicapped persons.

Joint fiôancing may be planned for the
mezrsures listed above, as well as for any
other measure designed to aftain the objec-
tives of the common policy of occupational
training.

Such joint financing, may help, among other
rhings, to establish for particular areas of
the Communiry certain facilities for occupa-
tional and further training to meet currenr
and potential requirements.

Special programmes may also be financed
in order to enable counrri€s or areas of the
Community which do nor dispose of adequate
facilities for occupational or further training
to make use of those available in other
areas or member countries.

Furthermore, certain institutions which will
serve zrs models shall be planned, including
pilot occupational training institutes, Euro-
pean apprenriceship centres and special bodies
to aid areas which do not have adequate
facilities for occupational and further training.

objectives set forrh in the present document
and all the measures proposed for attaining
them.

Âs stated in the introductory note, the
common policy must be put into effect
through ever closer co-operation between

Commentary on the general principles for the implementation of a colnmon
policy on occupational training
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the Member Sates and the Commission'
The principles which follow describe the

concrete mezlsures to be taken by the Member

States and by the Commission.

The first principle stresses that occupational
training must not be understood in a limited
sense in which it would refer only, according
to outmoded ideas, to the training of certain

categories of workers and craftsmen for
given trades, but in a wide modern sense

embracing the training, at the various levels,
of all the young and adult workers of the

Community.

Second Princiqle

In fixing the essential objectives laid down
under this heading, the existing situations
in the member countries and the general

opinion of responsible circles have been

borne in mind. Among other things, the
conclusions of the Conference cn "Technical
progress and the Common Market" held in
Brussels from 5 to 10 December 1ÿ60 by
the three European Communities, have been

taken into consideration.

The right of all to adequate occupational
training stems from the fact that since

human knowledge and ability to create

wealth are essentiâl factors for economic
development and social progress, optimum
utilisation of available capacities is imper-
ative, not only out of justice but also as

a major objective of long-term policy. To
each according to his capacity there must be
given, by means of an adequate organization
of education and occupational training, the
opportunity to climb the ladder of general
and occupational instruction from the lowest
step to the highest.

The generalization of occupational training
presupposes a common educational foun-
dation for all young people, primary educa-

tion everywhere should be of equal or at
least comparable standard. In particular,
young country-dwellers should have the same

educational opporrunities and facilities for
training as town-dwellers.

The gathering pace of technical progress

makes it essential that occupational training
should have a broad basis. Young people

should not be trained for a single job but for
basic trades, allowing of specialization and
possibly changes of job later. The worker
who can turn his hand to another trade can

adapt himself to a progressive economy and

the changing demand for labour.

Similarly occupational training must do more

rhan enable people to earn their living; the

development of a balanced personality is

cqually important.

The horizon of knowledge is extending so

rapidly that a system of lifelong education
becomes a necessity. Further training must

be available at all stages of working life.
Regular refresher coutses must be organized.
Such measures will, however, not answer

if the facilities for basic training are lacking.

This development of occupational and further
training must lead to social betterment,
which is an economic and social necessity.

There must be opportunities for promotion
for all persons of abiliry in all sectors and

at all levels.

Lastly, relations between education and
industry, which have been developing with
beneficial results, must be further widened

and intensified. Though it is not possible to
determine here the exact scope of such co-

operation - which may be very wide -it must however be made clear that education
is understood to meiln everything from
primary school to universiry, including
occupational teaching in institutions other
than schools and colleges. "Industry"
includes not only the employers, but also

all workers in the various firms and trades

who, within these or through their trade
unions, have a hand in the development
of occupational training.

Tbirà principle

Occupational training must prepare young
people and adults for the kind of job they
will acnrally be able to find. The
effectiveness of the cornmon occupational
training policy is for this reason closely

dependent on studies of the short-term and

long-term outlook for employment and of
opportunities in non-wage-earning occupa-

tions or in the professions. l3



The measures to be taken to develop facili-
ties for occupational training and improve
opportunities for, promotion and to adapt
them to ecoaomic conditions, must be based

on a systematic survey of general population
trends, of trends in the various sectors of
economic activity (sectors expanding and
sectors on the decline) and of economic and
population trends in the various areas of
the EEC (backward or depressed areas and
centres of growth).

Furthermore, changes in the general pattetn
of employmeat stemming from technical pro-
gress and from the expansion of industry and
services must be studied. Changes in the
structure of agriculture are having their
effect on the size of the labour force
employed, and special efforts must therefore
be made to prôvide young people in rural
areas with opportunities to train for occupa-
tions other than work on the laod.

In training for work in the traosport secto!,
particular attention must be paid to technical
changes in inland waterways transpoft, the
constant expansion of road transport and the
development of oil pipelines. .

Co-ordinated forecasting work is therefore
called for. It must be carried out at ûational
level by each Member State and at Com-
munity level by the Commission on the
basis of facts and figures regularly supplied
by the Member States.

It is the task of vocational guidance to
advise pupils and apprentices - 

possibly
even adults - according to their abilities
and aspirations and accordiÀg to estimated
labour requirements.

Vocational guidance must therefore be

considered in a wide sense which includes
determining the aptitudes of puiils, inform-
ing them on the forms of occupational
training available and on possibilities of
employment aod awakening their interest in
and persuading them to take up the most
useful occugations. The information of
parents will be important here, although
their freedom of choice or that of their
children must not be thereby resttained.
A very close link must be maintaioed down
to local level between the forecasting of

employment and vocational guidaoce on
these lines in order to obviate errors in
guidance: it is too often observed from
srudies of rnanpower needs in certai[ seffors
that the numhrs trained arê well above
or well below requirements. Teachers, career
advisers, adults, parents, children and young
people from all classes and all are'ils rnust
have access to reliable information on oppor-
tunities in the various branches, oo the
advantages and disadvantages of each career
and on the facilities for occupational training
available.

Vocational guidance should apply to the
whole school population and also young
people receiving trainiog within industry
or in special institutes ; it must also be
available to those who are already at work
but are dissatisfied with their job. It must
apply especially to agricultura[ workers: it
must advise as to the local possibilities of
steady and qrorthwhile employment in
agriculture and its ancillary trades and for
workers Ieaving agriculture, as to the oppor-
runities of employment in other sectors.

Âs experience shows, vocational guidance
on a once aad for all basis does not give
very substantial results. Individuals, par-
ticularly young people, are coostaotly
evolving and this means that vocational
guidance must follow up, with the assistance

of parents, teachers and iostrucors, the
developmeot of mind and character and the
progress made by younS people in their
general education and occupatiooal taining.
This would make it possible to adapr
vocational guidance to individual cases,

reviewing periodically the advice given, such
a scheme would require throughout the
Community a considerable expansion of the
means employed in vocational guidance.

Fotrtb principlc

The principle begins with a statement of the
task to be carried out by the Commision to
ensure the implementation of the common
policy on occupational training. It is a
question of following closely the progress
ôf the policy put in hand by each Member
State in the field of occupational training
and, wherever advisable, of stimulating andt4



guiding the a«ivities of the governments -with whom the responsibility of executing

the common policy lies - 
in a direction in

conformity with the general principles and

particularly the fundamenal objectives set

out under the second PrinciPle.

In particular, whilst allowing for certain

differences in strucrutes, systems and

functioniog of occupational training in the

member countries, the Commission will
endeavour to eliminate the divergent trends

which might emerge in national policies.

The Commission cannot shirk these tasks if
it is to discharge the general responsibilities

laid on it by the Treary.

In these matters the Commission will be

assisted by a permanent Àdvisory Committee.

Public and private circles concerned with
this subject have on several occasions

acknowledged that the establishment of such

a committee at Community level is indis-
pensable: the execution of the common

occuPational training policy calls for close

and permanent co-operation between Sovern-

ment officials of the member countries'

representatives of the circles concerned and

the Commission, Having due regard to the

special requirements of each country ot area'

this Committee will, among other things,

assist the Commission in the choice and

preparation of ioint Plogrammes for snrdy,

research and practical schemes, contributing
in this way to the balanced developmeot of
occupational training in the Community'

\ÿith due regard to current situations in
certaitr menb€r countries,'it is proposed that

the Advisory Committee should be of tri-
partite comPosition, representing equally the

governments, employers and workers.

Because of the diversity and special character

of the problems which may be referred to
the Committee, arrangements should be made

for replacing, where desirable, the appointed

members by others representing üe same

circles.

Theoretically, a comprehensive list might be

drawn up immediately of the short'tero
and long-term rneasures for applying the

general principles. But in practice unforo

seen needs will certainly arise, and to

attempt such a list would be to disregard

the merits oi the procedure ptoposed,

whereby :

- 
The Commission's staff would survey the

current siruations in the Member States and

see how far they meet the objectives set

out in the general PrinciPles;

- The Commission's staff would work out

and propose practical schemes to remedy

any shortcomings brought to light;

- 
These proposals would be discussed in

the "Advisory Committee on occupational

traiaing", in order to find the most appro-

priate formula for each individual case;

- lægal instruments would then be drawn

,rp concerning the implemenration , 
of the

proposals in question.

In this way many cases calling for cotrcrete

action will be brought to light and the

nature of the action to be underaken in
each case can be worked out. It would b"
harmful to the satisfactory co-oPeration so

necessary bemeen the Commission and the

Member States if too much were made of
completely pre-fabricated solutions, wlich of
their nature are ill-adapted to the frequently

complex and widely varying situations in the

six individual countries, These considera-

tions lie behind the method laid down in
the Order which consists in confining
action within the limits of what can be

settled now with sufficient certainty and .

which gives the Government's rePresentatives

and other 'circles the opporrunity of
examining, within the Advisory Committee,

their more specific Problems.

Fiftb PrinciPle

Enlightened action is only possible if full'
objective and up-to-date infor-'tion' is

available. The Commission must act ns a

clearing-house for information received from

and circulated among, the rnember countries.

This will be particularly important as regards

the most recent and most advanced schemes

of the Member States io the various fields
of occupational training. r5



Sixth principle

This is complementary to the fifth principle ;
in addition ro the exchange of written
information between the Member States it
prescribes direct contact berween those res-
ponsible for, or specializing in, occuparional
training. The exchange of documentary
material cannot replace personal contacts,
which provide opporrunities to assess rhe
value of schemes and new ideas in the
various countries wirh a view to their
possible adoption. By encouraging such
contâcts, rhe EEC Commission hopes ro
facilitate the understanding of the problems
involved in developing, improving and
harmonizing occuparional training in the six
countries and to promote co-operation
between Member States in this field.

Seuenth principh

On recruiting and preparation of the per-
sonnel to train young people and adulrs
will depend the success of a common policy
of occupational training. The European
Economic Community as a whole, but par-
ticularly those countries where population
is growing, is experiencing grave difficulties
in recruiting teachers of technical and
scientific subjeas at all levels and practical
instructors. This is one of the main bottle-
necks in the development of occupational
training, taking into account the "bulge" in
the school population due to demographic
expansion and the raising of the school-
leaving age or the increase in the numbers
of children staying on volunarily at school.
This is therefore a sector in which the necd
for energetic concerted action is particularly
urgent. The principle, though it is not
exhaustive suggests the main lines of such
âctioD.

In the light of the aims set out in the
eighth principle, place of honour musr be
given, in the measures proposed, to rhose
which aim at bringing into alignment the
syllabuses followed in training teachers and
instructors. Furthermore, since trainin.q
musr be based on experimentation of methods
and continued research, certain instructor
centres will be organized as pilot centres.
Methods tried out in this way could be

adopted by other instructor training centres
in the Community countries.

lastly, apart from meæures which can be
taken under the- arrangements for the
association of the overseas countries and
territories, as provided for in Article 136 of
the Treary of Rome, obviously the common
policy on occupational training may help
to remedy the lack of instructors in those
countries or territories.

The aim of the association of the overseas
countries and territories with the Community
is, according to Article l3l, to promote their
economic and social development and
establish close relations between them and
the Communiry as a whole. Since the
economic expansion of these countries and
territories depends on a corresponding
development of occupational training, for
which more instructors of dhe requisite level
will be needed. This matter is very properly
included among the general priociples.

Eightb principle

This principle constirures one of the essential
elements in the implementarion of a common
policy of occupational training. §7age-
earning or self-employed wcrkers, whatever
their country of origin or the rype of
training they wish to acquire, must have a
theoretical and practical knowledge equivalenr
for a similar occupation, so that they may
pursue their occupation satisfactorily in any
Community counrry. The results obtained
are rnore important here than the duration
or type of training.

The harmonizarion of basic requirements for
access to the various levels of training is, in
view of the multipliciry of the trades for
which separate training syllabuses exisr, a
long-term undertaking. An order of prioriry
will therefore have to be esablished, a task
in which the help of the Advisory Committee
will prove extremely useful.

In order to avoid its having a purely formal
significance, rhe harmonization of examina-
tions, final tests and certificates should be
preceded by the harmonization of the
contents of training syllabuses; the first
thing needed, therefore, in taking any
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measures of harmooization is to bring into
alignment the descriptions of the trades'

Such harmonization must however be com-

patible with the need to leave iotact certain
basic elements in the trades, deriving, for
example, from the kind of materials tradi-
tionally used or from working methods
peculiar to certain areas.

The decisions, taken in implementation of
the present principle, concerning the har-

monization of examinations and final tests,

will be without prejudice to any directives

adopted by the Council under Article 57.

However, reciprocal recognition of diplomas,

certificates and other qualifications must oot
be limited to persons intending to set up
on their own account but must have more
general scope making the free movement of
p€rsons fully effe«ive.

The same quest for effectiveness is behind

the proposal for the definition of unified
examinations at the Commuoity level. The
standardization of certain tests would make

it possible to train in a more homogeneous

rnanner and more directly the persons who
are to pursue a gainful occuPation in any

of the Common Market countties. These

examinations would be held in the candi-

date's own coutrtry.

Eurolran competitions, making it possible

to record each year, for certaia specially

chosen trades, the results of occupational

training in the Community, will contribute
towards harmonizing levels of training; they

will also stimulate in young workers an
interest in better uaining and develop .in

them a more lively Eurolran coosciousness'

Nintb PinciPle

The common policy of occupatiooal training
must aim at supplying the economy of the

European Economic Community with the

labour force it needs. It must therefore
help to obviate present and foreseeable .

shortages and su4>luses of manpower in the

Common Market' The position is aggravated

by the fact that the demand is chiefly for
skilled tradesmen, whereas most of the

unemployed are usskilled. The disequi-
librium within the Community is therefore

very largely a question of skills. Only a

rapid and adequate-solution of occupational.
training problems will free the bottlenecks

caused by the shortage of skilled manpovÿer,

which is a brake on economic expansioa and

consequently social progress.

If it is a question of intensifying short or
medium-term regional rneasures designed to
further current or planned wotk, of setting

up ney/ industries or of converting ot
extending undertakings in expanding sectors,

training schemes must be sarted in good

time in order that available manpower should

be put to better use; essentially' this calls

for an increase in occupational and territorial
mobility, or a wider pooliog of existing

manpower resources at communiry level.

Âction in this field is independent on fore-'
casts of manpower tesources and requirements

and on a petiodical determination of the

areas and trades suffering from shortages or
surpluses of skilled manpower. This
inforrnation must be as âccurate as possible

in order to bring out the order of prioriry
of shortages to be made good and the indica-

tion, for each trade in which there are

shortages, of the needs to be met and the

skills required. Account must also be taken

of technical progress, technological changes

and the coming into existence of new jobs.

On these bæes special plans for short or long-
term training will have to be set on foot to
meet the most urgeot and vital requirements.

The programmes cao be devised, at least for
certain trades, in such a waY as to be

applied by several couatries.

If these obje«ives are to be attaioed, there

wilt be a need for very close co-oPetation

between government departments concerned

with employment and occupational training
in üe Community. Here the EEC Commis'
sion has a particularly important role to
play. The determination of the areas and

occupations whete there are shortages or
surpluses of skilled manpower, provided for
by the Regulation on the free movement of
labour, will provide a basis and a guide for
occupational training schemes in certain

occupations and areæ. t7



Tentb principle

This principle aims at developing joint
schemes for certain categories of workers or
certain sectors where special problems of
occupational training arise.

This is a first list which may be supple-
mented in accordance with needs in consul-
tation with the Advisory Committee for
occupational training.

Joint financing may help to solve the
problems involved. For training in agricul-
ture, such financing is expressly provided
for, as part of the common agricultural
policy, by Article 41 of the Treary. The
requirements which are making themselves

felt in other fields, some of which are men-
tioned under the tenth principle, suggest
that a similar solution might be contempla-
ted. Pilot schemes may be undertaken.

Joint financing might also prove very impor-
tant as an auxiliary factor, at the regional
level, of facilities for occupational training.

Furthermore, with close co-operation between
the Member States in the field of occupa-
tional training, joint financing might prove
very useful and might obviate the danger
of resources for occupational training remain-
ing unused in certain countries or areas

of the Community whilst there were short-
ages in other countries or areas.
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ANNEX II

Directive on the introduction of certain common rules to be applieil

to international goods transport by road

(Proposal submined to the Council by the Commission)

l. To implement the common transport
policy, the Treary of Rome provides in
Àrticle 75 (l) for the establishment of
common rules applicable to international
transport effected from or to the territory
of a Member State or through the territory
of one or rnore Member Sates. That the

authors of the Treaty should have made this
provision, and should moleover have Iaid
down a time-limit for the establishment of
such rules, bears witness to the importance

attaching to the Community's activities in
this fied. The Common Market is intended

to promote an expansion of trade among

the Member States. Transport must be in
a position to câter for and assist this

expansion.

2. lt the À{emorandum on the general

lines of a Common Transport Policy which
the Commission has submitted to the

Council, it is suggested that the first measures

required to put Article 75 (1) .into practice

should be taken even before the endeavours

to bring the transport policies 'of the

Member States and the situation of the

various forms of transport and transport

enterprises into line have taken full effect,

because these may continue beyond the

transition period. The measures referred

to must demonstrate that the Member States

are ready forthwith to make some substantial

advance in facilitating international transport

within the Communiry.

3. In accordance with the general lines

and principles set forth in its Memorandum,

the Commission feels that the common rules

for the free supply of services in transport
must be conducive to a higher degree of
interpenetration among the À{ember States.

They must provide for a slackening of the
present restrictions, which often consist in
very strict quotas on certain categories of
international transport. So far as possible,

such restrictions should be progressively

lifted. The Commission considers that in
this matter priority should be given to
international gooCs transport by road, which
is the sector most severely affected.

4. After a careful study of the siruation,

the Commission has sought the advice of
the Consultative Committee on Transport
set up under Article 8l of the Treaty. In
the view of this Committee it is feasible to
abolish both quotas and licencing systems

for certain categories of transport. For

others, it is recommended that quotas be

abolished as a first step, while retaining
licencing systems.

5. Since in view of the complexiry of the
problem it is not possible to find an overall

solurion with a liberalization time'table for
the whole of international goods transport

by road, the Commission was of the opinion
that action should be taken in those fields

where the siruation permits. Hence its
proposal that the Council issue the present

directive.

The Commission is continuing its studies

with a view to devising a system which wilt
improve the present situation and to intro-
ducing a higher degree of liberalization.

6. In the case of international goods trans-
port by road for own account rapid results

seem within reach. In this field there does

in fact already exist a fair degree of liberali-
zation. Nevertheless, certain problems arise.

For this reason the Commission proposes

that freedom be established in two stages:

the first being the abolition of quotas and

the second the abolition of licences. To
avoid the danger of transport for hire or
reward being carried out under the cloak of
"transport on own account", the Commission,
whilst not laying down any general definition l9
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of goods ttansport by road "for own account"
has however set out in the same terms as

Article 9 of Regulation No. 11 the charac-
teristics of those transpoft operations to which
the proposed liberalization measures are to
applv.

7. In the case of international goods trans-
port "for hire or reward", there are consid-
erable difficulties in the way of a gradual
liberalization time-table on the lines of that
worked out for "transport on own account".
Although the Commission has carefully
srudied various theoretically possible solu-
tions, it does not at present feel able to
propose any automatic procedure for increas-
irrg quotas. It nevertheless feels that
certain types of transport could now be freed
without difficulry from all Iicencing require-
ments. The Commission has also drawn up
a list of rransport activities which, while
remaining subject to licencing, could be
freed from existing quota arrangemenrs.

8. The abolition of licencing for which
this directive makes provision of course
concerns only transport operations proper
without prejudice to any permit requirements
under other regulations (e.g. on taxation,
health or plant control).

9. The Commission considers it advisable
that tÈis directive be published for informa-
tion purposes in the official gazette of the
European Communities. Although the direc-
tive is addressed to the Member States, it is
desirable thar carriers be acquainted with it.

DIRECTIVE

on the introduction of certain common rules
to be applied to international goods transport

by road

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC
COMMUNITY,

Noting the provisions of the Treaty estab-
lishing the European Economic Community
and in particular Article 75 (l) thereof;

Noting the proposal of the Commission ;

Noting the opinion of the Economic and
Social Comminee;

Noting the opinion of the European Parlia-
ment;

Considering thar the establishment ol a
common transpotr policy includes the drawing
up of common rules applicable ro interna-
tional goods transporr by road effected from
or to the territory of a Member State or
crossing the territory of one or rnore
Member States ;

Considering that the gradual establishment
of the Common Market musr nor be impeded
by obstacles in the transporr se«or; that
international goods transport by road must
be progressively liberalized having regard
to the needs arising from the expansion of
trade and traffic within the Community,

HAS ISSUED THIS DIRECTIVE:

Article I

1) Each Member State shall, in accordance
with paragraphs (2) and (l) of this Article,
and at rhe latest by the end of 1962,
Iiberalize such international goods transport
operations by roads as are listed in
Schedules I and II to this Directive which,
originating in rhe territory of another
Member State, have their destination in, or
are in transit through, its own territory.

2) Transport operations listed in Schedule I
shall be freed from all quota or licencing
systems.

3) Transport operations listed in Schedule II
shall no longer be subject to quora systems,
but may remain subjecr to licencing provided
that no quantitative restriction is caused
thereby.

4) The wo Schedules form an integral part
of this Directive.

Article 2

Each Member State shall liberalize the
transport operations defined in Article l
below which originate in the territory of
another Member State and have their destina-
tion in, or are in transit through, its own
territory.20
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This liberalization shall be timed as follows ;

a) Existing quota systems shalt be abolished

at the latest by the end oi 1962;

à) Licencing systems existing at the time

of the entry into force of this Directive

shall not be made more restrictive and

shall be abolished at the latest by the end

of 1963.
' Article j

l) Article 2 of the Directive has reference

to rnotor transPort of goods carried out by

an enterprise for its own purposes subject

to the following conditions :

- The goods must be carried in vehicles

owoed by the enterprise or purchased by it
on credit and driven by its own employees;

- 
The transPort oPeration must be no rnote

than ancillary to the general business of
the enterPrise;

- The goods transported rûust b€ the

property of the enterprise or must have been

sold, purchased, loaned, borrowed, given,

hired, produced, processed, or repaired by

it;

- 
The purpose of the transport operation

must be to carry the goods to the enterprise,

to dispatch them from it, to move them

witÈn it or, for its own PurPoses' outride it.

2) Each Member State take the measures

required to ensure that the international
goods transport olrrations by toad referred

to in Ârticle 2 above shall fulfil the

conditions set forth in paragraph 1 of the

present Article.
Article 4

The Member States shall inform the Commis-

sion of the measures they have taken in
pursuance of this Directive.

Schedule I

to the Dire«ive on the introduction of
certain common rules to be applied to

international goods transport by road'

Transport operaliou to be freed fron all
qilotd dnd licenciag slstemt

1. Frontier traffic in a zone covering 25 km

in a direct line on either side of the

frontier, provided that the effective total

distance of the operation does not exceed

,0 km.

2. Removals carried out by firms specially

staffed and equipped for this purpose.

3. Occasional goods transport to and from

airports in the cæe of re-routing of air

services.

4. Transport of baggage by trailers attached

to vehicles used for the normal transport of
passengers, and transport of baggage by all

kinds of vehicles to and from airports.

5. Postal transport.

6. Transport of works of art to and from

exhibitions.

/. Transport of equipment, accessories or

animals to or from theatrical, musical or

cinematographic performances or spoiting

events, or circuses or fairs, or intended lor
recording, filming or television purposes.

8. Transport of damaged vehicles.

9. Occasional transPort of tools or spale

parts to repair motor vehicles or trailers.

10. Occasional transPort of tools or spare

parts for assembling or repairing machinery

or plant delivered by the enterprise providing

the transport.

11. Transport of. garbage.

12. Transport of animal catcasses for cutting

up.

13. Transport of bees and young fish.

14. Funeral ttansPorts.

Schedule II

to the Directive for the introduction of

certain common rules to be applied to

international goods transport bv roâd'

Transporî operations to be lreeil fron aLl

qloras btt uthicb may remain subject lt;
licencing tnder tbe conditions of futicle 1 (2)

of tbis Directiae.

l. Transport to a frontier area, extending

to a distance of 2) km in a direct line from

the frontier. zt
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DRAFT

Declaration of rntention by the Council, and a draft for the establishment
of a procedure to permit more rapid attainment of certain aims of the

Treaty in the field of international goods transport by road

(Proposed by the Commission to the Council)

2. Goods transport by motor vehicles with
a carrying capacity of not more than 4000 kg
including trailer(s).

3. Transport of liquid substances by
specially fitted tanker lorries.

4. Transport of cement by special vehicle.

THE COUNCIL

1. Reaffirms its intention, stared on 12 May
1960, to speed up the implementation of
the Treaty as much as possible, not only
with regard to rhe customs union bur also
in all branches of economic integration,
and in particular to pursue a transport
policy which will keep in step with
developments in the other fields of the
Common Market;

Declares, therefore, rhat in view of the
expansion of trade and traffic between the
Member States it is necessary to expedite
the elaboration and imp.lementation of
provisions which will eliminate or as far
as possible alleviate restrictions on the
freedom of international goods transport
and especially rransport of goods in rransit;

2. Noting the work accomplished by the
Commission in this field and considering
that the acrion taken, especially in submitting
the draft Directive on the introduction of
certain common rules ro be applied to
international goods transport by road should
be continued;

Urges the Commission to submit to it as
soon as possible and by 3l May 1962 at the
Iatest proposals'designed ;

5. Transport of works of art for commercial
purposes.

6. Occasional transport of articles or
equipment intended exclusively for purposes
of publicity or information.

a) to expedite, either bilaterally or if
possible ar the Communiry level, a first
substantial widening of existing quotas for
international goods transport by road for
hire or reward among the Member States,
and to liberalize transit operations as rapidly
as possible;

à) To establish procedure and fix a time-
table for the further gradual widening of
quotas, bearing in mind the requirements
connected with the co-ordination of transport,
for the purpose of adapting international
goods transport to the needs of integration
at the Community level and to the expansion
of trafîic;

c) To lay down a precise time-table for the
meilsures to be taken immediately and in
the future so that the action provided in a)
aù b) above may be taken in order to
bring into line the operating conditions of
road transport enterprises in the Member
States which distort competition amongsr
such enterprises.

3. Agrees to undertake a first eramination
of these proposals by 30 June 1962 at the
latest, and on that occasion to Iay down the
time-table of its work concerning the
common rransporr policy so as to be able to
take final decisions before ll December 1962.

22
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ANNEX III

Proposed regulations on the social security of frontier and seasonal workers

(Commission's proposal to the Council)

Ârticle 4 (7) of Regulation No. 3 on the

social security of migrant workers provides

that "regulations to be issued subsequently

shall lay down special provisions for frontier
workers and seasonal workers"' This
paragraph was inserted in order not to hold
up the adoption of Regulation No. 3

pending the drafting of supplementary
provisions to cover the situation of these

two categories of workers, who do not
transfer their residence to the area in which
they work.

The new regulations are a corollary to
Regulations No. 3 and 4 and their aim is

to safeguard and enhance the rights of
frontier and seasonal workers in the matter

of social security. Some of these'workers
are at present incompletely protected, either

because there are no conventions providing

for them (some countries have not concluded

conventions; others have concluded but not
yet ratified them) or because of the

inadequacy of the provisions of existing

conventions, particularly in the matter of
unemployment.

The mo draft regulations were worked out
with the technical assistance of the ILO,
account being taken of the opinions expressed

by the Âdministrative Committee of EEC

for the social security of migrant workers -which was consulted since, by virrue of
Article 4l (a) of Regulation No. 3, it will
be responsible for watching over the
implementation of these regulations - and

by the government experts at a meeting
specially held for this purpose on 7 July
1961. The representatives of trade organi-
zations were also consulted on two occasions.

The present memorandum analyzes the main
provisions of these mo drafts.

I. GENERAL PROVISIONS OF THE TWO DRAFi
REGULATIONS

The draft regulations define the expressions
"frontier worker" antl "seasonal worker"

(Article I (c) of each draft). A frontier
worker is defined by the following criteria:
employment in one country, residence in
another and return at fixed intervals. The

definition of a seasonal worker resembles

that adopted in the Franco'Belgian agreement

on the social security system apPlicable to

frontier and seasonal workers, signed on

17 January 1948.

Like Regulations Nos. 3 and 4, the two new

regulations will be applicable to nationals

of the Member States, refugees and stateless

persons (Article 2).

They are complementary to Regulations Nos. 3

aod 4: the general provisions of these latter

regulations and their provisions for invalidity,
old-age and death (pensions) and for death

grants apply in their entirety to these two
categories of workers. On the other hand,

the provisions of Regulations Nos. 3 and 4
on sickness and maternity, industrial
accidents and occupational diseases, unem-
ployment and family allowances, are appiic-

able to them only where not otherwise pro-

vided by the draft regulations on rhe social

security of frontier and seasonal workers.

Finally, with a view to making the provisions

on the social security of frontier and

seasonal workers as uniform as possiblc, the

drafts specify (Article 4) that the provisions

they contain shall supersede the special

provisions for these workers included in
bilateral conventions. However, they leave

open the possibility of retaining some of
the lotter provisions by including them in
an annex, either because they are more

advantageous or because they consist of
administrative practices which have worked

satisfactorily. This annex will have to be

embodied in a supplementary regulation
within six months of the publication of the

new regulations (which will come into force

on the same day as the suPplementary
regulation). 23



II. SPECIAL PROVISIONS OF THE DRAFT REGULA.
TIoN COI*CERNINc THE SOCIÂL SECURITY oF
FRONTIER WORKERS

Provisions are laid down for the following
short-term benefits: sickness and maternity
benefits, benefits (other than pensions)
for industrial accidents and occupational
diseases, unemployment benefia and family
allowances. These provisions have been
drawn up to remedy the special situation of
frontier workers employed in a counrry
whose legislation is in principle applicable
to them but who cannot always benefit from
it because they reside in another counrry.

The draft also lays down that the provisions
of Article l) (a) of Regulation No. 3
concerning rhe legislation applicable ro
workers who are detached shall also be valid
for frontier workers temporarily detached
to another counrry by their normal employer
(Article 5).

l. Sicknes, materniry

Cash benefits are paid to the frontier worker
by the instirution responsible either in the
country of employment or in the country of
residence (Ârticle 6).

Benefits in kind are providà for rhe
frontier worker and rhe members of his
family in the country of permanent residence.
They will alternatively be provided in the
country of employmenr, subiec to rhe
restriction that the members of the family
can obtain them in that counrry only in
an emergency or by agreement ktween the
appropriate authoriries of the Member States
concerned or .with the authorization of the
appropriate institution (Article 7).

The formalities for obaining . benefits in
cash and in kind in the country of permanent
residence are laid down in Articles 8 and 9.

Benefits in kind provided for the frontier
worker and his family in the country of
pelmanenr residence are refunded in full by
the appropriate instirution of the country
of employment (Article l3).

In addition, the frontier worker and
members of his family may receive benefits
during temporary residence or when they

transfer their permanent residence to a third
country (Article 10).

Moreover, when the members of the family
are not resident in the same country as the

' frontier worker rhey receive benefiæ in
kind in accordance with the provisions of
Article 20 of Regulation No. I (Article 11).

Finally, it is laid down thar where benefits
in kind are provided for a pensioner who
is a former frontier worker or the surviving
dependent of such a worker and in receipt
of two or more pensions one of which is
granted by his country of permanent residence
the cost of such benefits shall be borne by
the country in which he was insured for the
longest period (Article 12).

2. Indutrial accilenrs dnd occlpdtiondl
ditearct

Cash benefits, other than . pensions, and
benefits in kind to which a frontier worker
who is the victim of an industrial accident
or an occupational disease is entitled are
provided in the country of employment or
in the country of permanent residence in
accordance with the arrangemenrs indicated
above for sickness benefits (Articles 14
and 15).

Accidents occurring between the place of
permanent residence and the frontier in the
course of the normal journey will be treated
,rs industrial accidents occurring in rhe
country of employment (Article 16).

Finally, the costs of transporting'the victim
to his domicile, to hospital or to the place
of burial will be refunded by the appropriate
instirution in the country of employment.
However, the refund of costs incurred in
the country of residence will be limited to
an amounr fepresenring a journey of 50 km.

.(Article 
17).

3. Unemplolment

Â frontier worker who is wholly unemployed
is entitled to benefit under the legislation
and at the expense of his country of
permanent residence as if he had been last
employed in that country, and he retains
this tight, subject to cerain condirions and
limits, on transferring his permanenr24



residence to a country other than that in
which he was last employed lArticle l8
(1 and 3)).

4. Famib allouancet

Family allowances are payable to the frontier
worker according to the provisions of
Regulations Nos, 3 and 4 with the exception
of Article 40 (5) of Regulation No. 3.

The worker is, therefore, entitled to the

family allowances of the country of
employment up to the rates in force in the

country of p€rrnanent residence of his

children, but without any limit in time
(Ârticle 19). The rules applicable in the

case of work in two countries in the course

of one and the same month are sct out in
Ârticle 20.

It is further stipulated that an unemployed
frontier worker is entitled in his country of
permanent residence to the family allowances
payable under the legislation of the country
from which he receives unemployment
benefit (Article 2l).

III. SPECIAL PROVISIONS OF TLIE DRAFT REGULA.
TION CONCERNING THE SOCIAL SECURITY OF

SEÀSONAL WONKERS

In the same s,ay as the draft regulation
concerning the social security of frontier
workers, this draft provides for sickness

and materniry benefits, benefits for industrial
accidents or occupational diseases (other than
pensions), unemployment benefits and family
allowances. These provisions have been

drawn up in the light of the special situation
of seasonal workers arising from the fact
that they do not transfer their permanent

residence to the country in which they are

employed and therefore cannot benefit under

all the provisions of the legislation of that
country.

'!.. Sickner, materniry

It is laid down that a seasonal worker who,
before atriving in the nevr country of
employment, has completed periods of
insurance in another country may have these

taken into account if no more than four
months havc elapsed beween the end of
such periods and the beginning of his

insurance in the new country of employment,

as against the maximum of one month
provided for in Article 17 (1) of Regula-

tion No. 3 (Article 5).

Benefits in cash and in kind are provided
for the seasonal worker in the country of
employment as though he had his permanent

residence there lÂrticle 6 (1)]. They may

also be provided by the institution of the

place of residence- if he returns there on
account of illness lArticle 6 (2)1. If he

falls- ill after his return while still being
entitled to' benefia in kind under the

legislation of the country where he was last

employed, these benefits are provided for
him by the institution of the place of per-

rnanent residence [Article 6 (3)]. In these

last two cases the formalities required to
obtain benefits are specified (Articles 9
and 10) and the appropriate institution
refunds all expenditure incurred by the
institution of the place of permanent

residence (Ârticle 12).

In addition, the seasonal worker may receive

benefits if his state of health should call
for immediate attention in the course of
his journey at the beginning or end of
the period of employment, with the proviso

that this journey does not take longer than
two days and that he is still entitled to
these benefits in the country in which he

was last insured (Ârticle 7).

The provisions of Regulations Nos. 3 and 4
apply in general to members of the family.
However, Article 20 (2) of Regulation No. 3

is not applicable to them; they are therefote
entitled to benefits in kind according to the
legislation of their country of permanent

residence, but without any limit in time,
and the institution in the country of
employment refunds three quarters of the
expendirure to the institution of the place

of permanent residence lÂrticle I (l)].

2. lndattrial accidents and occtpational
disearcs

Cash benefits, other than pensions, and
benefits in kind to which a seasonal worker
who falls victim to an industrial accident or
an occupational disease is entitled, are 25
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provided in the country of employment and
in the country of permanent residence after
his return, in accordance with the atraîBe-
ments referred to above for sickness benefits
(Article l3).

It is also provided that the costs of
transporting the victim to his domicile, to
the hospital or to the place of burial will
be refunded by the competent institution.
However, the refund of such costs in the
territory of the country of permanent
residence may not exceed the costs of a
journey of 50 kilometres (Article l4).

3. Unemployment

A seasonal worker who is partially or for
technical reasons unemployed (cases in which
the labour contract is not terminated) is
entitled to benefits under the legislation of
the country of employment as if he were
permanently resident in that country

[Article 1, (l)].
Furthermore, a seasonal worker who has

become unemployed during the period for
which he was engaged and who is rerurning
to his country of permanent residence shall
be entitled for a maximum period of five
months to unemployment benefits in accor-
dance with the legislation of the country
where he was last employed. Such benefits
shall be payable by the institution of the
place of permanent residence, which then
obtains from the institution of the country
of last employment a refund of 85 Vo ol
the amount of benefits paid [Article 15 (2)
to (8)1. The formalities required to obtain
these benefits in the country of permanent
residence are laid down in Article 16.

Finally, a seasonal worker who, after rerurning
to his country of permanent residence at the
end of the period of employment, finds
himself unemployed in that country is entitled
to the benefits provided for under the legis-
lation of that country and at its expense as

if he had been last employed there (Article
17).

4. Familfu allouances

Family allowances are payable to the seasonal

worker in accordance with the provisions of
Regulations Nos. 3 and 4, with the exception
of Article 40 (5) of Regulation No. 3. The
worker is therefore entitled to the family
allowances of the country of employment up
to the amount of the rates in force in the
country of permanent residence of his children
but without any limit in time (Article 18).

It is also stipulated that an ,rn"-ploy.d
seasonal worker is entitled to the family
allowances provided for under the legislation
of the country where he was last employed
when he receives the unemployment benefits
of that country, either in the country itself
or in his country of permanent residence after
his return (Article 19).

Such are the main lines of the draft regula-
tions on the social securiry of frontier and
seasonal workers. The situation of these
workers with respect to freedom of movement
will shortly be clarified by the regulations
required under Article 46 (1) of Regulation
No. l5 on the initial measures for the
achievement of free movement of workers
within the Community. It will not, however,
be possible for the regulations on social
security and those on free rnovement to
cover exactly the same persons since the aims
pursued are different.

Lastly, the final provisions of the two drafts
are similar to those of Regulation No. 3.
In order that it may be possible to prepare in
advance the necessary implementing rneasures
pursuant to these draft regulations before
the regulation containing the annexes is

adopted, it is stipulated that the Administra-
tive Committee of EEC for the social security
of migrant workers may exercise its powers
with regard to these regulations as soon as

they are published, whereas their entry into
force will be concurrent with that of the
regulation embodying the annexes.

26
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Draft regulatlon on the soclal securlty of frontler workers

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC

COMMUNITY,

Having regard to the provisions of the Treaty

establishing the European Economic Com-

munity, and in particular Article 51 thereof ;

Having regard to Regulation No. 3 on

social security of migrant workers and
particular Article 4 (7) thereof;

Havinj regard to Regulation No. 4 laying
down the details and supplementing the

provisions of Regulation No. 3 on the social

security of migrant workers ;

Having considered the proposal of the Com-

mission ;

rùThereas under Ârticle 4 (1) of the above-

mentioned Regulation No. l, the provisions

of that Regulation are not applicable to
frontier workers if the benefits provided for
them are regulated by special provisions

contained in a social security convention with-
in the meaning of Article 1 (c) of the said

Regulation ;

§Thereas by virrue of Article 4 (4) of
Regulation No. 3, the provisions of that
Regulation listed in Annex C are not ap-

plicable to frontier workers employed in a

Member State mentioned in the said Annex
or who are nationals of the said Member

State, or stateless l>ersons or refugees residing

in the said State and employed in another

Member State ;

'Whereas Article 4 (7) of Regulation No. 3

provides that the Council shall draw up a

subsequent Regulation laying down special

provisions for frontier workers, uPon the

entry into force of which paragraphs (l) and

(4) of Article 4 of the said Regulation shall

become inoperative ;

§Thereas the general ptovisions of Regulations

Nos. 3 and 4 and the arrangements they lay

down for invalidity, old-age and death

(pensions) and death Srants are applicable

to frontier workers without further stipula-

tion ;

'Whereas special provisions, complementary to

those laid down by Regulations Nos. 3 and 4,

are required to determine which legislation is

applicable and also for sickness and maternity.

industrial injuries and occupational diseases'

unemployment and family allowances, be-

cause of the special situation of frontier
workers resulting from their pertnanent

residence in a Member State other than that

in which they are employed ;

\ÿhereas the High Authority of the European

Coal and Steel Communiry has declared that

the system laid down in the following
Regulation may replace the arrangements

mentioned in Article 69 G) of the Treaty

establishing the European Coal and Steel

Community;

Ii,\S AT'OPTED THE FOLLOWING REGULÂTION :

the
in

TTTLE I

General provlslons

Atticle 7

For the purpose of this Regulation:

a) The expression "Regulation No' 3" means

Regulation No. 3 of the Council of the

European Economic Community on the social

security of migrants workers, dated 21 Sep-

tember 1958 and published in the official
gazette .of the European Communities of
16 December 1918 ;

b) The expression "Regulation No. 4" meaos

Regulation No. 4 of the Council of the

European Economic Community laying down
procedures for and supplementing the provi
sions of Regulation No. 3 on the social

securiry of migrant workers, dated 3 Decem-

ber 1918 and published in the official gazette

of the European Communities of 16 Decem'

ber 1958;
27



c) The expression "frontier worker" means
a wage-earner or a worker treated as such
who, while maintaining his permanent resi-
dence in one Member State, to which he
normally rerurns each day or at least once
a week, is employed in another Member
State. The provisions of Article 1 (k) of
Regulation No. 3 shall no longer apply.

Arricle 2

l. The provisions of this Regulation shall
apply to frontier workers who are or have
been subject to the legislation of one or more
of the Member States and who are narionals
of one of the Member States or who are
stateless persons or refugees, as well as to
members of their families and to their
surviving dependents.

2. The provisions of this Regulation shall
also apply to the surviving dependents of
frontier workers who have been subject to
the laws of one or more of the Member
States irrespective of the narionaliry of such
workers when the said surviving dependents
ate nationals of one of the Member States
or stateless persons or refugees residing in
one of the Member States.

Article 3

Except as otherwise provided in this Regula-
tion the provisions of Regulations Nos. 3

Article 5

The provisions of Ârticle l3 (a) of Regulation
No. 3 shall apply to frontier workers not-

and 4 shall apply to the persons to whom
this Regulation applies.

Article 4

l. \ÿith respect to the persons to whom it
applies, the provisions of this Regulation
shall replace the provisions applicable to
frontier workers contained in any so(ial
security convention concluded between Mem-
ber States. However, those provisions of
such conventions enumerated in an. annex
drawn up under a later Council Regulation
adopted on a proposl of the Commisson
within six months of the publication of this
Regulation shall continue to apply.

2. The provisions of Article 6 (3) of Regula-
tion No. 3 shall apply as regards any
necessary amendments to the Annex provided
for in the foregoing paragraph.

3. Ârticle 6 (2) (c) and (d) of Regulation
No. 3 are cancelled. The reference to Ar-
ticle 6 (2) (c) of Regulation No. 3 which
appears in Article 6 (1) of Regulation No. 4
is deleted. i ..t

4. Each Member State shall notify the Chair-
man of the Âdministrative Committee of
any convention concerning the social security
of frontier workers concluded becween it and
a country which is not a Member State.

withstanding that they do not reside in the
Member State in which the establishment to
which they are normally atached is situated.

TITLE II

Provlslons determlnlng the leÉlslatlon appllcable

TITLE III

Speclal proylslons

Chapter I

SICKNESS, MATERNITY

Article 6

1. Cash benefits to which a frontier worker
is entitled shall be Fyable by the appropriate

institution as if he were resident in the
appropriate country. They shall be paid either
in that country or, at the request of the
beneficiary, by international money order at
his place of permanent residence.

2. However, at rhe request of the appro-
priate institution- the benefits referred to in28



the above paragraph may be paid by the

institution of the place of permanent residence

on behalf of the appropriate instirution; in
this case the appropriate institution shall
inform the institution of the place of per-
manent residence of the amount of such

benefits and of the date or dates at which
they are to be paid and of the maximum
period during which they are to be paid.

Article 7

l. The benefits in kind to which a frontier
worker is entitled shall be provided for him
and the members of his family by the
instirution of his place of residence as though
he were affiliated to this institution; the
extent and duration of these benefits and the
arrangements for providing them shall be

determined in accordance with the provisions
of the legislation applied by the institution
of the place of residence.

2. The benefits referred to in the foregoing
paragraph may be provided for the frontier
worker and for members of his family by the
appropriate institution in the appropriate
country as if they were permanently resident
in that country. However, they may only be
provided for members of his family :

a) in emergencies ;

ü) in other cases subject to an a3reement
between the appropriate authorities of the
Member States concerned or, failing this, the
author;zation of the appropriate institution.

3. If the legislation applicable by one of
the insritutions mentioned in the preceding
paragraphs of this Article lays down a

nraximum period for the granting of benefits,
this instirution may where necessary take into
account the period during which the benefits
were provided by the other institution in the
same case of sickness or maternity.

4. Medicines, bandages, spectacles and small
appliances may only be provided in the
Member Statewhere they have been prescribed

by the doctor and in conformity with the
legislation of that State; the same applies to
analyses and laboratory examinations.

5. Except in special cases governed by
agreement between the appropriate institution
and the institution of the place of petmanent

residence, maternity benefits in kind must be
provided entirely by the institution of the
country where the confinement takes place.

6. The provision by the institution of the
place of perrnanent residence of artificial
limbs, large appliances or other major benefits
in kind, the list of which is drawn up by
the Administrative Committee, shall be sub-
ject to authorization by the appropriate
institution except in acute emergencies.

7. If members of the family of a frontier
worker are entitled, whether personally or
through one or other of them, to benefits
in kind in the country of permanent residence,
the provisions of the foregoing paragraphs

of this Article shall not apply to them.

Article I
1. In order to obtain the cash benefits
mentioned in Article 6 of this Regulation,
the frontier worker rvho, in his country of
permanent residence, is unfit for work shall
address directly to the appropriate institution
within three days :

a) A notif.ication that he has ceased work,
in the standard form prescribed by the
Administrative Committee, or, if the legisla-
tion applied by the appropriate institution
so provides, a certificate of unfitness for work
issued by the doctor attending him;

b) A certificate in the standard form pres-

cribed by the AdministrativeCommittee, issued

by the instirution of the place of permanent
residence and giving the date of the treat-
ment received and rhe probable period of
convalescence ;

c) All other documents needed to conform
with the legislation applied by the appropri
are institution taking into account the nature
of the benefits requested.

2. In addition, the following provisions shall
apply :

a) The instirution of the place of permanent
residence shall carry out the medical examina-
tion and adminisrrative checking of. the 29
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frontier worker as if he were insured with
it and shall inform the appropriate institution
of the result ;

â) §7hen the institution of the place of
permanent residence finds that the frontier
worker is fit to resume work, it shall notify
him of the date by which he should do so

and immediately transmit a coPy of this
notification' to the appropriate institution.
Cash benefits shall cease to be paid from
the date fixed by the institution of the place

of permanent residence for the resumption

of work ;

r) r,X/hen the appropriate institution decides.

in the light of the information it has received,

that the frontier worker is able to resume

work, it shall request the institution of the
place of p€rmanent residence to inform the
worker of its decision. Cash benefits shall
cease to be paid from the day following the
date on which the worker was informed of
the decision taken by the appropriate instiru-
tion ;

l) §7hen, in the same case, two different
dates are fixed for the resumption of work
by the institution of the place of permanent

' residence and by the appropriate institution
respectively, the date fixed by the appropriate
institution shall be decisive;

e) §flhen the frontier worker resumes work
he shall inform the appropriate instirution
of the fact by means of a certificate in the
standard form prescribed by the Admini- .

strative Committee.

3. The appropriate authorities of two or
more Member States may by common agree-
ment make other practical arrangements:
which shall be submitted to the Adminis-
trative Committee for its opinion.

Article 9

1- Io order to obtain benefits in kind for
himself and members of his family, in his
couritry of permanent residence under Arti-
cle 7 (l) of this Regulation, a frontier
worker is required to register with the
institutioa of his place of residence and
produce the following supporting domuments:

a) A certificate in the standard form pres-

cribed by the Âdministrative Committee,

issued by the appropriate institution showing
that he and the memhrs of his family are

entitled to benefits in kind. If the frontier
worker does not present this certificate, the

institution of the place of permanent residen-

ce shall request the apProPriate institution
to supply it. This certificate shall remain

valid until such time as the approPriate
institution informs the institution of the place

of permanent residence that it has been

cancelled ;

b) The supporting documents normally re-

quired under the legislation of the country
of permanent residence for the grant of
benefits in kind to wage-earners or persons

treated as such and to memb€ls of their
families.

2. In addition, the following arrangements
shall apply to the supply of benefits in kind
under Article 7 (1) of this Regulation by
the instirution of the place of perrnanent

residence.'

a) lf. a, patient is admitted to hospital, the
institution of the place of permanent tesidence

shall within three days of the date of
which it was itself informed notify the
appropriate institution of the date of entry
into a hospital or other medical establishment
and the probable duration of in-patient
treatment. §rhen the insured person is

discharged from a hospital or other medical
establishment, the institution of the place of
permanent residence shall notify the appropri-
ate instirution of the date of his discharge
within the same timeJimit.

b) The instirution of the place of permanent
residence shall apply to the appropriate
institution for authorization to grant the
benefits referred to in Article 7 (6) of this
Regulation. '§ÿhen these benefits have been
provided in a c,§e of extreme urgency
without the authorization of the appropriate
institution, the institution of the place of
permanent residence shall immediately notify
the said institution;

r) The institution of the place of permanent
residence shall cause the beneficiary to be
examined periodically, either on irs own30
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initiative or at the request of the appropriate

instirution, in order to ascertain whether the

medical treatment is being effectively and

regularly administered. The institution must

carry out these examinations and immediately

inform the appropriate institution of the

findings. Âssumption by the appropriate

instirution of liability for the cost of medical

treatment is conditional upon the observance

of these rules.

3. The appropriate authorities of two or

more Member States ma1 bY comrnon

agreement make other Practical arrangernents'

which shall be submitted to the Administra-
tive Committee for its oPinion.

Article 10

1. Notwithstanding that the frontier worker
and the members of his family ate not
resident in the appropriate country' the
provisions of Article 19 of Regulation No. 3

and of Articles 17 to 21 of Regulation No.4
shall be applicable to them when they are

temporarily resident in, or transfer their
permanent residence to, a Member State

other than the appropriate country of the

country in which the frontier worker resides.

2. \ÿhen the members of the familY of
a frontier worker transfer their residence

from the country in which he resides per'
manently to the âpPropriate country after

a sickness or maternity case has occurred,

they shall receive benefits in conformity with
the provisions of the legislation of this
latter country. If the legislation applied

by the appropriate institution lays down a

maximum period for the provision of bene-

fits, the period during which benefits were
provided immediately before the transfer of
residence for the same case of sickness or
maternity may be taken into account.

Afiicle 11

The provisions of Ârticle 20 of Regulation

No. 3 and of Articles 22 and 21 of Regula-

tion No. 4 shall apply to members of the
family of a frontier worker when they reside

perrnanently in a Member State other than

the country in which the worker himself is

permanently resident.

, Arÿicla 12

t. The provision of benefits in conformity
with Ârticle 22 (L) of Regulation No. 3 to
a pensionei who is a former frontier worker
or the surviving dependent of t frontier
worker and to members of his family shall

be the Iiability of the appropriate institution
of the member country under whose legisla-

tion the frontier worker completed his

longest period of employment under an

insurance scheme, provided that he was so

employed for at least four consecutive months

in the courie of the twelve months preceding

the date from which his pension became

payable or the date of his death. If, by the

operation of this rule, liability for the said

benefits falls upon several instirutions, the

cost of the benefits shall be borne by the

instirution to which the frontier worker was

last affiliated.

2. The cost of benefits provided in conform-

ity with ArticLe 22 (6) of Regulation No. 3

for a pensioner as defined in Àrticle 22 (l)
of the said Regulation or for a member of
his family during temporary residence in a

Member State other than his country of
permanent residence in which none of the

institutions liable for Payment of his pension

is situated shall be borne by the institution
determined in accordance with the foregoing
paragraph when the conditions laid down

therein are satisfied.

Article 13

l. The appropriate institution shall refund
the cost of benefits in kind supplied under

the provisions of Article 7 (l) of this
Regulation to the institution which supplied

them.

2. \ü7hen the benefits in kind referred to in
the foregoing Àrticle are provided by an

instirution other than that liable for the

cost thereof, this latter instirution shall

refund the cost of the said benefits to the

instirution which provided them.

3. The cost of the benefits referred to in
paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article shall

be refunded on the basis of the acnral

sums disbursed as shown in the accounts of
the institutions concerned. 3l



4. The 
"ppropriaté 

aurhorities of rwo or
rnore Member States may by common
agreement, and at the request of the institu-
tions in cases where such a request is required
under the legislation of the Menlber State
concerned, adopt other methods of derer-
mining expenditure pertaining ro the benefits
menrioned in paragraphs L and 2 of this
Article, in particular by rvay of lump sum
assessments. The Administrative Commirtee
shall be informed of any such agreernents
concluded.

5. rJÿhen, in cases where the proririon, of
paragraph 3 of this Article are applied, the
legislation of the Member State in which the
instirution having provided the benefits in
kind is situated lays down that, in rhe case

of a beneficiary who is not resident in the
administrative area of the appropriate institu-
tion of this State and who receives benefits
in kind at the expense of this institution from
the institution of his place of residence on
the territory of the same State, the cost of
certain benefits in kind shall be refunded on
the basis of flat rates, those flat rates shall
be applicable to refunds ro the insrirutions
of the said Member State.

6. The prcvisions of Article 23 (4) and (J)
and of Article 41 (d) of Regulation No. l
and of Article 73 (l) and Articles 77 to 82
of Regularion No. 4 shall apply ro the
refunds refcrred to in the fore3oing para-
graphs of the present Article. For the
purposes of applying Àrticle 81 of Regula-
tion No. 4 to the above-mentioned refunds,
the annex for which provision is made in
Article 4 (l) of the present Regulation shall
supersede Annex 6 of Regulation No. 4.

7. Hon,ever, in exercising rhe functions
assigned to ir by Article 78 of Regulation
No. 4, the Administrative Committee may, at
the requesr of the appropriate aurhorities of
two or more Member States, entrust to
technical commissions established under
agreements made or to be made between
such States the preparatory work for the
Auditing Committee provided for in Arti-
cle 78 (4) of the said Regulation.

Chapter 2

INDUSTRIAL INJURIES AND
OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES

Article 14

Articles 6 and 8 of this Regulation shall
apply to any cash benefits other than
pensions which may be claimed by a frontier
worker who falls victim to an industrial
iniury or an occupational disease.

Article 15

1. The provisions of Article 7 (1), (2),
(4) and (6) and of Article 9 (2) and (3)
of this Regulation shall apply to any benefits
in kind which may be claimed by a frontier
worker who falls victim to an industrial
injury or an ocorpational disease.

2. Should the benefits in kind referred to
in paragraph 1 of this Article be provided
in the country of permanent residence in
accordance with Article 7 (l) of this Regula-
tion, the following provisions shall also
apply :

a) §7hen there is no insurance against
industrial injuries or occupational diseases
in the country of permanent residence of the
frontier worker, or when such insurance
exists bur does not provide for institutions
for the supply of benefits in kind, these
shall be supplied by the instirution of the
place of residence responsible for dispensing
benefits in kind in the event of sickness ;

à) Vhen, under the appropriate legislation,
benefits in kind are provided entirely free of
charge only if the person concerned make
use of the medical service organized by the
employer, any benefits in kind provided by
the instirution of the place of residence
shall be considered as having been provided
by such a medical service ;

c) Vhen the sysrem of compensation for
industrial iniuries in the appropriare country
is not obligatory, the supply of benefits jn
kind by the instirution of the place of
residence shall be considered as having been
effected at rhe request of the appropriate
instirution.32



3. In order to obain, in his country of
permanent residence, the benefits in kind
referred to in paragraph I of this Article,
the frontier worker shall present to the
institution of his place of residence:

a) A ce*ificate, in the form prescribed by
the Administrative Committee, issued by the
appropriate institution and stating that he is
entitled to the above-mentioned benefits ;

à) An aknowledgement from the appropriaté
instirution of receipt of the notification of
an industrial injuty or an ocorpational disease.

Should he not produce these documents, the
instirution of the place of residence shall
obtain them from the appropriate institution.

4. Medical certificates made out in the
country of permanent residence shall be sent
by the institution of the place of residence
to the appropriate institution. In accident
cases the certificate of recovery or discharge
with disablement rnust indicate any perma-
nent consequences of the accident and des-

cribe in detail the condition of the victim.
The relevant fees shall be paid by the
instirution of the place of permanent
residence according to the tariff applied
by it and shall be charged to the appropriate
institution.

5. 1ù7hen the frontier worker receives in
his country of permanent residence the
benefits in kind referred to in paragraph I
of this Ârticle, the appropriate institution
shall notify the instirution of the place of
permanent residence of the decision speci-
fying the date of recovery or discharge with
disablement and also of the decision
regarding the award of a pension.

6. The provisions of paragraphs (1) and
(3) to (7) of Article 13 of this Regulation
shall apply to the refund of benefits in
kind referred to in paragraph (1) of this
Article when these benefits have been
provided in the country of permanent resi-
dence in conformity with the provisions of
Article 7 (l) of this Regulation, and also
to the refund of fees referred to in para-
graph 4 of this Ârticle.

Article 16

1. Any injuty sustained by a frontier worker
berween his residence and the frontier in

the course of the normal journey from his
place of permanent residence to his place of
work or vice versa shall, in the eyes of
üe law of the appropriate country, be
æsimilated to an industrial injury occuring
on the territory of that country.

2. I1, in such a case, it is necessary to
make an enquiry into the circumstances in
the country of permanent residence, in addi-
tion to the legal enquiry carried out in the
appropriate country, an investigator shall be
appointed for this purpose by the appro-
priate institution, which shall inform the
authorities of the country of permanent
residence of such appointment. The said
authorities shall lend their aid in carrying
out the enquiry in the country of residence.
In particular, they shall designate a person
to assist the investigator in consulting police
reports or other documents relating to the
accident.

Article 17

l. If the legislation of a Member State
provides for payment of the costs of trans-
porting the viaim to his domicile or to the
hospital or to the place of burial, these
costs shall be met irrespective of whether
the journey has to be made in the territory
of the appropriate country or in that of the
country of permanent residence. Neverthe-
less, liability for such costs in the country
of permanent residence shall be limited to
expendirure corresponding to a journey of
50 kilometres.

2. The costs referred to in the preceding
paragraph shall be refunded directly to the
victim or to his surviving dependents by the
appropriate institution in accordance with
the provisions of the legislation which it
applies.

Chapter III

UNEMPLOYMENT

Article 18

l. A frontier worker who is totally
unemployed is entitled to benefits according
to the provisions of the legislation of the
Member State of his permanent residence
as if he had last been employed in that
State, The institution of the place of
permanent residence shall be considered as 33



the appropriate institution for the purposes

of Ârticle 33 (D to (l) and (r) and

Article 34 of Regulation No. 3 and of
Articles 62 to 65 of Regulation No. 4'
The cost of such benefits shall be borne by

the institution of the place of permanent

residence.

2. Â frontier worker partially or for tech-

nical reasons unemployed in the establishment

employing him shall be entitled to the

benefits provided in such cases under the

legislation of the appropriate country as if
he were permanently resident in that
country. The cost of such benefits shall be

borne by the appropriate institution'

3. The provisions of Ârticles )1,37 and 38
of Regulation No. J and of Article 66 of
Regulation No. 4 shall apply to a frontier
worker who has acquired the right to
benefits by virrue of paragraph I of the
present Article and subsequently transfers

his permanent residence to a Member State

other than the country where he was last

employed. In this case the institution of
the place of permanent residence shall be

considered as the appropriate institution for
the purposes of Article 3t and as the
institution of the country where the worker
was last employed for the purposes of
Ârticle 37.

4. The provisions of Article 33 (4) and

Article 36 of Regulation No, 3 shall not
apply to frontier workers,

Chapter IV

FAMILY ÂLLO\fANCES

Article 19

The maximum duration referred to in
Article 40 (5) of Resulation No. 3 shall
not be applicable to frontier workers.

Articla 20

l. If a frontier worker has been employed

in the course of the same calendar month in
two Member States the following provisions

shall apply :

a) The family allowances which the worker
may claim under the legislation of each of
these States shall correspond to the number

of daily allowances due under the appropriate

legislation. If the legislation of one country
provides for monthly allowances, one-twenty-

sixth of the amount of such allowances shall

be granted under this legislation for each

day worked in the State concerned;

D) §fhere family allowances have been paid

in advance by one of the appropriate institu-
tions there shall be an adjustment between

the said instirutions.

2. In the case mentioned in paragraph I
above, the provisions of Ârticle 9 (5) of
Regulation No. 4 shall not aPPlY.

Article 21

À frontier worker who, in conformity with
the provisions of Ârticle 18 (1) or (2) of
this Regulation, is in receipt of unemploy-

ment benefits payable under the legislation

of a Member State shall be entitled to the

family allowances payable in the event of
unemployment under the legislation of the

said State, under the conditions laid down in
Article 40 (l) to (4) of Regulation No. 3.

TITLE IV

E'lnal provlslons

Article 22

The miscellaneous provisions in Title IV of
Regulation No' 3 for the implementation,

execution or interpretation of the said

Regulation shalt be equally valid for the

implementation, execution or interpretation
of the present Regulation.34



Article 2j

l. The present Regulation shall not confer

any entitlement to benefit in respect of a

period prior to the date of its entry into
force. .

2. Any insurance period or period treated

as such and, where appropriate, any period

of employment or period treated as such

or any period of residence stipulated by the
legislation of a Member State before the
date of entry into force of this Regulation
shall be taken into consideration in deter-

mining entitlement to benefits under the
provisions theteof.

3. Subject to the provisions of paragraph I
of this Article, a benefit shall be payable
under this Regulation even if it relates

to an event prior to the date of its entry
into force. For this purpose any claim
which has not been paid, or which has

been suspended by reason of the residence

of the person concerned or because the
incident which gave rise to the claim took
place in a Member State other than the
country in which the instirution liable is

siruated, shall, at the request of the person

concerned, be paid or revived with effect
from the entry into force of this Regulation
provided that the previous claims have not
been settled by payment of a lump sum.

4. In the case of claims arising from the
application of the foregoing paragraph, the

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC
COMTIUNITY,

Having regard to the provisions of the
Treaty esablishing the Eurolran Economic
Community, and in particular Article 5l
thereof ;

Having regard to Regulation No. 3 on the
social security of migrant workers and in
particular Àrticle 4 (7) thereof ;

Having regard to Regulation No. 4 laying
down the details and supplementing the

provisions under itre legislation of the

Member Sates with regard to forfeiture or
lapse of rights may not be applied to the
persons concerned if the request referred
to in the foregoing paragraph is submitted
within two years reckoned from the entry
into force of this Regulation. Should the

request be summitted after expiry of this
timeJimit, an entitlement to benefit which
hæ not been forfeited nor hæ lapsed shall
be acquired with effect from the date of the

request unless more favourable provisions

in the legislation of a Member State are

applicable.

Article 24 
.

rüflith regard to this Regulation the Âdminis-
trative Committee shall exercise the powers
vested in it by Regulations Nos. 3 and

4 and by this Regulation on its being
published.

Article 25

This Regulation shall come into force on
the same date as the Regulation provided
for in Ârticle 4 (1).

However, the provision of Article 24 will
come into force on the date of the publication
of this Regulation.

This Regulation is binding as to all parts
thereof and directly applicable .in every
Member State.

provisions of Regulation No. 3 on the social

security of migrant workers ;

Having considered the proposal of the Com-
mission,

'§Thereas under Article 4 Q) of the above-
mentioned Regulation No. 3, the provisions
of that Regulation are not applicable to
seasonal workers if the benefits provided for
them are regulated by spcial provisions
contained in a social securiry convendon
within the meaning of Article I (c) of the
said Regulation ;

Draft re§,ulatlon on the soclal securlty of seasonal \ilorkers
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'Whereas by virtue of Ârticle 4 (4) of Regu-

Iation No. l, the provisions of that Regula-
tion listed in Annex C are not applicable
to seasonal workers employed in a Member
State mentioned in the said Annex or who
are nationals of the said Member State, or
stateless persons or refugees residing in the
said State and employed in another Member
State ;

§fhereas Article 4 (7) of Regulation No. 3

provides that the Council shall draw up a

subsequent Regulation laying down special
provisions for seasonal workers, upon the
entry into force of which paragraphs (l)
and (4) of Ârticle 4 of the said Regulation
shall become inoperative;

§ÿhereas the general provisions of Regula-

tions Nos. 1 and 4 and the arrangements
they lay down for invalidity, old-age and

death (pensions; and death grânts are

applicable to seasonal workers without
further stipulation);

§Thereas special provisions, complementary
ro those laid down by Regulations Nos. 3

and 4, are required to determine which
legisiation is applicable and also for sickness

and maternity, industrial injuries and oécupa-

tional diseases, unemployment and family
allowances, because of the special situation
of seasonal workers, who do not transfer

their residence to the Member State in which
they are employed for a limited period ;

'Whereas the High Authoriry of the European

Coal and Steel Community has declared that
the system laid down in the following
Regulation may replace the arrangements
mentioned in Article 69 (4) of the Treaty

establishing the European Coal and Steel

Community ;

HAS ADOPTED THE FOLLOWING REGULÂTION:

TITLE I

General provlslons

Article I

For the purpose of this Regulation:

a) The expression "Regulation No. 3" means

Regulation No. 3 of the Council of the Euro-
pean Economic Communiry on the social

security of migrant workers, dated 21 Sep-

tember 1958 and published in the official
gazette of the European Communities of
16 December 1958 ;

b) The expression "Regulation No. 4
means Regulation No. 4 of the Council of
the European Economic Community Iaying
down procedures for and supplementing
the provisions of Regulation No. 3 on the

social security of migrant workers, dated

3 December 1958 and published in the

official gazette of the European Communities
of 16 December 1958 ;

a) The expression "seasonal ryorker" means

a worker *ho go", ,o on. ol the Member
States to perform, for an employer or
employers, work for wages or work treàted

as such for a period of less than twelve
months without transferring his residence

to that State. The provisions of Article I (l)
of Regulation No. 3 shall no longer apply.

d) The expression "country of permanent

residence" means the Member State in which
the seasonal worker has his permanent

residence.

Article 2

l. The provisions of this Regulation shall
apply to seasonal workers who are or have

been subject to the legislation of one or
more of the Member States and who are

nationals of one of the Member States or
who are stateless persons or refugees, as

well as to members of their families and to
their surviving dependents.

2. The provisions of this Regulation shall
also apply to the surviving dependents of
seasonal workers who have been subject to
rhe laws of one or more of the Member
States irrespective of the nationaliry of such36



workers when the said surviving dependents
are nationals of one of the Member States

or stateless lærsons or refugees residing in
one of the Member States.

Article 3

Except as otherwise provided in this Regula-
tion the provisions of Regulations Nos. 3

and 4 shall apply to the persons to whom
this Regulation applies.

Article 4

1. §7ith respect to the persons to which it
applies, the provisions of this Regulation
shall replace the provisions applicable to
seasonal workers contained in any social
security convention concluded between Mem-
ber States. However, those provisions of
such conventions enumerated in an annex

drawn up under a later Council Regulation
adopted on a proposal of the Commission
within six months of the publication of this
Regulation shall continue to apply.

2. The provisions of Article 6 (3) of Regu-

lation No. 3 shall apply as regards any
necessary amendments to the .Annex provided
for in the foregoing p^ra,9raph.

3. Article 6 (2) (c) and (d.) of Regulation
No. 3 are cancelled. The reference to
Article 6 (2) (c) of Regulation No. 3 which
appears in Article 6 (l) of Regulation No. 4
is deleted.

4.. Each Member State shall notify the
Chairman of the Administrative Committee
of any convention concerning the social

security of seasonal workers concluded
between it and a country which is not a

Member State.

TITLE II

Speclal provlslons

Chapter I

SICKNESS, MATERNITY

A*icle 5

The time-limit of one month laid down in
Ârticle 17 (1) of Regulation No. 3 shall
be increased to four months in the case of
seasonal workers.

Article 6

1. Benefits to which a seasonal workcr is

entitled shall be provided by the appropriate
institution as if he were permanently resident
in the appropriate country.

2. A seasonal worker entitled to benefits
at the expense of the appropriate institution
shall retain this entitlement when he rerurns
to his country of permanent residence.
Before returning, however, the seasonal
worker must obtain the authorization of the
appropriate institution, which shall take due
account of the reasons for such return.

3. !ÿhen, after returning to his country of
permanent residence, a seasonal worker does

not fulfil the conditions for entitlement to
the benefits provided for under the legislation
of that country and is still entitled to benefits
under the legislation of the Member State

in which he was last insured before his
renrrn or would be so entitled if he were
in that State, he shall receive benefits in kind
in his country of residence at the expense of
the appropriate institution.

4. Benefits in kind in cases coming under
paragraphs 2 arrd 3 of this Article shall be
provided by the institution of the place of
p€rmanent residence in accordance with the
provisions of the legislation applied by the
said institution, in particular as regards the
extent of the benefits in kind and the man-
ner in which they are provided; nevertheless,
the period during which these benefits shall
be provided shall be that laid down by the
legislation of the appropriate country.
'§7hen the legislation of the country of
permanent residence provides for more than
one system of sickness and maternity 37



insurance, the provisions applicable are those

which would have been apptied if the sea-

sonal worker had last been employed in that

country.

5. The grant by the instirution of the
place of permanent residence, in cases coming
under paragraphs 2 and 3 of this Article,
of artificial limbs, large appliances and

other major benefits in kind appearing on

the list drawn up by the Âdministrative
Committee shall be subject to authorization
by the appropriate institution except in cases

of extreme urgency.

6. In the case covered by paragraph 2 o1.

this Ârticle cash benefits shall be paid in
conformity with the legislation of the appro-
priate country. The appropriate institution
shall pay these benefits by international
money order and inform the institution of
the place of permanent residence of such
payment. However, ât the request of the
appropriate instirution the said benefits may

be paid by the institution of the place of
permanent residence on behalf of the
appropriate institution; the latter shall then
inform the institution of the place of perma-

nent residence of the amount of the benefits,
of the date or dates at which they may be
paid and of the maximum period during
which they are to be paid.

Article 7

In the course of the journey to his place

of work at the beginning of the period for
which he has been engaged and while
returning from it at the end of the said
period, the seasonal worker shall benefit by
the provisions of Article 19 (1, 3, J and 6)
o[ Regulation No. 3 and of Article l8 (l)
and Articles 19 and 20 of Regulation No. 4
cven if he does not reside in the appropriate
country, provided the duration of the journey

is not more than two days in either direction.
I,X/hen the legislation of the country in
which the instirution supplying the benefits
in kind is situated provides for more than
one system of sickness and ma:crnity insur-
ance, the provisions applicable shall b€

those which would have applied if the
seasonal worker had last been employed in
that country.

Anicle I

l. The timeJimit provided for in Arti-
cle 20 (2) of Regulation No. 3 shall not be

applicable to the members of the family of a

seasonal worker,

2. §fhen the members of the family of a

seasonal worker are temporarily resident in
the appropriate country they shall receive

benefits in kind in conformity with the
legislation of the said country. This rule
shall also apply when the members of the
family have already receivid, in respect of
the same case of sickness or materniry, the
benefits provided by the institutions of the
Member State in which they reside. If the
legislation applicable by the appropriate
instirution fixes a maximum duration for the
grant of benefits, the period during which
benefits were provided immediately before
deparrure shall be taken into account.

3. Members of the family who have received

benefits in conformity with the provisions of
the foregoing paragraphs shall retain this
entitlement when they rerurn to their coun-
try of permanent residence. In such a case

the provisions of Article 6 (4 and 5) of this
Regulation shall be applicable to them.

Article 9

1. In order to continue to receive benefits
in kind in his country of residence in, the
case covered by Article 6 (2) of this Regula-
tion, the seasonal worker must produce to
the institution of the place of residence

a cerrificate, in the standard form prescribed
by the Administrative Committee, by which
the appropriate instirution authorizes him
to continue to receive benefits after rerurning
ro his country of permanent residence.
rùÿhere necessary the said institution shall
indicate in this certificate the maximum
period for provision of benefits in kind
stipulated in the legislation of the appro.
priate country. The appropriate institution
shall send a copy of this certificate to the
offite named by the competent authority
of the seasonal worker's country of perma-
nent tesidence. The appropriate institution
may issue the certificate at the request of the
seasonal worker after his return, if for reasons38



of force maieure it was not possible to make

out the certificate earlier.

2. In order to receivé benefits in kind in
his country of residence in the case covered

by Article 6 (ï of this Regulation, the

seasonal worker shall be required to Present
to the institution of the place of perrnanent

residence a certificate in the standard form
prescribed by the Administrative Committee
issued by the appropriate institution, if pos-

sible before the seasonal worker returns to
his country of permanent residence, stating
that he is entitled to the benefits referred
to above. This certificate shall indicate in
particular the length of the period during
which these benefits may be provided.

Should the seasonal worker not produce

the said certificate, the institution of the
place of permanent residence shall obtain it
from the appropriate institution.

3. !ÿhen benefits in kind are provided in
the cases covered by Article 6 (2 and 3) of.

this Regulation, the following arrangements
shall also apply:

a) fi. a patient is admitted to hospiral, the
institution of the place of permanent resi-

dence shall within three days of the date of
which it was itself informed notify the

appropriate institution of the date of entry
into a hospital or other medical establishment
and the probable duration of in-patient treat-
ment. Iilÿhen the insured person is dis-

charged from a hospital br other medical
esrablishment, the institution of the place

of perrnanent residence shall notify the
appropriate instirution of the date of his
discharge within the same time limit ;

b) The instirution of the place of permanent

residence shall apply to the appropriate insti-
tution for authorization to grant the benefits
referred to in Article 6 (1) of this Regula-
tion. When these benefits have betn pro-

vided in a case of extreme urgency without
the authorization of the appropriate institu-
tion, the instirution of the placeofpermanent
residence shall immediately notify the said

instirution ;

c) The institution of the place of permanent

residence shall cause the beneficiary to be

cxamined periodically, either on its own

initiative or at the request of the appropriate
institution, in order to ascertain whether the

medical treatment is being effectively and

regularly administered. The instirution must

carry out these examinations and immediately

inform the appropriate institution of the
findings. Assumption by the appropriate
institution of liabiliry for the cost of medical

treatment is conditional upon the observance

of these rules.

4. The appropriate authorities of two or
more Member States may by agreement make

other practical arrangements, which shall be

submitted to the Âdministiative Committee
for its opinion.

Àrticle 10

l. In order to continue to receive cash

benefits in his countty of lrrmanent
residence in the case covered by Article 6 (2)

of this Regulation, the seasonal worker shall

be required to apply immediately to the

institution of his place of permanent resi'

dence and produce, if the legislation of the

country of permanent residence so provides.

a certificate of incapaciry to work issued by

the doctor treating him. He shall also

state his address in the country of permanent

residence and the name and address of the

appropriate instirution.

Âs soon as possible, and in any case within
the three days following the date on which

the seasonal worker applied to the institution
of his place of permanent residence, this
institution shall have the worker examined
by one of its medical examiners. The report

of this doctor,- mentioning the probable

duration of the incapaciry to work, shall be

scnt by the institution of the place of
permanent residence to the appropriate
institution within three days following the
date of the examination. No later than ,a
clear week after receiving this report, the

appropriate institution shall inform the
institution of the place of permanent resi-

dence whether the seasonal worker may

receive cash benefits in his country of per-

rnanent residence.

2. This following arrangements arc also

applicable to the provision of cash benefits 39



in the case covered by Article 6 (2) of this
Regulation :

a) The institution of the place of permanent
residence shall carry out the medical exami-
nation and administrative checking of the
seasonal worker as if he were affiliated to
it and shall communicate the result to the
appropriate instirution ;

â) §fhen the institution of the place of
permanent residence finds that the seasonal

worker is fit to resume work it shall advise
him of the date on which he must do so

and immediately send a copy of this noti-
fication to the appropriate institution. Cash

benefits shall cease to be paid with effect
from the date fixed by the institution of
the place of permanent residence for the
resumption of work ;

c) §7hen the appropriate institution decides.
on the basis of the information received, that
the seasonal worker is fit to resume work,
it shall requesr the institution of the place
of permanent residence to inform the worker
of its decision. Cash benefits shall cease

to be paid from rhe day following thar on
which the worker was informed of this
decision ;

d) lf, in the same case, two different dates
for the resumption of work are fixed by the
institution of the place of permanent resi-
dence and by the appropriate institution
respectively, the date fixed by the appropriate
institution shalt be decisive.

3. The competent authorities of rwo or
more Member States may by agreement make
other practical arrangements, which shall be
submitted to the Administrative Committee
for its opinion.

Article 11

I. In the case covered by Ârticle 8 (2) of
this Regulation, the appropriate institution
shall, where necessary, request the instiru-
tion of the place of permanent residence of
any member of the family who is tempb-
rarily residing in the appropriate country to
supply it with information concerning the
period during which benefits were provided
immediately prior to this temporary residence.

2. The provisions of Article 9 (1, 3 and 4)
of this Regulation shall apply to members
of the family who return to the country
of permanent residence after having received
benefits in kind at the expense of the
appropriate institution during temporary
residence in the appropriate country.

Article 12

l. Iÿhen benefits in kind are provided
under Article 6 (2 and 3) and Article 8 (3)
of this Regulation, the appropriate institu-
tion shall be required to refund the amount
of expenses pertaining to the said benefits
to the institution which provided them.

2. \ü7hen the legislation of the Member
State in which the instirution having pro-
vided the benefits in kind is siruated lays
down that, in the case of a beneficiary who
is not resident within the administrative
area ol the appropriate instirution of this
State and who receives benefits in kind at
the expense of this institution from the
institution of his place of residence in the
territory of the same State, the cost of
certain benefits in kind shall be refunded
on the basis of llat rates ; those llat
rates shall be applicable to refunds to the
institutions of the said Member State.

3. The provisions of Article 23 (4 and 5)
and of Ârticle 4) (d) of Regulation No. 3
and those of Articles 73 (1 to 4) and 77 to
82 of Regulation No. 4 shall apply ro the
refunds mentioned in paragraph 1 of the
present Article. For the purposes of applying
Ârticle 8l of Regulation No. 4 to the
above-mentioned refunds, the annex for
which provision is made in Article 4 (1) of
the present Regulation shall supersede Annex
6 of Regulation No. 4.

Chapter 2

INDUSTRIAL INJURIES AND
OCCUP^A.TIONÂL DISEASES

Article 13

1. The provisions of Ârticles 6, 9 and 10
of this Regulation shall apply to benelits
in kind and cash benelits other than pensions40



which may be claimed by a seasonal worker
who is the victim of an industrial injury
or an occuPational disease.

2. §7here the benefits in kind referred to
in the foregoing paragraph are provided in
the country of permanent residence in accord-

ance with the provisions of Article 6 (2

and 3) of this Regulation the following
provisions shall also apply:

)) wn.n there is no insurance against
industrial injuries or occupational diseases

in the country of permanent residence of
the seasonal worker, or when such insurance
exists but does not provide for institutions
for the supply of benefits in kind, these
shall be supplied by the instirution of the
place of residence responsible for dispensing
benefits in kind in the event of sickness;

à) §fhen, under the appropriate legislation.
benefits in kind are provided entirely free
of charge only if the person concerned
makes use of the medical service organized
by the employer, any benefits in kind pro-
vided by the instirution of the place o[
residence shall be considered as having been
provided by such a medical service;

c) \ùflhen the system of compensation for
industrial injuries in the appropriate country
is not obligatory, the supply of benefits in
kind by the institution of the place of resi-
dence shall be considered as having been
effected at the request of the appropriate
instirution.

3. The provisions of the foregoing Article
shall be applicable to the refund of benefits
in kind referred to in paragraph I of the
present Ârticle when such benefits have been
provided in the country of permanent resi-
dence in accordance with the provisions of
Article 6 (2 and 3) of this Regulation.

Article 14

1. If the legislation of a Member State
provides for paymenr of the costs of
transporting the victim to his domicile or
to the hospital or to the place of burial,
these costs shall be met irrespective of
whether the journey has to be made in the
territory of the appropriate country or in

that of the country of permanent residence.

Nevertheless, liability for such costs in the
country of permanent residence shall be

limited to expenditure corresponding to a

journey of 50 kilometres.

2. The costs referred to in the preceding
paragraph shall be refunded directly to the
victim or to his surviving dependents by

the appropriate institution in accordance with
the provisions of the legislation which it
applies.

Chapter 3

UNEMPLOYMENT

Article 15

l. A seasonal worker partially or for tech-

nical reasons unemployed in the establish-
ment employing him shall be entitled to
the benefits provided for in such cases under
the legislation of the appropriate country
as if he were perrnanently resident in that
country.

2. A seasonal worker who becomes unem-
ployed in the course of the period for
which he was engaged and who returns to
his country of permanent residence is entitled
to benefits in accordance with the legislation
of the Member State in which he was last
employed. Nevertheless, the duration of
such entitlement may not exceed five months
reckoned from the date when it became
effective.

3' The benefits referred to in the foregoing
paragraph shall be provided by the institu-
tion of the place of residence under arrange-
ments Iaid down in the legislation applied
by the said institution,

4. The provisions of paragraph 2 of this
Article shall not apply to benefits, if any,
granted to p€rsons who dte voluntarily
unemployed or to workers dismissed for
justified reasons of breach of labour contract
and in all cases in which the worker has
been employed less than three months in the
country in question.

5. For such time as the worker can claim
benefits under paragraph 2 of. this Article /*l



he shall not b€ entitled to unemployment
benefit under any provision of the legisla-
tion of his country of residence,

6. The provisions of Ârticle 33 (J) and of
Ârticle 36 of Regulation No. 3 shall not
apply to the seasonal workers referred to in
paragraphs L and 2 of this Ârticle.

7. Where unemployment benefits are paid
in accordance with paragraph 2 of this
Ârticle, the instirution of the country whete
the worker was last employed shall be

required to refund to the institution which
paid them a sum equivalent to 8) 7o of
the actual amount of the benefits in question.
This percentage may be altered by agreement

berween two Member States.

8. The provisions of Article 21 (4 and 5)
and of Article 41 (d) of Regulation No. 3

and those of Articles 78, 79 and 80 of
Regulation No. 4 shall apply to the refunds
provided for in the foregoing plra9raph of
this Article.

Article 16

1. In order to receive benefits under para-
graph 2 of the foregoing Article, the unem-
ployed person must produce to the institu-
tion of his place of permanent residence a

certificate in the standard form laid down
by the Âdministrative Committee, issued by
the competent institution, if possible before
his return to the country of permanent
residence, and stating that he is entitled to
the said benefiæ. This certificate shall
indicate in particular the amount of the
benefits due under the legislation of the
appropriate country and the maximum period
during which they may be paid in confor-
miry with paragraph 2 of the foregoing
Ârticle. Should the unemployed person nor
produce the certificate the institution of the
place of permanent residence shall request
the appropriate institution to draw up and
transmit such a certificate.

2. The apprôpriate institution may ar any
time request the instirution of the place of
residence to fuinish information concerning

the situation of the beneficiary, in particular
his condition of being involuntarily unem-
ployed and jobs which have been offered
to him.

Article 17.

1. Â seasonal worker who, after his return
to his country of permanent residence at the
end of the season for which he was engaged,

becomes unemployed in the said country
shall be entitled to unemployment benefits
under the legislation of that country as

though he had last been employed there.
In this case the institution of the place of
permanent residence shall be considered as

the appropriate institution for the purposes

of Article 31 (1,2,3 and )) and Article 34
of Regulation No. 3 and Articles 62 to 6)
of Regulation No. 4. The cost of such

benefits shall be borne by the institution of
the place of permanent residence.

2. The provisions of Article 3l (4) and of
Article 36 of Regulation No, 3 shall not
apply to seasonal workers referred to in the
foregoing paragraph.

. Chapter 4

FÀMILY ALLO\ÿÂNCES

Article 18

The time-limit referred to in Article 40 (1)
of Regulation No. 3 shall not be applicable
to seasonal workers.

Article 19

A seasonal worker who, in conformity with
rhe provisions of Article 15 (l or 2) of this
Regulation, is in receipt of unemployment
benefits payable under the legislation of a

Member State shall be entitled to the family
allowances payable in the event of unem-
ployment under the legislation of the said
state, under the conditions laid down in
Ârticle 40 (1 to 4) of Regulation No. 3.

42



TITI,E III

Final provisions

Article 20

The miscellaneous provisions in Title IV of
Regulation No. 3 for the implementation.
execution or interpretation of the said Regu-

lation shall also be valid for the implemen-

tation, execution or interpretation of the
present Regulation.

Àrticle 21

1. The present Regulation shall not confer
any entitlement to benefit in respect of a

period prior to the date of its entry into
force.

2. Any insurance period or pericd treated

as such and, where appropriate, any period of
employment or period treated as such or any
period of residence stipulated by the legisla-
tion of a Member State before the date of
entry into force of this Regulation shall be

taken into consideration in determining
entitlement to benefits under the provisions

thereof.

3. Subject to the plovisions of paragraph I
of this Article, a benefit shall be payable
under this Regulation even if it relates to
an event prior to the date of its entry into
force. For this purpose any claim which
has not been paid, or which has been

suspended by reason of the residence of the
person concerned or because the incident
which gave rise to the claim took place in
a Member State other than the country in
which the institution liable is situated, shall,
at the request of the person concerned, be
paid or revived with effect from the entry
into force of this Regulation provided that

the previous claims have not been settled

by payment of a lump sum.

4. In the case of claims arising from the
application of the foregoing paragraph, thc
provisions under the legislation of the
Member States with regard to forfeiture or
lapse of rights may not be applied to the
persons concerned if the request referred
to in the foregoing paragraph is submined
within two years reckoned from the entry
into force of this Regulation. Should the
request be submitted after expiry of this

. time-limit, an entitlement to benefit which
has not been forfeited nor has lapsed shall
be acquired with effect from the date of the
request unless more favourable provisions in
the legislation of a Member State are

appiicable.

Article 22

lVith regard to this Regulation the Adminis-
trative Committee shall exercise the powers
vested in it by Regulations Nos. 3 and 4
and by this Regulation on its being
published.

Article 2j
This Regulation shall come into force on the
same date as the Regularion provided for
in Article 4 (1).

However, the provision of Article 22 will
come into force on the date of the publica-
tion of this Regulation.

This Regulation is binding as to all parts
thereof and directly applicable in every
Member State.
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